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SHALL WE DANCE?
Family bragging rights will be on the line when Gisborne brothers Campbell
(left) and Alex Chrisp and sisters Pamela Hall (left) and Monica Williams
go toe to toe at the Dancing for Life Ed charity event at the Farmers Air
Showgrounds Park Event Centre fundraiser on June 20. The pairs chose
rock and roll as their dance style and have been having a lot of fun learning
the moves for the big event, which is raising money for the Life Education
Trust. “I think we’ve got the rhythm and it’s for a great cause,” said
Pamela. “If nothing else, it will give our families a laugh.”
STORY ON PAGE 4
Picture by Chanellcrown Photography

PANDEMIC COULD
DELAY RATES RISE
by Aaron van Delden

TOMORROW

• Public advised to
‘shop normal’
• More local events fall
victim to virus
• Anxious Kiwis
trapped overseas
• Plea for help from
Air NZ
• ‘It’s a war’: Trump
• Italy death toll soars,
475 in one day
GISBORNE
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GISBORNE ratepayers are being asked
if they want the district council to lessen
a 2020/21 rates hike by delaying the
wastewater treatment plant upgrade and
forgoing extra staff to process resource
consent applications on time.
The council decided last month to forge
ahead with a 4.87 percent
overall rates rise in its
2020/21 annual plan, but
it agreed to seek public
feedback before formally
adopting the plan in June.
For city households,
rates bills are expected to
increase by $150 to $200 a
year, on average.
But in light of the Covid-19 pandemic,
the council’s chief executive yesterday
hinted at a potential central government
directive to delay setting new rates.
Nedine Thatcher Swann said council
leaders were working on a co-ordinated
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Relief package announcement tomorrow
GOVERNMENT ministers will be in Gisborne
tomorrow to reveal details of a tailored
economic relief package for Tairawhiti.
Economic Development Minister Phil
Twyford, Forestry and Regional Economic
Development Minister Shane Jones and
Employment Minister Willie Jackson will be

national response to the coronavirus
pandemic and considering how to manage
rates increases, which many councils were
proposing for 2020/21.
At yesterday’s extraordinary council
meeting, Ms Thatcher Swann said the
consultation document outlining the
reasons for Gisborne’s rates hike should
still be distributed.
The council would have a better sense
later this month of the potential need to
delay the rates rise, she said.
The council’s 2018-28 Long Term Plan
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here to announce a relief package for Covid19-affected workers in the region.
The move comes on top of a national
relief package announced earlier this week.
That included a wage subsidy for affected
businesses and is also available to eligible
businesses here.

budgeted a 3.26 percent rates increase for
2020/21, but staff have told councillors that
needs to jump to 4.87 percent because of
their decision to accelerate improvements
to the city’s wastewater treatment plant.
Improvements to the plant are required
for the council to meet impending resource
consent requirements over water quality.
The plant’s upgrade will ensure
wastewater is clarified and disinfected
before being discharged to Turanganui-aKiwa/Poverty Bay.
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HAZARDOUS
SITUATION

DECONTAMINATION: Firefighters were put through their paces
yesterday in a hazardous materials incident and decontamination
exercise held on the forecourt of the Gisborne fire station. Senior
Station Officer Bernie Bull said the personnel involved were tested
on their handling of a chemical spill. They were fully kitted out in
hazardous substance gear and washed off afterwards in a portable
decontamination shower. “We test the gear and practice with it every
six months or so,” SSO Bull said. “The exercise went very well.”
Pictures by Liam Clayton

Exceptional sportsmanship
Jack’s actions ‘the epitome of awesomeness’
THE selfless act of a young
Gisborne surf lifesaver is proof
you’re never too young to make a
difference in someone’s life.
Riversun Wainui Surf Life
Saving Club member Jack Long
joined Riversun Wainui Surf
Life Saving Club four years ago
and recently competed in his
first Oceans’ 20 national junior
A GREAT MATE: Jack Long
from Wainui SLSC received a
special award at the Oceans’
20 junior nationals at the
Mount earlier this month
for going to the aid of a
clubmate and friend who lost
his board in the big waves.
Jack received an Engine
Swim voucher for $1000.
He is pictured with Andrew
Lauterstein from Engine Swim.
Picture by Rod Salt

carnival this year at Mount
Maunganui.
The 11-year-old really enjoyed
the competition.
“I liked it. It was really big.
There were a lot of kids from a lot
of clubs.”
Jack made the finals of two
events but it was his actions
in helping a mate and fellow
competitor that had people talking
about him,
“During the board semifinals I
was paddling out and a large set
came through,” said Jack, a Year 7
student at Gisborne Intermediate.
“On the first wave my friend
and I both popped it, but on the
second wave my friend lost his
board.
Jack ditched his own board and
went to help his friend until an
IRB picked him up.
He was not able to finish the
race but once Jack was back to

LOOKING AHEAD
SPORTS
• Yes there is still some sport going on . . . we
preview the Poverty Bay yachting champs

shore he joined his friend in the
first aid tent and helped care for
him.
Despite not finishing the race,
Jack was told he would be allowed
to compete in the final, because he
would have made it through had
he continued.
He was 14th in the final.
Over the Oceans’ 20 carnival,
representatives of the Waterman
Store NZ and Engine Swim
were on the look-out for Oceans
20 competitors who displayed
“exceptional sportsmanship”.
They found it in Jack.
He was recognised as part of a
Waterman Store NZ competition
for an Engine Swim prize — a bag
full of goodies and a $1000 gift
voucher.
Jack’s efforts to help his friend
were seen as the “epitome of
awesomeness” and why surf
lifesaving is so special.
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‘Cautionary approach’ to public consultation raises ire
FROM PAGE 1
The need for more staff to process
resource consent applications on time
and higher-than-expected depreciation on
water infrastructure are also implicated
in the rates increase.
Instead of delaying work on the
wastewater treatment plant, the council
could opt to loan money to continue

Covid-19 website
GISBORNE District Council encourages
the community to visit the Government’s
comprehensive new website launched to provide
the latest updates and information about Covid19 Coronavirus.
The site has everything, including information
on symptoms, advice on how to take care of your
health, the financial support available and the
rules for self isolation.
“Together we can slow the spread” is the
banner headline for the site.
“It contains everything you need to know in
one place,” the council said today in a social
media post. “Advice and information, updates
and commonly-asked questions around
Covid-19. Learn the simple steps you can take to
unite against the virus and slow its spread.”
Go to covid19.govt.nz

#shop normal
THE “don’t panic” message has been
reinforced when it comes to food and groceries.
Gisborne shoppers cleaned out shelves of
stock at the city’s two major supermarkets over
the past two days as panic buying for a possible
self-isolation period kicked in.
Countdown general manager health and safety
Kiri Hannifin says their main message is there is
no need to panic.
She encourages shoppers to be thoughtful of
others to ensure all have access to the food and
products they needed.
“We’re continuing to manage the increased
customer demand we’re seeing in our stores
but we also need customers to remember that
when they buy more than they need, others
will go without that day. We strongly encourage
customers to shop as they normally would. This
includes shopping in-store if you don’t need to
shop online.”
Ms Hannifin says the situation is constantly
changing.
“We’re in contact with a range of agencies and
our charity partners around how best to support
our elderly and vulnerable customers. We’ll be
monitoring this in the days and weeks ahead to
ensure we are providing more support where it is
needed.”
Pak’nSave head of corporate affairs Antoinette
Laird says the key message for customers is
#shopnormal. “If you do this, then we can make
sure all your key grocery needs are met.”

Great first step
THE Government’s Covid-19 relief package is
a great, well-received and immediate first step for
Tairawhiti’s hospitality and tourism sector, says
Trust Tairawhiti general manager Tourism Adam
Hughes. But the situation for scores of small
tourism and hospitality businesses remains a
long way from returning to normality.
“The ability for our tourism and hospitality
operators who can show a 30 percent loss in
revenue to immediately gain funds to support
their ongoing staffing situation is welcome,” said
Mr Hughes. “It’s crucial for us to retain our talent
in the tourism and hospitality sector.
“I know that people have been hurting and
have been worried. This package will ease some
of that worry and provide some surety moving
forward for their business, but it’s a long way
from being business as usual.”
Many small tourist and hospitality businesses
throughout Tairawhiti had been affected by the
coronavirius in various ways.
“We look forward to the Government’s
forthcoming further support announcements in
the May Budget.”

the upgrade and spread out rates rises,
reducing the increase for city ratepayers
from July 1 by $65.
However, repaying the loan would
require more rates rises over time.
Other options put forward in the
consultation document include diverting
funds from unidentified council activities
to pay for more resource consenting work
without a rates increase.
No alternative is given for the extra

$48 city ratepayers will need to pay next
year to cover unbudgeted depreciation on
water infrastructure.
Ms Thatcher Swann said the council
was taking a “cautionary approach” to
public consultation and would distribute
the document via its social media
channels.
But that raised the ire of district
councillor Pat Seymour, who wanted the
document circulated more widely than

just on social media.
This was especially important given
the council’s current coronavirus-driven
moratorium on community meetings, Cr
Seymour said.
She recalled a time when such
documents were delivered to every
letterbox in the district.
Councillor Terry Sheldrake thought
an insert in The Gisborne Herald would
suffice.

SO FAR SO
GOOD: The
kiwifruit harvest
here has been
in full swing
for about two
weeks and it’s
so far so good
when it comes
to harvest
volumes and
labour supplies
to pick the
crop. This team
are pictured
at an orchard
at Makauri.
From left are
Kia Andersen,
Michael Haines,
Chelsea Debruyn
and Slade
Tiopira.
Picture by
Liam Clayton

‘Unbelievable’ harvest
have been up on last year.
It was estimated this region would
THE hot dry summer has sped up
produce about four million trays of
maturity of Tairawhiti’s kiwifruit crop
kiwifruit for export this season.
and pickers have been flat out in the
The first export shipment by sea
past fortnight.
from Gisborne left on Sunday for Japan
NZ Fruits, which handles about half
and the next freighter will be here in a
of the Gisborne kiwifruit volume, has
fortnight.
already finished almost 40 percent of
The available labour supply to pick
its harvest.
the crop has not been a problem so far
“To have nearly 40 percent harvested for NZ Fruits.
already is unbelievable,” said NZ Fruits
“NZ Fruits is doing OK for labour
director Bill Thorpe.
and the downturn in the forestry
“The hot and dry summer weather
industry has helped a wee bit,
conditions have brought the crop
with some extra workers becoming
forward considerably, and by next week available,” Mr Thorpe said.
we will be halfway through harvest.”
A labour contractor said they could
Mr Thorpe said he had never seen
have done with a few more pickers
anything like it.
some days but generally they had
“We’ve never had so much fruit come coped so far.
in so fast this early.”
“It has been an exceptional season so
NZ Fruits director Trevor Lupton
far and, looking forward, if it stays like
said when the harvest started the fruit this quality and yield-wise, it will be
quality was good as were yields, which
one of the best ever,” he said.

by Murray Robertson

The Gisborne Herald was told labour
may become a factor later in the season
because of the number of backpackers
and other overseas people who usually
work in the harvest.
“Twenty-five percent of the industry’s
workforce have international working
visas,” New Zealand Kiwifruit Growers
Inc chief executive Nikki Johnson told
The New Zealand Herald.
“So stricter measures at the border
to combat the spread of Covid-19 are
expected to have a significant impact
on recruitment.
“NZKGI is monitoring the situation
seriously and we will have a more
accurate view over the next few weeks
as the picking and packing increases.
“The number of coronavirus cases
in New Zealand and the potential
impact of measures to limit the spread
of it will obviously play a large role
in determining the impact on the
kiwifruit industry.”

More events cancelled, postponed
EIT Tairawhiti’s graduation ceremony
has been cancelled due to developments in
security around coronavirus.
“This decision was not an easy one to
make and we are sorry for any inconvenience
and understand the disappointment of our
graduands,” said EIT’s chief executive Chris
Collins. “However, we are strictly following the
recommendations coming from the Ministry
of Health, public health agencies and the
government.”
Graduates who wish to have their
qualification achievement recognised are
invited to attend next year’s ceremonies.
EIT will post the qualification awards to all
graduates, along with a copy of the ceremony
programme.
THE annual Giant Pumpkin Festival at
Bushmere Arms has been cancelled as a
precaution against the potential spread of the

Covid-19 coronavirus.
The public event was to be held on March
29 but hope is not lost for growers of giant
pumpkins.
“It’s a massive undertaking to grow a
pumpkin and we are grateful to our growers,
so you can still have your pumpkin weighed at
Bushmere Arms,” say organisers.
“Just phone Robin at the Bushmere Arms
and he will organise a suitable time for a
private weigh-in.”
People who have bought an entry ticket and
a pack of seeds are advised to hold on to their
tickets. Ticket holders will be given a new pack
of seeds in October when organisers launch
next year’s competition.
Colouring competition entries will still be
accepted and prizes awarded. Entry forms can
be downloaded from the Bushmere Arms Giant
Pumpkin Festival Facebook page or collected
from The Gisborne Herald.

Drop off entries at Farmlands Gisborne or
the Bushmere Arms before Sunday, March 29.
A TINA Turner tribute and the Ten Tenors
concert scheduled for the War Memorial
Theatre in March and April have been
postponed while the Moscow Ballet La
Classique’s May production of Sleeping Beauty
has been cancelled.
Comedy magician Brendan Dooley and Felix
the Fearless Dog, which were to be staged at
Lawson Field Theatre in March and April, have
been cancelled.
Musical Theatre Gisborne has postponed its
April production of The Addams Family to be
staged at Lawson Field Theatre.
Going ahead tonight, tomorrow and Saturday
at 7.30pm is Evolution Theatre Company’s
production of the comedy The Complete Works
of William Shakespeare. Tickets are available at
i-Site and the door.
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FAMILY NOTICES

Deaths
WHIBLEY, Adrian
(Dene) Lamonde. —
On 15th March 2020,
peacefully, at Gisborne
Hospital, aged 77 years.
Much loved husband of
Jennifer (Jenny).
Treasured father of
Stephen and Michelle.
Cherished Grandad to
Krystina,
Hayden,
Daniel, Jordan, Aaron,
Byron, Cathy, and
Emma, and loved by all
his great-grandchildren.
Leaving us all with
precious memories.
The funeral service
will
be
held
at
Mangapapa
Union
Church,
Atkinson
Street, at 11am on
Friday 20th March,
followed by private
cremation. No flowers
by request please.
- Evans Funeral
Services Ltd FDANZ

LOCAL STORY: The Maori
Television programme Toa
Hunter Gatherer will feature a
segment on Tairawhiti when the
third series opens on March 31.
The popular show is hosted and
co-produced by Owen Boynton,
who lives at Turihaua. “The first
episode is dedicated to the East
Coast, specifically Gisborne. My
show takes a holistic approach
to hunting and gathering with
a major part of that being
about environmental care and
sustainability,” Mr Boynton said.
“The opening episode will be
based on Gisborne diving and
will include a segment on the
Pouawa marine reserve, as a
gift to the beautiful town we call
home.” Owen and fellow hunter
gatherer T.Kutia were pictured
on the hunt.
Picture by Hayden Aull

www.evansfuneral.co.nz

Denies intent to aid shooting
Last jury trial winds up as two-month suspension announced
A JURY trial for a man accused
of aiding his mate’s plan to shoot a
neighbour and providing him with a rifle
to do so, will be the last one in Gisborne
District Court for a while.
The Ministry of Justice yesterday
announced all jury trials would be
suspended for two months, as part of the
Government’s nationwide effort to curb
the spread of the coronavirus.
The trial for Jackson Leon Maxwell
Tauhinu started on Tuesday and
concluded with closing addresses and
Judge Warren Cathcart’s summing up
yesterday afternoon.
Jurors returned to court this morning
to consider their verdicts.
Tauhinu has pleaded not guilty to
a charge alleging he was a party to
wounding with intent to injure a man at
a Salisbury Road property on January 6
last year.
Counsel Adam Simperingham said at
most, Tauhinu thought he was going to
a fist fight not a gunfight. He had his
gun in the boot of his car only because he
had been thrown out of home with all his
belongings a couple of days earlier. He
had nowhere else to store the gun.
He agreed to back up his mate
Shokhan Maynard, 20, in a confrontation
with his neighbours but had no idea
Maynard would use the gun to shoot any

of them.
The Crown says Tauhinu knew full
well there was a chance his gun might be
used to harm someone and had it in his
car for that purpose.
Prosecutor Megan Mitchell told the
jury the shooting was after ongoing
verbal conflict between occupants of a
Salisbury Road property and those at an
adjoining property — Maynard’s uncle’s
house which fronted on to Awapuni Road.
Police attended an incident earlier on
the morning of the shooting but left after
both households refused to answer any
inquiries.
Tauhinu and his brother became
involved after a short series of texts
between him and Maynard that morning.
Maynard to Tauhinu: “G got my back
like asap you awake”
Tauhinu: “wit who g just woke up”
M: “All these niggars trying rush my
uncles g wtf. Bring toys G”
T: “yeah g”
M: “Bring Swyf (a nickname for
Tauhinu’s brother) g or something
lethal.”
T: “yeah g”, “how many”, “we coming g”
“won’t be long”
The reference to “toys” meant guns,
which Tauhinu confirmed he understood
when he was interviewed later by police,
Ms Mitchell said.

Tauhinu’s responses were proof of him
agreeing to help Maynard.
He and his brother picked Maynard
up in a car, drove to Mr Reihana’s house,
and parked across the driveway. Tauhinu
and his brother got out and got into a
verbal confrontation with some of the
occupants, who were on the driveway.
Maynard, who remained in the car,
shot and injured one of the occupants.
That man was taken to hospital with
a wound that needed stitching and was
discharged later that day.
Tauhinu and his brother got back in
the car with Maynard and drove off.
Later, Tauhinu and Maynard took the
gun and its ammunition to the home of
an associate Te Ahu Aaron Mankelow, 40,
from where it was recovered by police.
Ms Mitchell said there was no dispute
Maynard was the person who shot Mr
Reihana. He had pleaded guilty and was
convicted.
Likewise, Mankelow pleaded guilty and
was convicted of receiving the gun.
Tauhinu admitted being in unlawful
possession of the gun, for which he had
no licence.
The sole issue for the jury was whether
Tauhinu was a party to the shooting.
While it was Maynard who actually
pulled the trigger, Tauhinu must have
known there was a real chance someone

would get hurt with his gun that day, Ms
Mitchell said. The jury needed to consider
what Tauhinu’s role in the incident was
and what he knew might happen.
Knowingly helping someone to carry
out an offence was sufficient to be guilty
of it.
Tauhinu, who elected to give and call
evidence, said he knew the situation
looked bad for him. That was why he
later lied to police about having a gun
and had tried, after the shooting, to hide
it at his friend’s house.
He also tried to take Maynard to the
police station but they went in the early
hours of morning and it was shut.
He was hung over and emotionally
drained the morning Maynard’s texts
came through so barely read let alone
understood them. His response “yeah
G” was a standard expression for him
and the way he often replied to texts
generally. It was not proof of him
specifically agreeing to anything.
He had not turned his mind to the gun
in the car ahead of the incident and had
not expected Maynard to use it.
In his closing yesterday afternoon,
Mr Simperngham said Tauhinu and his
brother would not have got out of the
car and confronted the neighbours if
they thought a gun would be fired from
behind them.

Fab four rocking and rolling for Life trust
by Kim Parkinson
THE billboards are up and the hype is
building as sisters Monica Williams and
Pamela Hall partner with brothers Alex
and Campbell Chrisp for the upcoming
Dancing for Life Ed event.
The brother and sister acts have
started rehearsals and are having a lot of
fun learning the basics of rock ‘n’ roll.
Although they have never done
anything like this before, interior designer
Pamela said it was good to step out of
her comfort zone and give it a go.
“I think we’ve got the rhythm and it’s
for a great cause,” she said.
“If nothing else it will give our families
a good laugh.”
Wendy Cosgrove from the Gisborne
Rock ‘n’ Roll club will be putting them
through their paces and getting them

match fit before the big event.
“It was really fun and we had lots of
laughs. We’re just learning the absolute
basics and started with a few turns,”
Pamela says.
When event manager Kathy Sheldrake
approached the sisters she asked if they
had any partners in mind.
“The only guys I could think of were
the Chrisp boys,” says Monica, who left
her job as publican at the Jolly Stockman
at the end of 2018 to pursue “other
opportunites and adventures”.
“I knew they were quite good dancers
just from seeing them dancing at parties.”
Monica said they were all quite nervous
about it but were happy to give it a go.
“I think it will be cool.”
Stock agent Alex Chrisp is more
comfortable on the rugby field than on
the stage but said he was happy to put

in the practice. The 28-year-old plays
for Ngatapa Rugby Club and said he
was going to be busy over the next few
months between footy practice and dance
lessons.
“We’ll have a bit of work to do. I’ll
probably enjoy the practices more than
the actual night,” he said.
Campbell also plays rugby for Ngatapa
and both brothers should have no trouble
lifting and spinning their partners in true
rock ‘n’ roll style.
The Halls and Chrisps are old family
friends so they are very comfortable
dancing together.
Mrs Sheldrake said she was delighted
to have Pamela, Monica, Campbell and
Alex as the first two couples to sign up
for this fundraising evening.
“Life Education Trust would be known
by all school aged children in the district.

“It is a privilege to be part of an event
to raise money to allow them to continue
with the work they do.
“Keep a lookout for the balance of the
dance couples who will be featuring on
large billboards around the city.”
This year the Life Education Trust has
chosen Dancing for Life Education as its
major fundraiser replacing the Fight For
Life (amateur boxing) event of previous
years.
Every year Life Education teaches
around 5500 children from years 1 to 8 in
Gisborne, East Coast and Wairoa.
■ Life Education Trust chairperson Pat
Seymour said yesterday there was no
indication that they should postpone a
June 20 event.
“We shall be watching developments
closely.”

Stockroute
steps out
of action
Some beach-goers at
Wainui might need to find
alternative access to the
beach, following high tides
this week.
Gisborne District Council
confirmed the steps at
Stockroute were detached
in a storm on Tuesday.
“Our contractors were
able to remove them
before they floated off
into the sea,” a council
spokeswoman said.
“We’re now determining
if consent will be required
to reinstall the steps as
there has been a change in
the level of the sand.”
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Olympic
Pool
review
set down
for April
by Grant Miller
THE condition of the Olympic Pool
Complex will be reviewed thoroughly
before Gisborne district councillors
decide on their next move.
Councillors are not due to be fully
briefed on the pool’s state and a
redevelopment project until the end of
May — a delay of at least a month the
council has put down to needing more
time for analysis.
Liveable communities director Andrew
White said staff would give councillors
“a comprehensive assessment of the
Olympic Pool Complex asset condition in
its entirety” at the May meeting of the
operations committee.
This assessment was not going to be
completed in time for the committee’s
April meeting so the report was deferred,
he said.
The pool was constructed in 1974
and the council is considering a
redevelopment in the order of $30
million but has committed just $5.65m
of ratepayer money to the project, and is
yet to attract external funding.
A concept design for the upgrade
was completed late last year and it
was signalled that councillors would be
presented the full concept early in 2020.
The Gisborne Herald asked if unease
about projected costs had inspired
more work to be done about options for
stripping back the project.
Council staff did not indicate this had
happened.
“The lack of identified funding sources
for redevelopment is the fundamental
issue with the project but this is not a
new issue,” Mr White said.

UPGRADE PENDING: A comprehensive assessment is being carried out of Gisborne’s Olympic Pool complex. The roofing
structure for the main pool is not expected to last another five years and Gisborne District Council plans to upgrade the overall
facility but funding is a significant challenge.
Picture by Liam Clayton
“There are options to reduce the scope
of the project but underlying any decision
is that the cost of any public aquatic
facility development is very high.”
The council has, however, signalled the
pool will be part of the Gisborne district’s
pitch to funders to help improve various
sports facilities.
Gisborne rates poorly against other
centres for the provision of indoor courts,
for example, but little has been done to
fix that and other problems.
A proposal for central-government
money is expected to be submitted this
year and a consultancy is likely to be
appointed to make that pitch, and to help
produce a master plan for how sports
codes may work together to create multipurpose facilities.
Mr White said funding talks with Trust
Tairawhiti about the pool had “morphed
into a wider, joint approach” to improve

community facilities.
The pool’s deterioration has caused
some concern in recent years but the
council has not so far been in a rush to
get a significant upgrade under way.
Mr White said the council would need
to “consider the priority for pool asset
renewal work to maintain existing
service levels in its next Long Term
Plan”.
He expected the council, in its next
LTP, to decide on “what can be done to
provide our community with the best
possible level of service at the Olympic
Pool until funding for redevelopment
becomes available”.
In May of 2017, Mr White said the
complex was in an obvious state of
decline.
That description remained fair, he said.
However, some work has been done
since then, including repairing and

Visitor victim of
‘gang thuggery’
THE intimidation and robbery of a
visitor to Frasertown smacked of “gang
thuggery and taxing”, Judge Warren
Cathcart said during sentencing this
week for the last of three men involved.
Adam Kelliher, 25, was scheduled for a
jury trial this week on a charge of being
party to the aggravated robbery of the
man for his car — a charge that could
potentially have resulted in him receiving
a second strike warning and serving a
sentence without parole or early release.
The trial started but barely got off the
ground before it was stalled soon after the
Crown’s opening address by a technical
hitch with the court’s transcription
service.
Negotiations during the break resulted
in an amended Crown schedule of lesser
charges to which Kelliher pleaded guilty
a few hours later and which relieved him
of the burden of a second strike.
Kelliher, who had been on remand in
custody for 305 days, waived his right to
a pre-sentence report and was sentenced

repainting the hydroslide and providing
new surfacing for changing room floors.
The 33-metre pool has been resurfaced
but more work on joints will be needed
soon.
Resurfacing the 50m pool will be
completed in the next few months.
The main pool’s roofing system isn’t
expected to last past 2024.
“Other current issues are surfacing
of the dive pool and replacement of one
sand filter,” Mr White said.
Swimmers have noticed sandbags in
the 50m pool.
“The concrete capping over the water
inlet channel on the base of the pool has
lifted.
“The sandbags have been put in place
to hold the lifted capping down until
it can be properly repaired, which will
happen in the next few months when the
50m pool is recoated.”

Another example of
the ‘constant, pathetic,
behaviour by Black Power
gang members in Wairoa
and Frasertown’: Judge

immediately to time served.
doors and punched him in the head.
Judge Cathcart, who readily voices his
Tahuri took over, reaching in through the
aim to “stamp out gang violence” in this
driver’s window and delivering a powerful
region, said the sentence was a stern one, downward hook.
as were the ones imposed earlier this
Kelliher and Tahuri, later considered by
month on Kelliher’s co-offenders Cayde
police as the ringleaders in the incident,
Culshaw, 18, and Phillip
demanded money and
Paul Tahuri, 33.
threatened the man.
The incident on May
The others joined in.
Judge Cathcart imposed
14, last year, “smacked
Kelliher told the
time served of 264 days
of gang thuggery and
man to get in the boot.
— a sentence in excess
taxing”, the judge said.
He told two other
The victim was
associates to get in
of the maximum penalty
visiting a friend in
the car and directed
for the reduced charge.
Frasertown when he
Culshaw to drive. The
noticed Kelliher — a
group were to dump the
long-time acquaintance
man on the outskirts of
— standing near the vehicle he left
town, then bring the car back.
parked on the roadside.
Culshaw stopped at a gravel pit on
He and Kelliher chatted for a while
State Highway 38 where the victim
and all seemed fine until associates of
initially refused to get out but complied
Kelliher’s began gathering around them.
when the group started punching him in
The man tried to get in his car to drive the head again.
away but realised Culshaw had stolen
The man’s face and body were swollen
his phone. Culshaw opened one of the
and bruised but he managed to walk

home. He phoned police, who found
Kelliher driving the car at about 6pm
near Tuai.
Culshaw was located shortly afterward.
Details of Culshaw’s sentencing have
already been published.
Details of Tahuri’s sentencing, just a
few days ahead of Kelliher’s trial, were
suppressed until after it.
Tahuri pleaded guilty to common
assault after lengthy negotiations led to
the withdrawal of a charge of demanding
to steal.
Judge Cathcart imposed time served
of 264 days — a sentence in excess of the
maximum penalty for the reduced charge.
It was little wonder, given Tahuri’s
history of similar offending, he had not
been granted bail, the judge said.
Tahuri, Kelliher, and Culshaw, were
“thugs”, the judge said.
This incident was yet another example
of the “constant, pathetic, behaviour by
Black Power gang members in Wairoa
and Frasertown”.
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Govt plans $54b transport spend
WELLINGTON — Transport Minister
Phil Twyford has pledged to put
“the pedal to the metal” on transport
spending, signalling an intent to invest
a record $54 billion over the next decade.
The draft Government Policy
Statement (GPS) released today sets
out the Government’s priorities for land
transport, allocating $4.5 billion a year
from the National Land Transport Fund.
Twyford also promised there would be
no increase to petrol excise or road user
charges for the next three years.
“This GPS shows our Government
is putting the pedal to the metal on
our balanced transport policy while
committing to a massive infrastructure
spend over 10 years,” Twyford said in a
statement.
With New Zealand facing a global
recession, Twyford said the “record
investment in transport” would give the
construction sector more certainty.
He told RNZ’s Morning Report it was
possible the Covid-19 coronavirus and
measures to counter it would reduce
driving.
This would mean reduced revenue
from petrol excise, but said the
transport projects were constantly being
reassessed.

“I don’t want
to make any
assumptions at
this stage.
“We have
got a plan that
provides great
certainty for the
community and
particularly for the
civil construction
industry to
plan and build
Transport Minister
their workforce
Phil Twyford
to deliver what
is one of the
biggest infrastructure investments New
Zealand’s ever seen.”
He said projects already being worked
on included:
• Third main rail line through
southern suburbs in Auckland
• Rail electrification to Pukekohe
• SH58 improvements outside of
Wellington
• SH2 four-laning north of Tauranga.
It follows a $12.1 billion stimulus
package announced on Monday designed
to cushion the blow of Covid-19 on the
economy.
Of the $54 billion total spend on

transport, $6.8 billion had already
been signalled in January when the
Government unveiled its $12 billion
infrastructure splurge.
Twyford said the Government’s
number one priority remained road
safety.
“We are planning to invest $10 billion
in our strategy to reduce the number of
deaths and serious injuries on the road
by 40 percent.
“In the first three years alone, Road
to Zero will invest nearly $3 billion
in safety infrastructure like median
barriers, safety campaigns and road
policing.”
Spending on public transport had
increased 163 percent compared to the
previous Government, Twyford said,
while spending on walking and cycling
improvements was up 227 percent.
“Given how both rail and coastal
shipping help take pressure off our
roads and produce less emissions, we are
looking to fund both in GPS 2021.”
“Building alternative transport options
for people and freight is a vital part of
achieving the Government’s goal of net
zero emissions by 2050,” Twyford said.
Consultation on the policy statement
will close on April 27. — RNZ

‘Change has finally come’

BRIEFS
Costly criminal ‘foolishness’
DUNEDIN — A man who brought ammunition to
court showed “foolishness in the extreme”, his
lawyer says.
Daniel Cooper-Willis, 20, was also caught with
weapons on three other occasions, once when he
turned up to the police station to be interviewed.
The defendant’s problems began in April last
year when he was throwing rubbish out of his car
in a supermarket car park, the Dunedin District
Court heard yesterday.
A member of the public, walking with her two
children, asked him to pick up the refuse.
Cooper-Willis reached into the waistband of his
pants, withdrew a knife with a 7cm blade, and
continued a torrent of abuse aimed at the family.
Seven months later, Cooper-Willis turned up at
the Dunedin Central Police Station to discuss the
matter.
While being processed, he pulled a knife from
the front of his trousers, which he surrendered to
officers.
He claimed he had the weapon for self-defence.
Cooper-Willis’ criminal bloopers reached new
heights when he went to court three days later for
his case to be heard.
Security officers scanning his bag found two
rounds of .22 calibre ammunition, resulting in
another arrest.
Judge Jim Large sentenced Cooper-Willis to
six months’ in prison with six months’ release
conditions, designed to get the man into
rehabilitation once he was released. — NZ Herald

Critical injuries after incident

AUCKLAND — A man is in a critical condition
after an incident at a house south of Auckland
late last night.
Police were called to a property on Frank Hewitt
Street in the suburb of Pukekohe, about 11.30pm,
after reports of a disorder.
“Upon arrival, a man was located outside an
doesn’t’ changes this,” she said.
address with head injuries,” Detective Senior
Amy Adams rejected the arguments
Sergeant Richard O’Connor, of Counties Manukau
against abortion after 20 weeks.
Police, said.
“Women do not wake up late in their
The victim was taken to hospital in a critical but
pregnancy and have just changed their
stable condition, he said.
minds for no reason. Women do not
The circumstances of the incident have not
callously throw away a much-wanted
been revealed by authorities.
pregnancy because of a difficult diagnosis,” A scene guard was put in place at the property
she said.
overnight and officers are now making inquiries
Adams said she has held the hand and
into the incident. — NZ Herald
sat with women she knows and loves, who
Weeks wait for test result
have had to make the incredibly difficult
decision to have an abortion.
APIA — It could be 10 to 20 working days before
“I have seen the delays, the difficulties,
Samoa knows whether or not it has its first case
the struggles, the judgement, the abuse
of Covid-19.
and people feel marginalised and
A government statement last night said an
criminalised because of our law and that is Aucklander had been placed in isolation at Apia’s
not OK,” she said.
Tupua Tamasese Meaole Hospital, showing
There was uncertainty about how New
symptoms of the coronavirus.
Zealand First would vote as their bid to
They had been experiencing flu-like symptoms
make the bill subject to a referendum was for two days after flying to Samoa on March 11 for
voted down.
a family occasion.
In the end, it was a female-male split;
It said samples had been sent to Melbourne
the two women MPs voted for the bill and for testing, but will take 10 to 20 working days to
the seven men voted against.
return.
Ultimately the ayes won, though with a
It is not clear why it would take so long for test
much narrower margin than at the second results to return.
reading.
Australia’s minister for the Pacific, Alex Hawke,
Little said women in New Zealand had
said Covid-19 test results were usually returned
campaigned for decades to have abortion
to Pacific countries within three to four days.
treated as a health issue instead of a crime The Samoa government is yet to respond to a
and that change had finally come. — RNZ request for clarification. — RNZ

Abortion Bill passes third and final reading
WELLINGTON — The Abortion
Legislation Bill has passed its third
reading in Parliament, meaning the
procedure will now be removed from the
Crimes Act.
The bill passed last night — 68 votes to
51 — a much narrower margin than at the
second reading.
Justice Minister Andrew Little said for
more than 40 years abortion had been the
only medical procedure considered a crime
in New Zealand.
He said change had finally come and
safe abortion was legal.
There will no longer be any legal test
for having the procedure earlier than 20
weeks, leaving a woman to self-determine
whether to have the procedure, with advice
from her doctor.
Previously, two doctors were required
to approve an abortion only if they
determined there was “serious danger” to
the woman’s physical or mental health.
For an abortion to occur after 20 weeks,
it could only be approved if deemed
necessary to save the woman’s life or
prevent serious injury.
Earlier in the day, an attempt to put the
issue to a public referendum failed in a
conscience vote during the bill’s committee
stage by 100 votes to 19 votes.
NZ First had supported the bill,

introduced by Justice Minister Andrew
Little, on the understanding it would go to
a referendum.
The Green Party also failed in its
attempt to reverse a blunder that resulted
in “safe zones” being excluded from the
legislation.

‘

I have seen the delays, the
difficulties, the struggles, the
abuse.

’

—Amy Adams

Greens’ co-leader Marama Davidson
yesterday requested Parliament go back
and reinsert safe zones, but MPs voted 77
to 43 against it.
Under the bill, the decision to have
an abortion will be made by the woman
in consultation with a qualified health
practitioner.
Abortions later than 20 weeks will need
to meet a statutory test.
National MP Agnes Loheni strongly
opposed that provision in her speech to the
House.
“Section 11 of this bill by every reading
of it states it will allow abortions up to
the moment of birth and no amount of the
minister blocking his ears and saying ‘no it

Immigration adviser
slams NZ’s travel ban
WELLINGTON — The Government is being
challenged about the legality of its travel
restrictions that continue to ban visitors from
China.
Immigration adviser Harris Gu has complained
to the Human Rights Commission that the ban
on non-New Zealanders from China and Iran —
compared to self-isolation for all other travellers
— is discriminatory.
The World Health Organisation recorded only
39 new cases of Covid-19 in China in the latest
daily tally, compared to 475 in Italy.
Gu said the Government should either remove
the travel ban, or extend it to Europe and other
countries that are badly affected by the virus.
“People from China and people from Iran have
been discriminated against due to their country
of origin,” he said.

“And it’s prohibited, it’s unlawful
discrimination based on the Human Rights Act.
“I was quite shocked and I will say, it’s
disgusting for the government to still continue to
act with that two-tier treatment.”
The policy was affecting students who could
not access the courses they had paid for, as well
as workers unable to get to jobs, he said.
The Human Rights Commission said it would
consider any complaints in its usual manner.
It said while it was important to be aware of
obligations to prohibit discrimination, each case
had to be decided on its facts.
“There are some exceptions to the general
rules,” said a spokesperson.
It also appealed to people to resist judging
TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS: An immigration adviser has labelled New Zealand’s travel
and typecasting people based on ethnicity or
ban as ‘unlawful discrimination’.
RNZ picture
nationality. — RNZ
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‘We’re looking for cases without an overseas link’
by Vaimoana Tapaleao, NZ Herald

and then we can go hard.”
health authorities had been given a head-start
Bloomfield told Newstalk ZB’s Mike Hosking
when border restrictions were imposed.
WELLINGTON — Health authorities are carrying it was still difficult to know if the virus was now
“That’s the reason why we have introduced
out more than 500 tests for coronavirus each day, being transmitted among communities around the some wider testing, that’s the reason the mass
in a race to find out if there is now community
country.
gathering restriction has gone in place and I think
transmission.
“One of the reasons that we are testing all
we will see other things coming into play as well.”
Director-general of health Dr Ashley Bloomfield those 150 close contacts down
He said that at the moment,
said the Health Ministry was ramping up testing
in Dunedin is to help reassure
those who were only showing
for Covid-19 to see if it is spreading in the
us and the people of Dunedin
We need to test the Covid-19 symptoms were being
community.
that there’s not community
tested in order to find those
right people.
New Zealand now officially has 20 confirmed
transmission,” he said, referring
infected.
—Dr Ashley Bloomfield
cases, with a total of eight new cases announced to the Logan Park High School
“We need to test the right
yesterday.
student who tested positive this
people.
“All those positive tests to date have been
week.
“For example, doing 300 tests
people who have returned from overseas,” he
That student tested positive after his father,
or so in Auckland means four batches through.
said.
who has recently arrived back from a trip to
The laboratory staff are working through into the
“We are looking for cases which don’t have
Germany, tested positive for Covid-19 hours
night.”
that overseas link — that would give us an early
earlier.
Meanwhile, Deputy Prime Minister Winston
indication we might have community transmission
Bloomfield acknowledged that New Zealand
Peters says there is still no need for schools

‘

’

to be closed. The UK this morning announced
that all schools would be shut down and exams
postponed.
Peters told Newstalk ZB that New Zealand had
not reached that stage yet, however.
The plan was to try to cauterise the issue with
the greatest speed.
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern is expected to
make an announcement today banning indoor
gatherings of 100 people or more.
Peters said the evidence and information at this
time does not suggest that closing the borders is
the best idea.
However, he repeated a plea to anyone with
family travelling overseas during the Covid19 pandemic to ensure they did not get stuck
overseas. He said anyone who had family
members temporarily overseas should get in
touch with them as soon as possible.

‘We won’t tolerate it’
Visitors ‘flouting’ rules will be deported
WELLINGTON — Immigration is
promising a hard-line approach to
rounding up wayward tourists flouting
isolation rules.
And it is calling on New Zealanders to
‘dob’ those people in.
Two tourists are in lockdown in
Christchurch awaiting deportation after
refusing to stay isolated for 14 days.
Immigration’s Stephen Vaughan says
the rules are clear, and if travellers fall
foul of them, officials will catch them.
“Essentially, anybody that has come to
New Zealand is required to self-isolate
since Saturday.
“So the vast majority of people have
come in and they have complied and they
are self-isolating,” Vaughan said.
“But for a handful of people, there are
wilful non compliers who have refused
to do so, and we are tracking them down
and deporting them.”
The people Immigration is tracking are
several foreign nationals, he said, and are
aware of the new self-isolation rules. He
SELF-ISOLATION REQUIRED: Immigration is calling for New Zealanders to ‘dob’
said irresponsible behaviour will not be
AP picture
tolerated, and those visitors will be liable people in who flout the quarantine rules.
for deportation.
Immigration is following up on details
contact us.”
“This is totally irresponsible behaviour
written on arrival cards to contact those
Travellers who have been detained are — I would be amazed if anyone coming
travellers it believes are wilfully nonkept in an approved Ministry of Health
into New Zealand wouldn’t know about
complying with self-isolation.
facility, and are deported after two weeks our quarantine facilities and the Health
Vaughan told Checkpoint Immigration
in quarantine.
Act.
is asking New Zealanders to report any
“They are locked up in quarantine, and
“And even if they did arrive not
visitors they believe are not complying
an eye has been kept on them to make
knowing, going through the border they
with self-isolation rules.
sure that after the 14 day period they
are aware of it. So that is completely
“Anybody who has any information in
leave New Zealand.
irresponsible. We are not tolerating it.
relation to a foreign national who may
“It is a multi-agency operation —
“We are going very hard and very early
have come to New Zealand who is not
Police, Customs, Ministry of Health and
to ensure the safety of people in New
complying, then we encourage them to
Immigration New Zealand.
Zealand.” — RNZ

NZ jury trials
suspended for
two months
by Luke Kirkness, NZ Herald
WELLINGTON — All new jury
trials in New Zealand will be
suspended for
two months.
People
affected by the
suspension will
be contacted
by the registry
of the relevant
court, Chief
Justice
Dame Helen
Winkelmann
Dame Helen
said.
Winkelmann
Jury trials now
under way are not affected by the
decision.
Meanwhile, all Parole Board
hearings will be held by video-link
from today onwards.
According to the Chief Medical
Officer, hearings can go ahead so
long as courthouses practise prudent
hygiene precautions at the venues.
While that advice had not
changed, Winkelmann believed
maintaining the high level
of precaution in the current
environment was unrealistic for jury
trials.
“There is a special onus on the
courts to protect the health of jurors
who are performing an important
civic duty,” she said.
The decision to suspend the trials
was made following consultation
with Heads of Bench and the
Secretary for Justice.

LIFE IN COLOUR
Daffodil Bulbs
Fill a Bag
Yellow or Mixed

Bulb Food
Tui Bulb Food is a
specially formulated
fertiliser: a unique
balance of nitrogen,
phosphorus and
potassium with extra
calcium. Adding tui
bulb food will enhance
the health and vigor of
all types of bulbs and
stimulate maximum
ﬂowering.

• Fill your own
bag of mixed
daﬀodil bulbs.
• Up to 35-40
bulbs per bag.
• Available
in Mixed
or Yellow
Trumpet.

.00

Dutch Iris
Pack of 20
Mixed

Hyacinths –
Pack of 10
Mixed
Hyacinths are the true
essence of Spring. Known
for their fantastic fragrance
with an outstanding
scent. Pot up several
handfuls. When the stems
of colourful bells are just
beginning to open, whisk
the containers indoors and
then breath deeply.

The Dutch iris blooms
in the early spring.
Grown from small
bulbs, easy to grow,
they perform well in
any garden. For the
best display, plant in
large numbers.

Was $12.98

.00

Garden Waste Bag
Tui Garden Waste
Bags are ideal for
transporting and
storing garden
waste. The reusable
bags are made from
long-lasting, tough,
woven recycled
material. Each bag
holds up to 1/2
cubic metre of
garden waste.

Was $12.98

.98

Was $11.98

.98

NOW $20

NOW $20

NOW $9

NOW $9

NOW $9.98

SKU 139963

SKU 108988

SKU 137957

SKU 122427

SKU 221640

Sale end 25/03/20

Gisborne
24 Derby Street
Phone: 06 867 0004
www.mitre10.co.nz
31528-02

Opening Hours
Mon - Fri:
7am - 6pm
Sat - Sun:
8am - 6pm
Public Hols: 8am - 6pm

Mon - Fri:
7am - 4pm
Sat - Sun:
8am - 4pm
Public Hols: 8am - 4pm

Earn Airpoints here,
spend them here too
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‘Disappointed’ by lack of checks
Woman finds Akld Airport response ‘haphazard’
AUCKLAND — An Auckland mother is
feeling disappointed and disconcerted by
a low-level response at Auckland Airport
upon her arrival from Singapore during
the Covid-19 crisis.
Mt Eden businesswoman Maree
Glading, who co-founded I Love Pies,
returned home yesterday morning after
travelling with her young family across
Central America and Southeast Asia for
months.
The 42-year-old said seeing first-hand
the difference in response between those
countries and New Zealand had left her
feeling very exposed.
“I don’t think I’m an expert by any
stretch of the imagination, this is just my
experience of this morning,” Glading said.
While abroad, she had seen a great deal
of care, including people wearing masks,

wearing gloves while serving food and
using hand sanitiser before entering taxis.
At the airport in Singapore, her
temperature was checked several times,
she said.
Once on board her flight home her
experience changed.
There was no announcement about
coronavirus or the need to self-isolate, she
said.
“Once you are on the plane it’s a perfect
time to read and think about what you
are going to do.
“There was nothing handed out to us.”
At Auckland International Airport,
there was a card to fill out — similar to
an arrivals card — asking for a contact
address and flight details, she said.
“I was disappointed because there was
no help desk, there was no ‘what does

self-isolation actually mean?’ There was
no ‘how are you getting home?’
“It just felt haphazard, there weren’t
proper checks in place.
According to the Immigration New
Zealand website, all passengers arriving
in New Zealand are being assessed and
screened before they are allowed to enter
the country.
“The Ministry of Health has the power
to quarantine aircraft or vessels on
arrival to New Zealand if cases of Covid19 are suspected.”
It felt like there were all these tourists
that were about to go on holiday in New
Zealand, she said.
Glading’s comments come amid news
that three tourists face deportation as
New Zealand clamps down those refusing
to comply. — NZ Herald

DISCONCERTING: Maree Glading with
her husband Brad and children Francesca
and Louie.
Picture supplied

‘A moving sea of anxiousness, frustration’
LONDON — A New Zealander stuck in London’s
Heathrow Airport amid the Covid-19 coronavirus
crisis says bewildered passengers have been
crying, getting angry and pushing their way into
queues.
Haydn Read of Whakatane was in a queue
with “a very long line” of other New Zealanders
who were all blocked from boarding an Air New
Zealand flight home yesterday.
He and his partner had cut short a six-week
stay to get on the flight.
“When we arrived at the airport, we found out
only people who had American visas or green
cards — if you were going through Los Angeles
— would be able to get on the plane,” Dr Read
said.

“Other than that, you were stopped at the gate
literally, and that included all of us who had transit
visas.”
Earlier this week, US President Donald Trump
extended a travel ban to Britain and Ireland,
adding them to the already banned 26 European
countries.
Read said it triggered a “mad rush” to figure
out how to get home.
“It’s a moving sea of anxiousness, a little bit of
hostility, frustration, bewilderment.
“But there was nothing. There was nothing at
the airline. No government officials at the airlines .
. . to give some support or direction for folks who
are trying to get home.”
Most travellers could afford a fare out, but

there were simply no planes, and he said the
government should step in to get Air New Zealand
to put on more flights.
“Just throwing out the advice to get home is all
very well and good, by MFAT, if you can’t.”
His advice to anyone trying to get back is to
front-up to an airline desk at an airport.
“They can make decisions at the desk much
easier than they can anywhere else.”
He and his partner, who are experienced
travellers, paid thousands to get an Emirates
business class ticket on a flight tomorrow via
Asia.
“We literally walked straight to Emirates (desk
in Heathrow) and we were told we were the last to
get on to that plane.

“Otherwise I’m not sure what would have
happened.”
He said not everyone at the airport was that
lucky.
The silver lining was they could book overnight
accommodation easily because hotels near
Heathrow had so many Covid-19 cancellations,
he said.
Every person arriving in New Zealand, apart
from those coming from the Pacific Islands, will
have to self- isolate for two weeks on arrival,
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern announced last
week.
Foreign travellers arriving from mainland China
and Iran have been banned from entering the
country.— RNZ

Lack of masks risks
dental clinic closures
AUCKLAND — The Dental Association
says dentists will have to shut down
within weeks due to a lack of masks
unless the government takes action
immediately.
The chief executive of the New Zealand
Dental Association, David Crum, says
the masks dentists use are of a specific
standard which are in very short supply.
He said there was about two weeks
supply left before dentists will have to
start closing.
“We hear rumours that the factories
in China may be beginning to start
producing masks again,” said Dr Crum,
“but there is a six-to-eight week time lag,
and those are only rumours. We have
been trying to get access to the stockpile
that the government holds, but no real
progress on that yet.”

Possible starts here.
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We invite you to join Mr Ken MacLeod, Rector and Mr Matthew
Ahern, Director of Boarding to learn about the unique experience
boys have when they live and learn on site. Current Lindisfarne
parents will also be on hand to share their perspective on the
Boarding Advantage.

GeT ReADY FOR WINTeR
Providing protection
against complications
of the common cold
for up to 3 months.

LOCATIONS

WAIROA
GISBORNE
Monday 24th February Tuesday 25th February
A&P Showgrounds Hall
46 Ruataniwha Rd, Wairoa

Hosted by Joanna and Philip Ware
26 Fitzherbert Street, Gisborne.

ONlY

$15.90

6.30pm - Meet, Greet and introduction
7.30pm - Breakout: current and prospective
students

www.lindisfarne.school.nz

GeT YOURS NOW!
31046-02

EVENING
FORMAT

Dr Crum said a good option would be
to follow what the Australian government
did to solve the same problem there.
“They have managed to get flights
up to places like Thailand, for example,
and bring in huge quantities of masks to
relieve the problem they were facing.”
He says this is something the
government would need to take the lead
on, but the association would be willing
to distribute them to the people who need
them the most first.
Dr Crum said Australia imported 56
million masks by this method.
He said it could well take two weeks to
import the masks and distribute them, so
a decision had to be made within days.
Dr Crum said he was hoping to get a
positive decision from the government
today. — RNZ

17278-18

867 3038

Ballance Street Vil age
Open late 7 days
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Killer of UK backpacker to appeal
AUCKLAND — Grace Millane’s killer
is to appeal his conviction and prison
sentence.
A date is yet to be set for a hearing in
the Court of Appeal.
The murderer’s lawyer, Ian Brookie,
told the Herald that Rachael Reed QC will
advocate for the 28-year-old man at the
appeal stage. “Sometimes trial lawyers
consider that it may be helpful for
another lawyer to review afresh the trial
and sentence process when an appeal is
being considered,” Brookie said.
“That has been recommended to (my
client) and has happened here, with our
assistance. The appeals filed will be
advanced by that lawyer for this reason.”
A Crown Law spokeswoman said they
had received notice of an appeal, while a

Homeless
people
moved
out
People camping in Kuirau
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park were asked to vacate
included things like
blankets.
Raukawa-Tait said she
spoke to the two security
guards who told her they
had been instructed by the
council to move the people
on.
She said she would be
following it up with the
council.
Council operations
manager Jocelyn Mikaere
told the Rotorua Daily Post
that council staff patrolled
Kuirau Park daily as part
of the organisation’s innercity safety campaign.
“On 17 March 2020
contracted security staff
responded to a complaint
from a member of the
public about illegal
camping in Kuirau Park.
As per the Reserves Act a
group of people who were
camping in the park were
asked to vacate.”
She said if people were
asked to move on from a
park, council staff would
not stop anyone from
taking their belongings
with them.
If any belongings were
left unattended, they
would be stickered with
a notice, with 24 hours to
claim them.
If goods were not claimed
within 24 hours they would
be removed, and anything
of value, such as a
cellphone, would be handed
in to police.
She added that when
staff engaged with
homeless people or people
who said they had nowhere
to go, staff would do their
best to link people with
relevant available social
support and services.
— RNZ

December 2018.
CCTV showed the pair appeared to be
enjoying each other’s company as they
returned to his small downtown Auckland
apartment. But the university graduate
would never leave the room alive — her
body later found dumped in a shallow
grave in the Waitakere Ranges.
After hearing from nearly 40 witnesses
during the highly charged and emotional
trial, the jury’s decision was unanimous.
Millane’s mum Gillian, at last month’s
sentencing, said her kind and intelligent
daughter’s dream to travel the world had
turned into a nightmare that ripped the
family apart. “She died terrified and alone
in a room with you . . . all her dreams and
aspirations taken,” Gillian Millane said in
a victim impact statement. — NZ Herald

Everything Easter
under one roof

Picture from Rotorua Daily Post via RNZ

ROTORUA — A Rotorua
Lakes councillor claims
homeless people moved out
of a central-city park were
“doing nothing wrong”.
The council said its
contractors had responded
to a complaint from a
member of the public about
illegal camping in the
park.
Councillor Merepeka
Raukawa-Tait said she was
visiting Kuirau Park with
her partner on Tuesday
morning and was speaking
with some homeless people
when she noticed some
security guards moving
another group on.
“They were doing
nothing wrong,” she said.
“What do you want them
to do, jump in the lake?”
It follows the Rotorua
Daily Post’s revelation
in January of a council
plan to move people —
homeless or otherwise
— out of Rotorua’s parks
and reserves if they were
deemed to be “high impact”
on themselves, others or
the environment.
In early March it was
reported Tiny Deane, who
runs the night shelter in
Rotorua, had encouraged
“streeties” to congregate in
Kuirau Park, rather than
exacerbating tensions with
businesses in the CBD.
Raukawa-Tait said
the people were asking
where they were supposed
to go, and were, in her
opinion, “very articulate,
not causing trouble and
certainly not stoned”.
The people were also
distressed and angry
as they had to leave
their belongings, which
Raukawa-Tait said

police spokeswoman
said it would be
inappropriate for
police to comment.
The killer was last
month sentenced
to life in prison with
a minimum period
of 17 years for
Grace Millane murdering the British
backpacker.
The man, who cannot be named for
legal reasons, was convicted of murder
last November for strangling Millane to
death in an Auckland hotel room.
Millane, who had been travelling
the world, met her killer on dating app
Tinder before they shared drinks at a few
bars on the eve of her 22nd birthday in
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CLEARANCE
Look for the yellow stickers

Store to door

Summer
Clearance

HUGE CLEARANCE ACROSS WATERSPORTS, POOLS,
CAMPING, FISHING, HARDWARE & AUTOMOTIVE

Over $2 million worth of stock to clear

Shop online anytime at thewarehouse.co.nz
for carbon neutral delivery to your door!

TWGWK34D. Valid until Tuesday 24/03/20 unless otherwise stated or while stocks last. Some deals may extend. All offers not in conjunction with any other offers.
Assembly required. Range, colour and designs may vary between stores. Clothing does not include
Trade quantities not supplied. Accessories not included.
Schooltex, Red Rack, Sleepwear, Underwear, Socks, Hosiery or Accessories. Toy deals do not include: Clothing, Sporting, Trampolines, Entertainment titles, Craft
and Stationery items. Outdoor furniture, stationery, craft, computing, mobile phones and whiteware not available in all stores, see online for details. See online for
full inance terms and conditions. † Finance Now: 12 months Interest Free available on purchases over $249. One single item purchased must be valued at $150 or
greater. Contracts include a $1.80 monthly service fee and $55 establishment fee. Weekly payments, the total amount repayable over the term, interest rate and
any applicable fees can be conirmed with a detailed quote in store. Full disclosure of all terms of inance will be provided in the Finance Now disclosure statement
prior to conirming your purchase. All inance is subject to Finance Now terms and conditions and approval criteria. Expires 24 March 2020. Weekly Payment
calculated over 36 months based on irst 12 months interest free with following 24 months an interest rate of 22.3% will apply. Optional Payment Protection
Insurance (PPI) may apply. Available in most stores, or order in store or online. Limited range of Hardware and Automotive products available at Atrium
(Auckland), Mosgiel or Tory St (Wellington) stores. Dry Gardening products are not available at Atrium (Auckland), Barrington, Tokoroa or Tory St (Wellington)
stores. Not all Dry Gardening products in this mailer will be available at Birkenhead, Clendon, Dunedin, Glenield, Hamilton, Hawera, Johnsonville, Kaikohe, Kaitaia,
Lower Hutt, Milford, Mosgiel, New Lynn, Newmarket, Queenstown, Richmond, St Lukes, Tauranga, Te Awamutu, Upper Hutt, Whakatane or Whangaparaoa stores.
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Charges dropped against
NZ’s Russian billionaire

Tolu Ma’anaiama

Prolonged and bizarre drink-driving case ends
has reported to have been in
the billions.
AUCKLAND — Charges
“It is costing the taxpayer
against a former Russian oil
for this thing to carry on.”
mogul have been dismissed
In a minute released to the
after a drink-driving case
Herald, Judge Butler also
dragged on for nearly four
suggested the best course
years and continued “costing
of action was for police to
the taxpayer money”.
withdraw the charges against
It is also not the first time
Khimich, who helped fund
Mikhail Khimich has had such Team New Zealand’s 2013
criminal allegations thrown
America’s Cup campaign in
out of court, as he refuses to
San Francisco.
return to New Zealand from
The saga began after
Moscow because of medical
police stopped Khimich on
fears.
Auckland’s Tamaki Drive
Khimich, who made news
in September 2016 after a
here for his link to the failed
complaint about his driving.
Waiwera thermal resort,
Police charged him with
had his name called again
refusing to undergo a blood
yesterday in the Auckland
specimen test and of failing to
District Court.
supply identifying particulars,
His attendance was excused namely a photograph and
after claims he will develop
fingerprints, while in police
thrombosis if he flies.
custody after his arrest, the
But this time, instead of
Herald later revealed.
adding to the list of several
“While waiting for the road
postponements, the Russian’s
policing officer to arrive,
lawyer, John Clearwater,
Khimich said that he had been
indicated police were
drinking rum in the city,” the
withdrawing the charges.
constable’s statement said.
Police did and the charges
When an officer arrived
were then formally dismissed
with a breath-testing device
against the 61-year-old,
“Khimich stumbled over his
the former part-owner and
own feet”, police claimed.
executive of oil company and
In 2018, Khimich asked
Russian military supplier
the High Court to rule on the
Naftasib.
admissibility of the evidence.
At the last hearing in
Justice Mathew Downs
February, police asked Judge
ruled a judge-alone trial must
Peter Butler to issue a
proceed if Khimich stuck to
warrant for Khimich so he
his not-guilty pleas. A trial
could be arrested at the border was set for November 2018
if he ever returned.
but adjourned again until
However, the judge said he
May last year, when the court
had written on his notes about heard “medical complications”
the case: “What is the point?”
prevented Khimich from flying
“This matter will never
back from Russia. Clearwater
come back to New Zealand.
said his client had a “risk of
He will probably die in
thrombosis” if he flew.
Russia,” the judge said of the
Judge Butler said a Russian
businessman, whose wealth
medical certificate showed

by Sam Hurley, NZ Herald

Fleeing gunman
jailed for 9 years
by Kurt Bayer, NZ Herald

CHARGES CANNED: Russian businessman Mikhail Khimich
left New Zealand while facing drink-driving charges and has
not returned. His case dragged on for nearly four years and
continued “costing the taxpayer money”.
Picture supplied
Khimich’s health was “an
indefinite status rather than
something that will be cured
with the passage of time”.
The judge said it appeared
to be a “perfectly valid medical
certificate”.
In November 2013, Khimich
blew nearly 1½ times over the
limit when his Porsche was
stopped for speeding on the
Auckland Harbour Bridge,
court papers show.
But the case was dismissed
after a judge ruled police
failed to inform Khimich of
his rights because of language
problems. Khimich gained
New Zealand residency in
2013 and has been a generous
benefactor to several sports
and horse racing since
arriving in the country in
2008.
The once-popular Waiwera
thermal resort north of
Auckland, which also includes

a water bottling plant,
was leased to Khimich but
cancelled by landowners in
2018 because of unpaid bills
dating back two years.
Khimich’s company had
purchased the leasehold
interest in the property in
2010. In 2012 he also launched
a premium vodka range at
the Royal New Zealand Yacht
Squadron.
Khimich is the sole director
and shareholder of the
Waiwera Group business
which is no longer operating
from the waterfront properties
in the seaside town.
The parent company
Waiwera Group’s associated
companies Waiwera Thermal
Resort, Waiwera Water New
Zealand and Waiwera Global
are all now in liquidation.
Khimich, meanwhile, was
declared bankrupt in New
Zealand.

A fleeing driver who fired at
pursuing police officers in what he
later claimed was a desperate “suicide
by cop” attempt has been jailed for
nine years.
Tolu Ma’anaiama, 33, was shot
twice in the leg and once in the chest
after police returned fire in Eveleyn
Couzins Ave in the Richmond area of
Christchurch shortly before 7.30pm
on February 26 last year after a
chase. After a High Court jury trial in
Christchurch last year, Ma’anaiama
was found guilty on four charges of
using a firearm against police.
But the jury acquitted him of
attempting to murder two officers.
A local filmed the dramatic shootout
on his cellphone. Frontline officers
were armed for a time afterwards.
The footage, which featured
multiple loud gunshots and sirens
wailing, was twice played to the jury.
And yesterday, in rejecting
Ma’anaiama’s claims that he was
trying to get police to shoot him dead,
Justice Cameron Mander said the
video clearly showed the gunman
was trying everything he could to get
away.
“You were set on trying to escape,”
Justice Mander said.
In seeking a sentence of preventive
detention — with an indefinite period
behind bars — Crown prosecutor
Mitchell McClenaghan said it was
lucky nobody was killed.
Ma’anaiama was arrested at the
scene and, after treatment, was taken
to Christchurch Hospital.
A total of 35 shots had been fired
by police officers during the shootout
with the fleeing driver.

Elderly feel safer with police armed
response teams says Maori warden
AUCKLAND — Despite
controversy over the police armed
response teams (ARTs) some
people feel safer with them, a
South Auckland-based Maori
warden says.
It follows Maori justice
advocates submitting an urgent
Waitangi Tribunal claim over the
failure of the Crown to inform
Maori about the trial of the ARTs
in Counties Manukau, Waikato
and Canterbury.
“Even without the ART, police
are nine times more likely to pull
a gun out on Maori,” claimant
and justice advocate Julia
Whaipooti said.
“It will put the safety of Maori
and their communities at greater
risk. I am concerned about
the Americanisation of New
Zealand’s police force and the
ongoing impact arming police will
have on our lives.”
Whaipooti cited statistics which
showed that in the decade from
2009, 66 percent of those shot by
the police were Maori or Pasifika.
“Why would we arm a force
that Maori don’t trust, so it’s not

for our safety because the people
who don’t trust police are Maori.”
But Otahuhu Maori wardens
chair Thomas Henry said that
elderly in South Auckland, where
there are frequent shootings, did
feel safer by having ARTs in their
communities. “Our elderly people,
they’re the ones who’re feeling
threatened in their communities
and too frightened to speak out.
We don’t want any of our elderly
people to feel unsafe,” he said.
However, Otautahi Maori
warden chair Jacqui Te Wani
wasn’t comfortable with how
armed officers patrolling the
streets of Christchurch “has
become reality” and she was
concerned that it would lead to
more Maori being shot at.
She agreed that the Crown had
breached the Treaty by failing
to inform Maori of the trial. “To
consult should’ve been tuatahi,
first and paramount before
anything else,” Te Wani said.
“Consult with our kaumatua,
talk with iwi, hop on the marae,
say ‘this is their plan, this is their
idea going forward, how can we

help?’,” she said.
The six-month trial of the
ARTs was introduced last
October in response to the
Christchurch mosque shooting
which left 51 people dead.
Data released under the
Official Information Act shows
the teams were deployed 75
times a day in the first five weeks
— 50 times the rate the Armed
Offenders Squads were called out
last year. The teams, armed with
rifles and tasers, are designed
to cut down response times to
serious firearm incidents through
preventative patrolling.
However, the response teams
have been criticised for pulling
people over for lower-risk
offences.
In a statement, deputy police
commissioner Wally Haumaha
said in the last five months of the
pilot, no armed response teams
had fired any shots.
He said the communities which
ARTs are in will be consulted
before police decide whether to
continue their deployment.
— RNZ

SAFETY CONCERN: Police officers stand next to the new
special patrol vehicle. Data released under the Official
Information Act shows the Armed response teams were
deployed 75 times a day — 50 times the rate the Armed
Offenders Squads were called out last year.
RNZ picture
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Air NZ burning cash,
needs help: Rob Fyfe
AUCKLAND — Former Air New
Zealand chief executive Rob Fyfe says the
airline will be burning cash and needs
the country’s help to get through the
coronavirus crisis.
Today it announced it will bring
forward the closure of its London cabin
crew base as a former chief executive
warns the airline is burning cash.
The London base of 130 flight
attendants is staffed mainly by a crew
based in Britain and Europe and comes
as the airline moves to make up to a
third of its 12,500 staff redundant.
The airline is also suspending its
Argentina service immediately.
Fyfe said today the airline was facing
an unprecedented challenge.
‘’The challenge is you have to get on
top of your cost base. It costs $450m a
month to run the airline. The revenue
has fallen away very rapidly. You have to
cut costs,’’ said Fyfe on ZB.
Fyfe headed the airline between 2005
and 2012.
His comments come ahead of today’s
release of details of a $600 million
Government aviation aid package, part of
the wider $12.1 billion economic support
package unveiled this week.
Air New Zealand had planned to close
the cabin crew base with its withdrawal
from the route in October 2020.

Fyfe said staff throughout the airline
would be very stressed
‘’You’ve got to be very open you’ve got
to be very transparent you can’t sugar

‘

The challenge is you have to
get on top of your cost base. It
costs $450m a month to run the
airline. The revenue has fallen
away very rapidly. You have to
cut costs

’

—Rob Fyfe

coat any of this stuff obviously.’’
He said the airline would look very
different after the crisis had passed.
‘’The team will be figuring out whether
it comes back to what it was prior to this.
I suspect not.’’
Fyfe said Air NZ was ‘’incredibly

important’’ to the New Zealand economy
so needed to survive. It is in talks with
the Government — which owns 52 per
cent of the company — about a funding
package.
‘’They’re burning a lot of cash at the
moment so they will need the support
of the country to see their way through
this.’’
The airline placed itself into a trading
halt on Monday to allow it time to fully
assess the operational and financial
impacts of global travel restrictions. The
trading halt remains in place.
Fyfe said New Zealand tourism may
never recover fully.
‘’My perception is that the world is not
going to be the same out the other side
of this.’’
He also took a swipe at the
Government’s failure to close borders.
‘’You have to move fast and you have
to move hard - I think as a nation
we haven’t moved hard enough yet
particularly around borders, testing, the
movement of people around the country,’’
he said on ZB.
‘’I’m amazed we still think it’s right to
have people coming to New Zealand for a
holiday for God’s sake — it’s nuts right.
We should be closing our borders and
only letting nationals and citizens move
into the country.’’ — NZ Herald

Weaker cash
flow will pressure
NZ banks: Fitch
WELLINGTON — New Zealand banks are in
good shape to cope with the Covid-19 crisis and
short-term volatilities, but pressures will increase
the longer the pandemic continues, according to
ratings agency Fitch.
It said the government’s $12.1 billion stimulus
package, the Reserve Bank’s cut to the official
cash rate, and the delay of the new capital rules
will help the economy and support activity.
However, businesses will face weaker cash
flow and that in turn will pressure banks, it said.
“This pressure will become more pronounced the
longer the pandemic persists, although most New
Zealand banks are starting from a strong assetquality position,” Fitch said in a report.
“Fitch expects weaker profitability and
pressure on risk-weights to weigh on the
capitalisation of some banks over the next 12
months, with sustained profitability deterioration
weakening banks’ internal capital generation over
the medium term.”
Earlier this week, the RBNZ said it would delay
by 12 months the implementation of tough new
rules requiring banks to hold more capital.
This is estimated to give the banks a further
$47 billion to lend to businesses and households.
“Importantly, capitalisation of the New Zealand
banks remains sound and should provide
sufficient buffer to withstand any short-term
volatilities. We also expect the recent disruption
in the wholesale markets to have a modest
impact on banks’ funding profile,” Fitch said.
“The major banks’ reliance on wholesale
funding remains high, but their liquidity positions
and central bank support should provide a strong
offset to this risk.”
— Radio New Zealand

Bank waives contactless debit fee for small businesses
WELLINGTON — One bank
says it will temporarily waive
the fee on contactless debit
payments for its small business
customers.
But others are yet to make a
move despite mounting pressure
to drop the fees they charge to
encourage more businesses to
sign up for contactless which
would mean fewer people having
to touch keypads.
Yesterday Greg Harford, chief
executive of Retail New Zealand,
joined Mark Rushworth, Lance
Wiggs, Dean Hall and other
entrepreneurs calling for the
fees to be removed during the
pandemic.
Harford told Newstalk ZB the
World Health Organisation had
backed contactless as a good
idea to avoid people getting sick
amid the coronavirus outbreak.
“Contactless technology means
you are not exposing yourself to
as many germs.”

But many retailers still
don’t offer contactless because
of perceptions over the cost
which average around 1.1 to 1.2
percent per transaction.
Late yesterday ANZ, New
Zealand’s largest bank said
it would be providing free
contactless debit transactions for
small business customers until
June 30.
A spokesman for the bank
said this would be available
for new and existing business
banking customers. Businesses
will still have to pay charges for
contactless credit card payments
which are higher than debit card
payments.
Research by Retail New
Zealand in 2018 found the
average merchant fee in New
Zealand was 1.6 percent of the
value of a transaction for credit
cards — double the 0.8 percent
charged in Australia where they
are regulated.

SHAREMARKET YESTERDAY

For contactless debit cards,
the fee averaged 1.2 percent in
New Zealand and 0.6 percent in
Australia — where Paywave is
nearly the norm.
Other banks have yet to make
any changes to the contactless
payment charges.
A BNZ spokesman said fees
for contactless payments were
made up of a range of different
components, some of which were
under its control and some that
were at an industry level.
“We are definitely hearing the
feedback around reducing fees
and are looking at what we can
do.”
A spokesman for Westpac New
Zealand said it had a range of
options available to support
business customers suffering
disruption due to coronavirus.
“We have a number of pricing
options for merchants, and we
encourage them to get in touch
to ensure they are on the most

PAYWAVE:
Contactless
payment is being
recommended by
the World Health
Organisation as
a way to limit
the spread of
germs amid
the coronavirus
outbreak.
Picture supplied
cost effective plan and to discuss
their individual circumstances.”
The Westpac spokesman said
merchant fees covered the costs
of multiple parties other than
the acquiring bank, including
the card issuers, card schemes
and network switches.
Some have also suggested
that the transaction limit be

products.
The kiwi dollar fell to an 11-year low, trading
at 59.60 US cents at 5pm in Wellington, and
WELLINGTON — Investor panic subsided
after the Australian market opened weaker. The
providing a boost to exporters.
and New Zealand shares edged higher as
S&P/ASX 200 Index was down 6.1 percent in
Fonterra Shareholders’ Fund units rose 3.9
government packages designed to blunt the
afternoon trading.
percent to $3.78. Fonterra said first-half earnings
economic pain from the pandemic offered some
Grant Williamson, a director at Hamilton
recovered but it won’t pay a dividend as it seeks
much coveted good news.
Hindin Greene, said it had been another volatile to preserve its balance sheet. Rubber goods
The S&P/NZX 50 Index gained 0.2 percent to
trading day as the market fell away from its
manufacturer Skellerup Holdings, who counts
9,454.89. Within the index, 23 stocks fell, 21 rose, earlier gain.
the US as a key market, rose 2.4 percent to
and six were unchanged. Turnover was $293.5
The ASX’s slide “put a lot of pressure on our $1.69, and Synlait Milk rose 1.3 percent to $4.62.
million.
market today,” he said.
Heartland Group Holdings rose 1.9 percent
This week governments across the world
Pushpay Holdings led the market higher,
to $1.09 after the lender affirmed its earnings
announced fiscal stimulus to curb a recession
climbing 21.5 percent to $3.11. The mobile
guidance and said it was comfortable with its
now considered imminent. US President Donald payments software developer raised its earnings capital position.
Trump’s pursuit of a US$1 trillion package,
guidance, saying its church customers were
The travel restrictions continued to weigh on
which could include US$1,000 direct payments
pushing more of their congregations into
businesses exposed to travel and tourism.
to individual Americans, helped Wall Street
using digital giving as in-person gatherings get
Auckland International Airport fell 2.3 percent
stage a recovery overnight.
suspended.
to $4.98 with 8.1 million shares trading hands.
Indices in the United States bounced back
Williamson said the index was supported
The company today said in the seven days
from their worst day since 1987. The S&P
by some of the larger stocks with heavier
to Monday 16 March, there was a 25 percent
500 rose 6 percent, the Dow Jones Industrial
weightings. A2 Milk rose 4.3 percent to $15.79
reduction in international passenger numbers
Average was up 5 percent and the Nasdaq
and Fisher & Paykel Healthcare advanced 3
versus last year. On Monday alone, there was a
gained 6.2 percent.
percent to $25.65.
44 percent fall in international traveller numbers
The local benchmark rose around 5 percent
Fisher & Paykel raised its earnings guidance
versus the same day a year earlier.
in morning trading, following the rally on Wall
yesterday, due to a weaker kiwi dollar and as the
Air New Zealand remains on a trading halt at
Street, before giving up some of those gains
virus outbreak stokes demand for its homecare $1.54. Analysts expect the government will bail

lifted from $80 to $200 to widen
the number of transactions it
captures.
But the Westpac spokesman
said the $80 maximum for
contactless payments was in
place to protect its customers
from fraud.
The Herald has also put the
issue to ASB. — NZ Herald

out the national carrier, and Finance Minister
Grant Robertson yesterday said the Crown was
in talks with the airline, which was specifically
excluded form a $600 million support package
for the aviation sector.
SkyCity Entertainment Group fell 8.7 percent
to $1.99 — its lowest level in two decades —
after the casino operator cut $55 million from
its earnings guidance as New Zealand’s travel
restrictions cut gaming and accommodation
revenue.
Millennium & Copthorne Hotels New Zealand
fell 4.6 percent to $2.29 after it said it wasn’t
covered by business interruption insurance
and that revenue would be down by about $24
million in the first half of 2020.
Kathmandu Holdings fell 11.8 percent to
$1.50 after the retailer said travel restrictions
imposed in Europe had hit its operations on that
continent, and that Australian and New Zealand
stores were suffering with reduced traffic.
Vista Group International posted the day’s
biggest loss, dropping 23.2 percent to $1.19.
The cinema analytics software maker this week
withdrew its earnings guidance for 2020 and
canned a planned dividend payment for next
week. — BusinessDesk
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EDITORIAL

Be calm, be kind
and prepare
Remain calm, follow health
protection advice such as regular
handwashing with soap and water,
and prepare for scenarios such
as working from home and selfisolating — these are the clear
messages as New Zealand readies
for the likelihood of a Covid-19
outbreak here.
Another important message is
that we are not in a situation of
community transmission yet.
In this, our islands at the bottom
of the world are blessed. We have
had and continue to have precious
time to prepare, and to learn from
nations grappling with the pandemic.
At this stage, in what can be a
fast-changing situation, the majority
of us can still do most of our normal
activities — just needing to take
extra health precautions — and
should put emphasis on looking out
for those around us. If you are able
to, do support local businesses.
People who are vulnerable to
becoming severely ill with this virus,
especially our elderly and those
with pre-existing conditions such
as diabetes, heart disease and
asthma, do need extra steps taken
around them. This will become vital
if and most likely when we get to a
stage of community transmission.
Their vulnerability is the reason this
pandemic situation is so grave; most
of us would only have a mild illness
if we caught this virus that is now
spreading fast in many countries.
Some people are anxious, so do
check in with friends and neighbours
who you think could be stressing.
If they are, support them in a calm
and considered way. Don’t buy into
the hysteria-like behaviour that is
beginning to occur. Remember, until
we hear otherwise from the DirectorGeneral of Health or the Prime
Minister, there is no community
transmission in New Zealand, and
there has not been a single
Covid-19 case in our community.
Every one of the 20 cases
confirmed here so far relates to
someone arriving from nations
experiencing outbreaks of the new
coronavirus. Every effort is going
into a containment strategy, and
we need to follow advice from our
health authorities and government.
We should not be speculating
about potential cases, as that
just builds on people’s anxiety.
The symptoms are similar to the
common cold and the flu, after
all. Anyone with a fever, a cough,
shortness of breath, sneezing or a
runny nose should stay at home.
If there is suspicion this could be
due to coronavirus, call your GP or
Healthline on 0800 358 5453. The
trusted website for answers to many
common questions about Covid-19
is: www.health.govt.nz/covid-19
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Govt bill threatens electoral system
by Anne Tolley
MP for East Coast

WHY does New Zealand want
to step away from the electoral
norm? What is the point in
having a law that requires
people to enrol if this Electoral
Amendment Bill allows you to
enrol and vote at the same time?
If you can enrol and vote at the same time,
why would any New Zealander bother to enrol
in advance? Allowing same-day enrolment
and voting, over time, removes any incentive
for people to actually enrol and ensure that
our overall electoral system works, which is a
legitimate concern.
There is a requirement in the law that
candidates are known at least 20 working days
before the election. Voters have a right to know
who the candidates are so they can check out
their policies, what they have to say, and ensure
they are reputable people.

If voters have the right to know who the
candidates are, shouldn’t candidates have the
right to know who the enrolled voters are, so they
can communicate their policies and ideas with
them?
The Electoral Commission recommended
against same-day enrolment for the 2020 election,
rightly expressing concern that if we allow sameday enrolment, why would we bother having
people enrol at all.
Despite this Labour is advancing the
measures, going against the advice of the
electoral committee, because they think they
can obtain some small electoral advantage by
allowing same-day voting and enrolment.
Introducing same-day voting and enrolment
delays the counting of votes, which consequently
delays the return of the writ for the election
results by 10 days. That is 10 days less in which
we have a Government.
The whole country sits on edge from
election night to when the final election results
are announced. Extending that by 10 days

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, ONLINE COMMENTS

MPs need dose of reality
At a recent protest against the
Abortion Legislation Bill, Prime
Minister Jacinda Ardern and Justice
Minister Andrew Little strongly
objected to the graphic images
of aborted babies on display.
According to Mr Little, “New
Zealanders on average have low
levels of tolerance for that sort of
extremism.” I gather that he was
referring to the pictures and not the
act of abortion itself.
In the early 1970s I was a student
nurse at a hospital in England.
As part of our training we were
expected to work in the operating
theatres where terminations of
pregnancies were becoming a
regular part of the gynaecological
surgical list. We were often asked to
clean up and dispose of the remains
of an abortion. This was not just a
bit of blood and tissue that we had

been told to expect but recognisable
body parts and dismembered arms
and legs, small but perfectly formed.
It was an extreme graphic image
that I have not forgotten.
Our Prime Minister and the
67 other Members of Parliament
who voted in favour of the new
legislation should take a look
inside our abortion clinics and
operating theatres and get a dose
of reality. They might change their
minds and seriously consider ways
of reducing abortions. There are
other possibilities for women with
unplanned pregnancies.
New Zealanders are not
compelled to follow the medical
ethics of other countries.
We don’t have to be like them.
We are not them — I hope.
SALLY COBB

is substantial. Election uncertainty already
consumes too great a portion of the electoral
cycle; 3.4 million New Zealanders should not
have to wait another 10 days for the election
result because 19,000 people couldn’t be
bothered to get themselves on the roll.
While some people may believe an extra 10
days is insignificant, the Government spends
$1.3 billion per week. That’s another week-anda-half of which we wouldn’t have an elected
Government giving clear directions to the
officials and all that Government is responsible
for.
New Zealand already has a very short electoral
period of three years; same-day enrolment and
voting will shorten it further. We not only have the
election and the results of the final special votes
being counted, we can also have periods of up
to 100 days over which negotiations occur to be
able to form a Government.
The Government seems more concerned with
re-election than getting on and governing our
country.

Housing action needed
I noted that on February
27th, the Gisborne
Housing Strategy report
was presented to GDC by
Manaaki Tairawhiti and
Trust Tairawhiti. It identified
a strategy to build 400 new
homes to fix Gisborne’s
housing and homeless crisis.
Fantastic news, now let’s hope
the council approves and fasttracks what it needs to do to
support this amazing proposal
ASAP!!
The Ministry of Social
Development should also

be fronting up some equity
towards this, seeing as they
are happily paying $1 million
a quarter in emergency
housing! This cost is
outrageous to us the taxpayer!
The old Police Station
could have been purchased
from local iwi, earthquakestrengthened, renovated and
be housing multiple families
who are unable to pay these
ridiculous rentals that our
market is now dictating!
JULES HANSEN

Fixit city’s unsanitary loos
Re: Covfundme city soap,
city loos there. Please join me
March 13 letter.
in doing this people.
I’ve been told about the
GDC fixit app. I’m gonna lodge
CONOR JEÖRY
the unsanitary nature of our

That’s a myth A clear, present danger to young lives
Re: Rest of us rejoice at
increasing level of compassion,
empathy — Dec 14 letter.
It’s a myth that only people
who are “unresponsive to
palliation” would be eligible
under the End of Life
Choice Act. There is no such
requirement in the Act.
An eligible person would
not be required to try any
treatment or palliative care
before requesting euthanasia
by lethal overdose.
The End of Life Choice
Act would allow an eligible
person to request euthanasia
at the same appointment
during which they have been
diagnosed.
RENEE JOUBERT
Auckland

Re: Criticisms challenged, March
11 letter in response to “Concerned
ramp user”.
Lara, whether the writer used
their name or not is beside the point
— some people want to use a nom
de plume and it is at the discretion
of the editor to publish or not.
May I suggest you do some
research on this subject. There have
been many letters to the paper,
comments on the GDC Facebook
page and just recently an article in
The Gisborne Herald highlighting the
concerns of the boating community
and the dangers facing swimmers.
There is a clear and present
danger to young lives, and there are
many adults down there watching
and not taking any responsible
action. Yes, swimmers have been
making it home but there have been

near-misses — and what if one of
them doesn’t make it home, who’s at
fault then?
Having just attended a sixmonthly meeting called by the
Gisborne Harbourmaster, one of
the subjects discussed was how to
solve the problem of kids swimming
at the boat ramp and inner harbour.
The solution put forward by GDC/
Eastland Port is to build a dedicated
jumping platform on wharf 4, which
is the area between the inner
harbour ramp and the corner where
cruise ship tenders berth.
Now let’s be clear, encouraging
kids to swim and jump there hasn’t
fixed the problem, it has just shifted
it 20m further along from the ramp.
If this is supposed to be solution
they are sadly mistaken — it will
only be an encouragement, as kids

editor@gisborneherald.co.nz
■
■
■
■
■

The maximum length for letters is 350 words.
Anyone can write a column, 600 words maximum, but a photo is required.
Always include full name and contact details.
If you use a nom de plume, there is a higher bar for acceptability.
Letters may be edited for clarity, length or legal reasons.

will still see the ramp as an easy
place to swim.
The Harbourmaster also stated
the toilet block had been vandalised
by said groups of kids.
Gisborne District Council,
Eastland Port, police and councillors
still fail to see the seriousness of
this issue or take any responsibility.
GDC bylaws are actually quite
clear about swimming and diving in
the harbour. If GDC condones the
breaking of its own bylaws, what
message does that send to everyone
else regarding bylaws?
Just to reiterate, GDC and
Eastland Port have failed the
boating community on both
adequate trailer parking and the
dangers of the kids swimming.
CRAIG MILLER
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US-Canada border to close, EU
steps up border restrictions
WASHINGTON, DC — US
President Donald Trump and
Canadian Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau have agreed to close the
US-Canada border to all nonessential travel in an attempt
to curb the spread of the novel
coronavirus — Covid-19.
“We will be, by mutual
consent, temporarily closing our
northern border with Canada,”
Trump tweeted.
He said trade would not be
affected.
Both countries had already
issued sweeping travel bans but
had maintained exemptions for
each other.
Canada relies on the US for
approximately 75 percent of its
exports.
The novel coronavirus has
maintained a steady march
throughout both countries.
In the US, the virus has been
confirmed across all 50 states.
The number of deaths has
reached 114.
Canada — which has about
a ninth of the population of the
US — has 598 confirmed cases
and eight deaths.
The two leaders spoke on
Wednesday to discuss the
changes, Trudeau said.
“I want to be clear though
that essential travel will still
continue,” he said at a press
conference.
“No matter who you are or
what you do, this is a time
when you should be focused on
your health and that of your
neighbours. Not: are you going
to lose your job, are you going
to run out of money for food or
medications.”
Details of the final deal have
yet to be released in writing
but both leaders stressed cross-

CLOSING: A vehicle approaches the only open lane at the United States border crossing in Lacolle, Quebec, on Wednesday (local
time). The Canada-US border will be closed to non-essential traffic in both directions “by mutual consent”, US President Donald Trump
confirmed, as efforts across the continent to contain the widening Covid-19 pandemic continued to upend daily life in North America.
AP picture
border trade will not be blocked.
Supply chains must be
preserved so trucking would not
be affected, Trudeau said.
“That is something we remain
committed to.”
Approximately US$2 billion in
goods and services crosses the
US-Canada border each day.
Trudeau said Canadians
who needed to travel for other
“urgent reasons” would not be
affected.
There was no set timeframe
for how long the border closure
would last.
According to statistics from
https://www.worldometers.
info/coronavirus (updated at
20:55 GMT), confirmed cases of
Covid-19 worldwide have passed

217,300. Of those, over 84,300
have since recovered. And over
8900 people have died from it.
Financial markets tumbled
again on Wednesday as major
stimulus plans failed to quell
worries about the economic
impact of the coronavirus.
The Dow led the declines in
the US, falling more than 4
percent while the S&P 500 and
Nasdaq dropped more than 3
percent.
Share prices fell in Europe
and Asia as stimulus packages
failed to reassure the markets.
In the EU, countries have
begun turning travellers away
from outside the bloc.
Travellers from outside the
EU were being turned away

In the US, the virus has
been confirmed across all
50 states.

from airports and borders after
the 27-country bloc imposed a
30-day ban to halt the spread of
coronavirus.
A group flying in from
Turkey was turned away from
Germany’s biggest airport in
Frankfurt late on Tuesday, DPA
news agency reports.
EU leaders agreed that
internal borders that have been
erected in recent days should
come down.

Death toll spikes in Iran
TEHRAN — Iran on Wednesday (local
time) reported its single biggest jump
in fatalities from the coronavirus as
another 147 people died, raising the
country’s overall death toll to 1135.
The nearly 15-percent spike in deaths
— amid a total of 17,361 confirmed
cases in Iran — marks the biggest
24-hour rise in fatalities since Iranian
officials first acknowledged infections of
the virus in mid-February.
Even as the number of cases grows,
food markets were still packed with
shoppers and highways were crowded
as families travelled ahead of the Persian
New Year, Nowruz, on Friday.
Deputy Health Minister Alireza Raisi
urged the public to avoid travel and
crowds, telling Iranians the days ahead
represented two “golden weeks” to try to
curb the virus.
Raisi has criticised people for not
adhering to the warnings to stay at
home. “This is not a good situation at
all,” he said.
President Hassan Rouhani defended
his government’s response to the
outbreak in the face of widespread
criticism that Iran acted too slowly
and might even have covered up initial
cases.
He told his Cabinet the government
was being “straightforward,” saying it
announced the outbreak as soon as it
learned about it February 19.
“We spoke to people in an honest
way. We had no delay,” he added.
For weeks, officials implored clerics to

CABINET MEETING, WITH MASKS AND GLOVES: Cabinet members
attend a meeting in Tehran, Iran, on Wednesday (local time). AP picture
shut down crowded Shiite shrines to halt Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and the United
the spread of the virus.
Arab Emirates have
The government was
done so as well.
only able to close them
The virus, which
Deputy Health
this week.
causes the Covid-19
Minister Alireza
“It was difficult, of
illness, has infected
course, to shut down
more than 200,000
Raisi has criticised
mosques and holy
people globally and
people
for
not
sites, but we did it. It
killed more than 8000.
adhering to the
was a religious duty to
For most people, it
causes only mild or
do it,” Rouhani said.
warnings to stay
moderate symptoms,
Iran also said it
at home.
such as a fever and
would close mosques
cough. For some
for communal Friday
however, including the
prayers for a third
elderly, it can cause more severe illness,
consecutive week.
including pneumonia. — AP
Other Muslim countries, including

Belgium is the latest EU
country to introduce a lockdown
for its 11.4 million citizens.
People have been urged to stay
at home as much as possible and
only essential travel would be
allowed.
Most shops will close, but
physical activity was allowed
as long as people respect social
distancing.
The Swiss government has
also told its citizens to stay at
home, while Serbia has told
over-65s to stay indoors and
imposed a night-time curfew on
everyone.
In another blow to the
continent’s normal life, the
Eurovision Song Contest has
also been cancelled. — BBC

UK to shut all schools, royal
kids to be homeschooled
LONDON — All schools in
“After schools shut their
the United Kingdom will close
gates on Friday afternoon,
from Friday (local time), the
they will remain closed until
country’s education secretary
further notice. This will be for all
has announced.
children, except to those of key
As coronavirus Covid-19
workers and children who are
cases topped 2600 in the United most vulnerable.”
Kingdom, it was revealed that
Williamson explained that
educational institutes in Wales
key workers include NHS staff,
and Scotland
police and
would close at
delivery drivers.
the end of this
Vulnerable
PM Boris Johnson
week, with no
children are
urged
anyone
with
guarantee they
those with
symptoms to stay
would reopen
social workers
before the
or who have
at home.
British summer.
educational,
Schools in
health and care
England and
plans. He said
Northern Ireland will now also
scientific advice suggested it
shut, it has been announced.
was safe for this small number
Secretary of State for
of children to remain at school.
Education Gavin Williamson
Just after Williamson’s
told the British House of
announcement, Prime Minister
Commons that authorities had
Boris Johnson urged anyone
been listening to advice about
with symptoms to stay at home
what was in the best interest of and stressed other guidelines
students and teachers.
he laid out on Tuesday.
He said it was now time for
Prince William’s children
schools across the nation to
Prince George and Princess
close. The illness is already
Charlotte will now be
impacting staffing levels and
homeschooled after their
student attendance.
school in southwest London
“The spike of the virus is
announced it was closing,
increasing at a faster pace than The Sun reported.
— Newshub/Reuters
anticipated,” Williamson said.
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Trump invokes emergency
authority to fight Covid-19
MINNEAPOLIS — US
President Donald Trump on
Wednesday (local time) moved
to invoke emergency authority
to marshal industry to fight the
coronavirus, as the economic
fallout from the crisis mounted
with word that Detroit’s Big
Three automakers were shutting
down their North American
factories to protect workers.

On a day of head-spinning
developments:
■ Stocks tumbled again
on Wall Street on fears of a
prolonged recession, falling
so fast they triggered another
automatic trading halt. The Dow
Jones Industrial Average shed
more than 1300 points, or over 6
percent, and has now lost nearly
all the big gains it registered
since Trump’s inauguration. Oil
dropped below US$21 per barrel
for the first time since 2002.
■ More borders slammed
shut across Europe and North
America, with the US and
Canada agreeing to close their
shared boundary to all but
essential travel, and Trump
saying he plans to assert
extraordinary powers
to immediately turn back to
Mexico anyone who crosses the
border illegally.
■ TheWhite House pressed
Congress to swiftly pass a
potentially US$1 trillion rescue
package to prop up the economy
and speed relief checks to
Americans in a matter of weeks.

emergency powers to raid a
warehouse and seize hundreds of
thousands of face masks.
And Hong Kong widened the
use of electronic wristbands that
monitor people under
self-quarantine.
With a growing number of
Americans thrown out of work
by the near-shutdown of much
of the US economy, Trump also
said the Housing and Urban
Development Department
will suspend foreclosures and
evictions from public housing.
The Trump administration’s
plan for issuing relief checks to
Americans calls for the payment
of US$500 billion in two
instalments over the next two
months. The amounts have yet
to be decided but would be based
on income and family size.
Ford and General Motors said
they will shut down all of their
‘IT’S A WAR’: US President Donald Trump speaks during press briefing with the coronavirus task
factories in the US, Canada and
force, at the White House, on Wednesday (local time), in Washington, DC, as Veterans Affairs Secretary Mexico, and Fiat Chrysler will
Robert Wilkie, Administrator of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services Seema Verma, Vice
do the same, according to two
President Mike Pence and Dr. Deborah Birx, White House coronavirus response co-ordinator, listen.
people who were briefed on the
AP picture matter and spoke on condition of
anonymity because the closings
Calling himself a “wartime
production and turn out vital
Around the globe, officials took had not been announced.
president”, Trump said he would materials.
The shutdowns would idle
increasingly drastic measures
employ the Defence Production
“It’s a war,” Trump said,
about 150,000 workers, who are
to fight the epidemic and the
Act as needed to steer industrial likening the anti-coronavirus
likely to receive supplemental
threat of a recession, in some
output and overcome shortages
efforts to measures taken during cases using emergency powers.
pay in addition to unemployment
of face masks, ventilators and
World War 2 and warning of
benefits.
California’s governor warned
other supplies needed against
national sacrifices.
The US reported more than
that martial law could be
the expected onslaught of cases.
The virus has infected more
6500 coronavirus cases and at
imposed.
The law, which dates back
than 200,000 people worldwide
least 121 deaths, almost half
The mayor of New York said
to 1950 — during the Korean
and killed over 8000.
of them in Washington state,
the city’s 8.6 million residents
War — gives the US president
The UN warned that the crisis should be prepared for a
where dozens of residents from a
extraordinary authority to
could lead to the loss of nearly
suburban Seattle nursing home
lockdown.
compel industries to expand
25 million jobs around the world.
have died. — AP
Czech authorities used

Italy death toll soars again Entertainment industry reacts
to the spread of coronavirus
ROME — The number of people
dying from coronavirus in Italy has
risen by 475 in just one day to nearly
3000 — the biggest increase since the
outbreak.
There are a total of 35,713 confirmed
cases in the country, with more than
4000 having successfully recovered.
Lombardy, the worst-hit region,
recorded 319 deaths in one day.
Italy is the world’s worst affected
country after China, where the virus
originated from last year.
At least 8900 people have died from
Covid-19 worldwide.
The vast majority of the more than
217,300 confirmed cases — 80 percent
— have occurred in Europe and the
Western Pacific region, which includes
much of Asia, the World Health
Organisation (WHO) says.
“But to suppress and control
epidemics, countries must isolate, test,
treat and trace,” the WHO chief Tedros
Ghebreyesus said on Wednesday (local
time).
Italy has been on lockdown for
almost two weeks as authorities try to
halt the progress of the virus.
People have been asked to stay
indoors — but the number of deaths
has continued to spiral.
The WHO’s emergencies director,
Mike Ryan, said this was probably due
to the “astonishing” number of cases
within the health systems, as well as
the high number of elderly people in
the population at large.
Dr Tedros hailed the beginning of

the first vaccine trial so soon after
the emergence of the virus as “an
incredible achievement”.

How bad is the situation in other parts
of Europe?
■ Spain now has 598 dead and
13,716 infections. An inquiry is to be
launched into the deaths of at least 17
residents of a nursing home in Madrid,
where dozens of cases of Covid-19 have
been reported.
■ In France, the number of
confirmed cases grew by more than
16 percent on Tuesday, reaching 7730,
while the death toll rose to 175, with 7
percent of the dead aged under 65.
■ In the UK, the number of dead
has reached 104.
■ Germany has 12 deaths and 8198
cases.
In a TV address, Chancellor Angela
Merkel urged Germans to abide by
restrictions aimed at combating the
pandemic.
“Since German reunification,
actually, since World War 2, there has
never been a challenge for our country
in which acting in solidarity was so
very crucial,” she said.
■ Belgium has 14 deaths and 1486
cases.
■ In the Netherlands, 58 people
have died and there are over 2050
confirmed cases. — BBC

Source of statistics: BBC and https://www.
worldometers.info/coronavirus/

FROM finding ways to help others cope to
“Since we’re all connected by various
sheltering in place to cancelling events, here is degrees — trust me I know — we can work
a look at some of the ways the entertainment
together to stay at home and spread the word,”
industry has been reacting to the spread of the Bacon said.
coronavirus, Covid-19.

No Glastonbury festival in 2020
Harry, Meghan urge empathy, kindness
One of Britain’s biggest summer music
Harry and his wife, Meghan, are urging
events, the Glastonbury Festival, has been
people to show “empathy and kindness” in the cancelled because of the coronavirus
face of the pandemic.
pandemic.
The couple took to Instagram on Wednesday
Organisers said the festival, which was
to post this statement:
due to take place June 24-28,
“This moment is as true
would be postponed until
a testament there is to the
2021.
The Glastonbury
human spirit. We often speak
Organisers Michael Eavis
Festival
has
been
of compassion. All of our
and Emily Eavis said there
cancelled because
lives are in some way affected
would “inevitably be severe
by this, uniting each of us
financial implications” for
of the coronavirus
globally.
staff, suppliers, charities
pandemic.
“How we approach each
supported by Glastonbury
other and our communities
and more. But they said there
with empathy and kindness is
was no choice but to call off
indisputably important right now.”
the festival in light of government advice for
people to avoid contact with others.
Kevin Bacon encourages followers to
Taylor Swift, Kendrick Lamar, the Pet Shop
Boys and Paul McCartney were among the acts
stay at home
announced for the 50th anniversary edition of
Kevin Bacon is trying to spread six degrees the music extravaganza.
of safety by encouraging his followers to
Britain’s soap operas suspended
stay home. He took to his couch and his
Twitter account to make a video saying who
Britain’s beloved soap operas are falling
he was staying home to stay away from the
victim to the new coronavirus.
coronavirus outbreak.
The BBC said it was suspending production
He suggested others do the same and to tag
on shows including the prime-time soap
six people with the hashtag #IStayHomeFor.
EastEnders and medical dramas Casualty,
He said he was staying at home for, among
Doctors and Holby City. — AP
others, his wife, actress Kyra Sedgewick.
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OUT & ABOUT IN GISBORNE

To find out more about this feature please contact Jane Smith 869 0617

Gisborne’s newest
Restaurant, Bar &
Function Centre

30618-01

“A UNIQUE
TASTE, JUST
BEYOND YOUR
EXPECTATIONS...”

Corner Gladstone Road & Reads Quay
06 863 3733 • 7 days - 11am till late

An award-winning restaurant

Bollywood
Stars

www.bollywoodrestaurant.co.nz

31574-01

Homestyle
baking at its best

Dine in or Dine out
at the beach

“Try my
best
Indian
food, in
Gisborne”

Ph 06 867 0970
Lytton West Village
8 Potae Avenue,
Gisborne

Come down to Captain Morgans for breakfast,
lunch or dinner, and everything in between!

Ph 06 863 3232

663 Gladstone Road

31660-01

31309-01

Free plain naan on
presentation of this voucher

OPEN 7 DAYS
Mon to Wed 7am-7pm
Thur to Sun 7am-9pm
285 Grey Street, Waikanae Beach, Gisborne
Phone 06 867 7821 • www.captainmorgans.co.nz

31175-02

From Pasture to Plate
• Locallysourcedproduce
•Freshlysqueezedjuice
• Freshandseasonalhome-made
 counterfoodorblackboardmenu
•Cateringservices

Also available

Fish rolls, Scotch fillet burgers, sandwiches,
Pies - Paua, Seafood & Hangi

Locatedinside
TairawhitiMuseum

+ loads more yummy options

31281-01

31282-01

69Central 69 Peel Street, Gisborne 4010
P: 06 867 1112 E: info@69central.co.nz www.69central.co.nz
HOURS: Monday – CLOSED
Tuesday – Friday 10AM to LATE
Saturday 10AM to LATE Sunday 11AM to 4PM

31092-01

355 Gladstone
Road, Gisborne
06 863 2954

Wide range of takeaway kai, not just hangi

420 Gladstone Road • 868 0980

ARTCOFFEEFOODRELAX
Mon-Fri8.30am-2.15pmStoutStreet,GisborneP.068673832

31515-01

Kids Eat Free Wednesdays

31542-01

Enjoy everything that’s great about the
Gisborne Lifestyle at the Ormond Rd Cafe.

HUB
Café

Fantastic food,
great coffee and an
amazing location.

Welcome to

he Hub Café
Come and relax in our recently refurbished cafe and
choose from our large range of deliciously healthy
hot food, sandwiches, salads, cakes and more!
Be sure to like he Hub Café on Facebook.

Open hours:
Monday to Friday
7.30am – 2:00pm
290 Palmerston Road
Email: hubcafe@eit.ac.nz

0800 22 55 348 | eit.ac.nz |

31044-06

31756-01

Catering available upon request.

Brunch I Lunch I Licensed I Platters
78 Ormond Rd. Ph 021 222 1737
www.ormondroadcafe.co.nz

Build your
business
here for as
little as
$55+ GST
per week.
Phone your account manager or
Jane Smith 869 0617
jane.smith@gisborneherald.co.nz

31079-01

he
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+

$500

NO
DEPOSIT
AVAILABLE

$76.53pw

FUEL
VOUCHER
With Every Vehicle Sold This Month From The Outlet Centre

4

NEW IMMIGRANTS
WELCOME, BENEFICIARIES
BLEMISHED
CREDIT
LEARNER’S
LICENCE
APPLY TODAY

Incl In Weekly Payments

OPEN
7 DAYS

Conditions Apply

*$

FREE

NOW

$500
FUEL VOUCHER

10,985

+
ORC

TRADE-INS
WELCOME

2006 MAZDA RX8 TYPE S
6 speed manual, great-looking sports car, stunning in black

EASY FINANCE
FROM

Online finance applications – please apply via www.enterpriseoutletcentre.co.nz

$59.67pw

-6IN STOCK

WAS $9985

7980

FREE

+
ORC

$500
FUEL VOUCHER

2008 SUZUKI SWIFT SPORT
1.6 litre, manual, Recaro interior, very sporty little hatch

*$

FREE

2005 TOYOTA WISH
2 litre auto, 7 seater station wagon,
economical, very aﬀordable

$54.06pw

9945
*$

$70.92pw

2.3 litre auto, 8 seater family wagon, great
look

*$

2.5 litre turbo auto, great-looking sporty
wagon, tiptronic/paddle shift AWD

*$

*$

+
ORC

.50pw
$59
1.5 litre, auto, economical, sporty hatch, great

$56.95pw

$500
FUEL VOUCHER

NOW

8990

$59.70pw

*$

28,900

2007 NISSAN SERENA $65.33pw
2 litre auto, economical, 8 seater van, ample room for
the whole family

NOW

*$

32,860

WAS $34,990

33,990

NO DEPOS
IT

NO DEPOS
IT

FREE

FREE

$500
FUEL VOUCHER

$500
FUEL VOUCHER

2013 FORD RANGER XL

2012 FORD RANGER XLT 4WD

2015 FORD RANGER XLT

3.2 litre turbo diesel, auto, tuf-deck, towbar,
hardlid, great utility

3.2 litre, turbo diesel, manual, 4WD,
great hard-working ute

3200cc diesel turbo, auto, alloys, canopy, roof
racks, deckliner, towbar, Bluetooth

3.2 litre turbo diesel, 4WD, auto, very nice ute
with ample power to boot!

OUTLET
CENTRE
ROEBUCK ROAD

PH 06 868 4581 OPEN 7 DAYS

Marshall Walker
Manager
027 871 0040

Trevor Braybrook
Sales Consultant
027 475 8747

Tyler Prosser
Sales Consultant
027 728 2472

Denver Chetty
Sales Consultant
027 2883 886

KEVIN HOLLIS GLASS

GLADSTONE ROAD

2014 MAZDA BT50 GSX

ENTERPRISE MOTOR GROUP
31379-03

+
ORC

$500
FUEL VOUCHER

WAS $30,530

FREE

*$

FREE

2.4 litre auto, 7 seater family wagon, very
stylish and aﬀordable

$500
FUEL VOUCHER

+
ORC

2 litre auto, economical, 7 seater, aﬀordable
family motoring

+
ORC

FREE

value for money

*$

NOW

7985

2006 MAZDA PREMACY $59.70pw

WAS $8985

7985

2009 HONDA ODYSSEY

NO DEPOS
IT

FREE

*$

FREE

2009 MAZDA DEMIO SPORT

26,990

$500
FUEL VOUCHER

NOW

1.8 litre auto, economical, NZ new, hatch,
great value

-6IN STOCK

$500
FUEL VOUCHER

$500
FUEL VOUCHER

WAS $9985

7950

FREE

+
ORC

7990

2010 SUBARU LEGACY 2.5 GT $76.53pw 2007 NISSAN TIIDA

WAS $29,990

NO DEPOS
IT

9985

FREE

$500
FUEL VOUCHER

2009 MAZDA MPV

NOW

2009 MAZDA AXELA SPORT
1.5 litre, auto, economical hatch, sharp-looking in red

*$

+
ORC

No Dep

$500
FUEL VOUCHER

FREE

$500
FUEL VOUCHER

$70.92pw

*$

$500
FUEL VOUCHER

NOW

10,985

$500
FUEL VOUCHER

+
ORC

FREE

FREE

+
ORC

2006 MITSUBISHI OUTLANDER
2.4 litre auto, 4WD, economical family size SUV

NOW

9985

WAS $10,985

FREE

IN STOCK

*$

*$

+
ORC

-2-

$500
FUEL VOUCHER

T.A.P

No Dep

WAS $8985

6980

NO DEPOSIT

$70.69pw

-6IN STOCK

No Dep

*$

YEAR
WARRANTY

*Payments based on no deposit over 60 months and include a $375 establishment fee and a $5 monthly account fee. The total amount payable can be calculated by multiplying the payment shown by 260. The
interest rate for the term of the loan is fixed. All finance contracts subject to Finance Company Approval. This offer does not apply to any other specials/sales promotions. Four year warranty available with purchase
and does not apply to taxis, couriers or rentals and incorporates a $100 excess per claim. Odometer checks do not apply to our budget car division, NZ new or digital speedos. This offer expires 5pm, 26/03/20.
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Hey tradies!
Whether jobs are streaming
in by the ute load, or you are
worrying where your next job
will come from, it’s essential
to ensure that you have a
continuous low of work.

Promote your business or service in
he Gisborne Herald.
Call Jane on 869 0617 to ind out more.
Or email jane.smith@gisborneherald.co.nz

31831-01

CLASSIFIEDS
NOTICE BOARD

Entertainment

ODEON 5
Phone 867 3339
QUEEN & SLIM (R13)
THU-FRI 11am, 3.30pm,
8.30pm
BLOODSHOT (M)
THU-FRI 3.40pm, 6pm,
8.30pm
I STILL BELIEVE (PG)
THU 1.10pm, 6pm,
8.30pm. FRI 1.10pm
DARK WATERS (M)
THU-FRI 11am
DOWNHILL (M)
THU-FRI 1.40pm
THE CURRENT WAR (M)
THU-FRI 8.20pm
THE INVISIBLE MAN
(R16) THU-FRI 8.20pm
THE CALL OF THE
WILD (PG) THU-FRI
11am, 4pm, 6.10pm
EMMA (PG)
THU-FRI 1.30pm
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG
(PG) THU-FRI 11.10am,
1.30pm, 3.50pm
JOJO RABBIT (M)
THU-FRI 6.10pm
2020 FRENCH
FILM FEST NZ
FAREWELL TO THE
NIGHT (TBA) THU 11am
QUEENS OF THE FIELD
(TBA) THU 1.15pm
WE’LL END UP
TOGETHER (TBA)
THU 3.15pm
ROOM 212 (TBA)
THU 6.15pm
THE TRANSLATORS
(TBA) THU 8.15pm
THE DAZZLED (TBC)
FRI 11am
AZNAVOUR BY
CHARLES (TBC)
FRI 3.15pm
FAREWELL TO THE
NIGHT (TBC) FRI 1pm
SOMEONE,
SOMEWHERE (TBC)
FRI 6pm
PROXIMA (TBC)
FRI 8.15pm
BOOK NOW!
LIMITED SEATS!
www.frenchfilm
festival.co.nz

Times may vary subject
to late changes
WWW.ODEONGISBORNE.CO.NZ

Meetings
MANGAHAUINI 7
SECTION 97B
AHU WHENUA
TRUST

HOME & LEISURE

Firewood
BUY now . 2m3 Pine
$120, 4m3 $220, 6m3
$320, 8m3 $430, 12m3
$640, short logs unsplit
20m3 $250. Mac’s
Wood. Ph 862 8876.

Fruit and
Produce
APPLES. Royal Gala,
Red
&
Golden
Delicious & Ballarat
Cookers.
Packham
pears, grapes, sweetcorn, squash pumpkins,
pea hay, and much
more
at
Teesdale
Orchard, Back Ormond
Rd. Open 7 days.
Eftpos available.

MANUKA, Old Man
Pine,
Macrocarpa.
www.thefirewoodguy.
nz or ph Len, 021 053
EATING grapes ready
5157.
now. 154 Tucker Rd,
8.30am-5.30pm, 7 days
a week.

Work Wanted

Readers
ELECTRICIAN. All
works certified. 10%
Bargains
off hourly rate. Paul,
0226 783 024.
BBQ, Rinnai, stainless
on wheels, 5
MESSY GARDEN?? steel,
burners,
thermostat,
"Let us do it for you." cabinet, full gas bottle,
Ph 027 659 2915.
clean, good cond, $350.
TREE removals, tree Ph 868 4504, 021 237
trimming. Greenwaste 4077.
removal, 0274 668 201.
BICYCLE, ladies pink,
10spd, good cond, +
Public Notices helmet $40. Lawnmower,
Briggs &
POSTPONEMENT Stratton Rhino, runs
well, 30cm cut $75. Cat
FLORAL FESTIVAL cage, wire, $7. Gas
EXTRAVAGANZA barbeque
+
bottle
"Outside The Square" (small), $25. Ph 867
4312.
21st & 22nd March
Event Centre
BREADMAKER,
Showgrounds
Kambrook $45. Ph 868
Now POSTPONED
9922.
Due to Covid 19
CLOTHING, woman’s
W. C. Davies
& girls, size 8-22, some
(President)
brands Boutique style
or casual tops, dresses,
Meetings
gym wear, men’s tops
2XL or L, vgc $5 - $20
NGAI TAWHIRI HUI each. Ph 867 8910.
Sunday 22 March
2020
Public Notices
At 11am
Ohako Marae
Papatu Rd, Manutuke
AGENDA:
1. Whakapapa
2. Structure
3. Relationships
GISBORNE
4. Communications
CITIZENS
5. Tikanga
Meetings

NGATI POROU
EAST COAST
Appoint Sean Parata,
RUGBY UNION
Desta Buchanan, Mana
Hura, Victor Shelford as ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING
Trustees.
April
26th, 1pm
Court Hearing Centre
Hekeira Rd, Ruatoria
Pavillion, Whakarua
Park, Ruatoria
Friday 3rd April,
11.45am
AGENDA
1) Karakia and mihi
2) Apologies
3) Approval of previous
minutes
4) Chairmans Report
5) CEO/Financial report
HUI-A-IWI NOTICE 6) Consideration of
remits
TĀMANUHIRI TŪTŪ
POROPORO TRUST 7) Election of officers
8) Appointment of
Tāmanuhiri
Tūtū
President
Poroporo Trust Hui- 9) Appointment of
A-Iwi will be held at
Patron
Rangiwaho Marae - 10) Appointment of
2840 Wharerata Road,
Auditor
Bartletts on Saturday 11) Life Membership
4th April at 10am-1pm. 12) General business
Refreshments will be Please
submit
any
available upon arrival remits for consideration
from 9.30am.
in writing to the CEO,
We will be live PO Box 106, Ruatoria
or
ceo@
streaming the event 40403,
and will post details npec.co.nz no later than
about how to join in the Friday April 3rd.
coming weeks.
Nau mai haere mai

ADVICE NOTICE OF
BUREAU
CLOSURE

This is to inform
the
Tairawhiti
community
that
our CAB Bureau at
124a Bright Street,
Gisborne will be
closed for
Face-to-Face
enquiries
(including
our fortnightly Legal
Clinic) as from
9am Thursday, 19th
March until further
notice due to the
Covid-19 outbreak.
However we will
still be available to
take enquiries :• By phone on
0800 367 222 or
867 2606
• By
Email
–
gisborne@cab.org.
nz
• Online chat –
www.cab.org.nz
We apologise for
any inconvenience
this may cause and
we hope to be open
again as soon as
possible.
Robyn Stuart-Kohn
Chairperson
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Readers
Bargains
CONFERENCE table,
2400 x 1200, with fixed
chairs, very good cond,
$400. Ph 0220 745 403.
D O W N lights x6,
unused, flush ceiling
mount with Eco bulbs,
$50 the lot. Ph 868
9922.
FREESTANDING gas
cooker, $250. F&P
fridge freezer, 2 drawer
freezer, $200. Both
white, both working. Ph
027 417 6595.
GGHS jacket, size 14,
$70. Ph 027 756 5809.
HAND mower, as new
cond, 6mths old, $200.
Ph 863 0551.
INCINERATORS x4,
with lids, good 200L
steel drums, $20ea,
delivered free in town.
Ph 863 1191.

FARMING

Livestock

Matawhero Sheep
Friday, 20th March
2020, 10am
1815 Sheep
Comprising:
30 Prime sheep
600 Crypto lbs
525 Ram lbs
400 CW ewe lbs FET
100 Ewe lbs
120 Male lbs
40 Store sheep
Bell Road Auction
121 Bell Rd
Sat 22nd March
10am
70 Pigs
20 Sheep
Various Poultry
General Goods:
Orchard bin trailer,
fert spreader, offal
cooker, mobile spray
tank with PTO pump
& boom, ss farm
bike fencers trailer,
scarifier with roller,
petrol motor milking
plant, ocean kayak,
conveyor belting, post
hole augers, electric
pump, power tools,
welding gear, h/d
socket sets, spanners,
grease guns, strop
heads, shackle bolts,
bbq, show bird cages,
desks,
cupboards,
heaters, beds, other
items.
All enquiries phone
Pete McGrannachan
027 598 6530 or
867 3942

AT YOUR SERVICE

Private Escorts
A D D Y . Asian lady,
size 6, busty 34DD,
excellent service, in/out
calls. Ph 021 169 2715.
ROCHELLE. Natural
beauty. Maori/Scottish
lady. Ph 0210 505 947.

Get a copy of our Advertising
Features Guide for 2020. Keep up to
date and be part of these interesting
features, which are a great way to
target advertise.
Call Jane Smith on 869 0617
or jane.smith@gisborneherald.co.nz
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The Mitigator to sign off at Tauranga
TAURANGA — Group One winning
miler The Mitigator will be back in action
at Tauranga this weekend when he
contests the Gr.2 Ultimate Mazda Japan
Trophy (1600m) in what will likely be his
final run for the season.
The honest five-year-old has been a
model of consistency throughout the
majority of the season and trainer Peter
McKay said punters should read little
into his last start 8th at Otaki in the Gr.1
Haunui Farm WFA Classic (1600m) last
month.
“We are pretty happy with him,”
McKay said. “We gave him a week off
after his last run where he was unsuited
by the inconsistent ground down there.
“Hopefully, all going well, this week it
will be a track to suit.”

McKay has voiced his concerns about
the standard of the Otaki track and does
not believe it is fit for Group One racing.
The Mitigator will carry the new
60kg top-weight after initially being
carded with 58kg, with New Zealand
Thoroughbred Racing raising all weights
by 2kg to assist jockey health in a
response to the coronavirus outbreak.
“He has carried 60kg but his best
winning weight is when he is down a bit.
At least everyone else comes up as well.”
Rated 103, The Mitigator will not
progress to the Gr.2 Manco Easter
Handicap (1600m) at Ellerslie next
month.
“This will have to be his last run this
season because he will be handicapped
out of it (Easter Handicap).

Avondale races at Avondale Friday
Selections
Race 1:
Race 2:
Race 3:
Race 4:
Race 5:
Race 6:

NITRATE, FINN MCCOOL, HAIL DAMAGE
LISTONIAN, ARCARIUS, TRUE BLESSING
AGEY BABE, VISTOCK, HOSEL ROCKET
LETHAL, PIPSQUEAK ROSE, CONFECTIONERY
REIKO, AWARENESS, HERE COMES FAFFY
COMMANDING ANNIE, O’SUSANA, SAVEZAR

Jetbet 10

3
5 King Rat (2) 59.5 47
4
Inside Story (9) 59.5 45
5
7 Ratrod (5) 59.5 45
6 45840 Altar Girl (6) 57.5 49
7
5s Hail Damage (1) 57.5 47
8
9

2

6 Irish Girl (7) 57.5 46
0 Zaffire Bay (3) 57.5 45

T Thornton
R Elliot
A Calder
C Dell
S Weatherley (a)
S Collett

NZB Pearl Series Race

1.37

$10,000, maiden 2yo, 1200m

1

In Memory Of Mrs Kath Conway

1.02

$10,000, maiden 3yo, 1400m
1
2

32 Nitrate (4) 59.5 53
3 Finn McCool (8) 59.5 51

T Newman (a3)
D Johnson

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

5

2s
5s
5

Arcarius (7) 59.5 47
D Johnson
Chillax (2) 59.5 47
R Elliot
Ember Attack (6) 59.5 47
S Collett
Listonian (9) 59.5 47
S Spratt
Tellall (3) 59.5 45
L Innes
Zoltan (1) 59.5 45
J Fawcett (a1)
Eva James (5) 57.5 52
T Thornton
Kash Queen (8) 57.5 47 S Weatherley (a)
True Blessing (4) 57.5 47
M Cameron

3

Race 1:

MAJESTIC LAVROS, ONE MAJIC KENNY,
IDLE STUARTIA
Race 2: SMOOTH DEAL, JAY TEE TYRON, DOCTOR TIM
Race 3: MOSSDALE ART, SOUNDSLIKEART,
A DELIGHTFUL ACT
Race 4: WINTERFELL, LOTAMUSCLE, MAJESTIC HURRICANE
Race 5: KRUG, FIRST CLASS, DELIGHTFUL DUDE
Race 6: TAILORED ELEGANCE, CHLOE ROSE, VACATION HILL
Race 7: ONE CHANGE, COPY THAT, BAD TO THE BONE
Race 8: THE PLAYER, MAJESTIC CHEVRON, DOFF YOUR CAP
Race 9: ANOTHER MASTERPIECE, TRIPLE EIGHT,
HENRY HUBERT
Race 10: STORM, LUELLA, CARLOS BROMAC

1 4s226 Foodie King (3) 60.5 53
M Hashizume (a3)
2 0s37s Etch (1) 60.5 51
R Elliot
3 74s4 Zawadi (6) 60.5 50
T Thornton
4 s40s0 Grand Award (5) 60.5 49
L Innes
5 83587 Hosel Rocket (7) 60.5 49
C Lammas
6 636P3 Miss Tavi (8) 58.5 51
A Calder
7 s5554 Vistock (2) 58 50
S Spratt
8
65 Agey Babe (4) 58 47
D Johnson

Grassroots Petition

1 s34D6 Lord Polonius (3) 60.5 53
M Cameron
2 6096s Hong Kong’s Folks (8) 60.5 45
C Dell
3
0s Youknowhatimean (7) 60.5 45 A Calder

4
5

3
1

HRS Construction Trot

5.38

$20,000, 3yo+ r40-r55. mobile, 2600m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

00615
24021
62878
97528
23010
55002
90033
79083
60044
79669
65343
60s21

Michelle (Fr) 1
Listen Easy (Fr) 2
Jimmy Carter (Fr) 3
My Eyre (Em2) (Fr) 4
Steel Dust (Fr) 5
Idle Stuartia (Fr) 6
Majestic Sunset (Fr) 7
Phoebe Onyx (Fr) 8
Justan’s Sister (Fr) 9
Gin Rummy (Fr) 21
Another Chapter (Fr) 22
Majestic Lavros (Fr) 23

R Close
B Williamson
M Williamson
K Butt
G O’Reilly
C DeFilippi
T Chmiel
T Williams
S Tomlinson
I Cameron
J Curtin
S Ottley

B Butt
B Orange
J Dunn

4

6.08

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

PI & GJ Kennard Pace

$20,000, 3yo+ r59-r80. mobile, 1980m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

43086
61153
41847
56532
14011
41708
84623
23417
69765
50533
70074
41115
65191
56414

Go Davey (Fr) 1
S Tomlinson
Mini Mine Yet (Fr) 2
S O’Reilly
Franco Texas (Fr) 3
M Williamson
Doctor Tim (Fr) 4
C DeFilippi
Kensington Bill (Fr) 5
T Williams
Good On Ya Kiwi (Fr) 6
R Holmes
Jay Tee Tyron (Fr) 7
J Dunn
Cast No Shadow (Fr) 8
B Orange
Dance Time (Fr) 9
D Butcher
That Alexander Guy (Fr) 21
G Smith
Sam’s Town (Fr) 22
M Jones
Claus (Fr) 23
R Close
Just Wondering (Fr) 24
J Hay
Smooth Deal (Fr) 25
M Purdon

Diamond Creek Farm Pace 6.38

$20,000, 3yo+ f&m r50-r85. mobile, 1980m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

71622
58589
36011
511s3
33164
34513
14406
16028
19006
86117
24317
44261
16031
09133

La Bella Vita (Fr) 1
Team Kiwi (Fr) 2
Canstar (Fr) 3
A Delightful Act (Fr) 4
Queenofdance (Fr) 5
Miss Mucho (Fr) 6
I’mallaboutthebase (Fr) 7
Enchantee (Fr) 8
Millwood Maizie (Fr) 9
Lulu Le Mans (Fr) 21
Anamajor (Fr) 22
Soundslikeart (Fr) 23
Mossdale Art (Fr) 24
Cheezel (Fr) 25

Selections
Race 1:
Race 2:
Race 3:
Race 4:

JOHNNY MAC, TO SIR WITH LOVE, NURBURGRING
EAGLE WATCH, TEXAS TIGER, L L COOL J
MOLLY BONES, KENNY’S DREAM, WOODSTONE
CHRISTIANSHAVTIME, MILITARY MAN,
PRINCE OF PLEASURE
Race 5: DINA BROWN, TIGER SWIFT, SWELL TIME
Race 6: RESONATE, RECYCLE, NATTY PAGGER
Race 7: ON THE CARDS, WAINUI CREEK, DOUBLE ROCKET
Race 8: DIXIE REIGN, JOHN WAYNE, WEREN’T WATCHING
Race 9: CHINSKI, MORGANA, MAJESTIC SUNRISE
Race 10: SKY DELIGHT, PLATINUM, SHOW ME HEAVEN

8

56428
64172
06474
s4205

Peter Forsberg (Fr) 4
Comedy Act (Fr) 5
Better Than Most (Fr) 6
Ocean Beach (Fr) 7

— Maria Kirilenko

R Holmes
D Butcher
R Close
M Anderson
J Curtin
S Tomlinson
M Williamson
G O’Reilly
C D Thornley
S Ottley
T Williams
J Dunn
B Hope
B Orange

SCRATCHED
L Maher
S Phelan

Ahh GImme That Schweppes

6.19

$15,000, 3yo+ r53-r57. mobile, 2200m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3

72463
341
13327
84563
P4150
37075
s2872
33192

Eagle Watch (Fr) 1
Panspacificjet (Fr) 2
Tommy Tukaa (Fr) 3
Accelere (Fr) 4
Man Of Action (Fr) 5
Romanite (Fr) 6
Texas Tiger (Fr) 7
L L Cool J (Fr) 8

Lonestar At AP Trot

M White
J Robinson
T Cameron
M McKendry
Z Butcher
T Dewe
A Poutama
T Herlihy

6.49

$25,000, r62-r98 discretionary handicap
stand, 2700m

1

Webstar - Leaders In

5.48

$12,000, r40-r51. mobile, 2200m
1 06335 Johnny Mac (Fr) 1
2 4s407 Nurburgring (Fr) 2
3 00584 Akarana Prince (Fr) 3

S Reid
J I Dickie
B Mangos

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

17044
82133
35195
14s04
s3421
51s31
17843
81203

S Collett

Lamb & Hayward Champs

9

25119
89602
26s04
3s430
60031
00468
12001
09301

Prince Teka (Fr) 1
Only One Way (Fr) 2
Lotamuscle (Fr) 3
Gil Favor (Fr) 4
Count Eyre (Fr) 5
Overzealous (Fr) 6
Aorangi (Fr) U1
Majestic Hurricane (Fr) U2

Saint Michel (Fr) 1
M McKendry
Anditover (Fr) 2
A Poutama
Havehorsewilltravel (10) 1 Brent Mangos
Xebec (10) 2
Zachary Butcher
Molly Bones (10) 3
Todd Mitchell
Kay Cee (10) U1
Joshua I Dickie
Sunny Glenis (30) 1
Scott Phelan
Kenny’s Dream (40) 1
Tony Herlihy

7.08

10 21178 One Apollo (10) 1
11 60s16 War Admiral (20) 1
12 41113 Winterfell (30) 1

5

K Cameron
M Williamson
B Butt
P Nairn
R Close
C D Thornley
J Dunn
B Orange

SCRATCHED

— Rydgemont Son

Gerard O’Reilly
Samantha Ottley
Mark Purdon

Garrards Sires Stakes

7.38

$22,000, 2yo c&g. mobile, 1980m
1 3D21 First Class (Fr) 1
2
Bettor Call Me (Fr) 2
3
2 Delightful Dude (Fr) 3
4
72 Got You Covered (Fr) 4
5
King Of Clay (Fr) 5
6
The Falcon (Fr) 6
7 42133 Platinum Stride (Fr) 7
8
B D Joe (Fr) 8
9 2111 Krug (Fr) 21
10
Smiffy’s Terror (Fr) 22

6

T Williams
M Purdon
N Rasmussen
J Dunn
R Close
G O’Reilly
M Williamson
D Butcher
B Orange
S Ottley

NZ Trotting Oaks

8.08

$50,000, 3yo fillies. mobile group 2, 1980m
1
2s2 Allaboutthemoment (Fr) 1
2 05419 Bev K’s One (Fr) 2

M Williamson
B Williamson

3

SCRATCHED

— Rain Mist And Muscle

4
105 Scrappylittlenobody (Fr) 3
5 15420 Kahress (Fr) 4
6 16721 Tailored Elegance (Fr) 5

9 90606 Bordeaux (50) 1
10 44781 Woodstone (50) U1

4

G Smith
R Holmes
M Purdon

Dawson Harford - Racing On 7.18

8

42332
22457
2
446s2
432
9s028
234

Military Man (Fr) 1
Euphoria (Fr) 2
Jaccka Lucas (Fr) 3
Christianshavtime (Fr) 4
Sportngoodtime (Fr) 5
Doc Holliday (Fr) 6
Mailman (Fr) 7

— Jimmy The Irishman

9
857 Tuscon Tiger (Fr) 21
10 605s5 Prince Of Pleasure (Fr) 22

5

PGG Wrightson

T Mitchell
S Rapley
P Ferguson
Z Butcher
S Abernethy
B Butcher
T Cameron

SCRATCHED
S Reid
T Herlihy

7.49

$20,000, 3yo+ f&m r50-r60,r61-r63 w/c.
mobile, 2200m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

66604
s5326
35149
s5979
23282
51135
24253
12122
24893

Swell Time (Fr) 1
Lagertha (Fr) 2
Smoken Shazza (Fr) 3
Jody Direen (Fr) 4
Olivia Rachel (Fr) 5
Princess Jessie (Fr) 6
Gladamare (Fr) 7
Dina Brown (Fr) 8
Tempo Rose (Fr) 21

5

T Thornton
S Spratt
D Johnson
C Grylls

11
1s Reiko (8) 59 63
M Cameron
12 516s Sweet Clementine (9) 59 63
A Calder
13 0s932 Glorious Ocean (6) 59 62
D Johnson
14 10s73 React (3) 58 61
T Newman (a3)

C Lammas
S McKay

6

Avondale Sunday Markets 3.22
$10,000, rating 65 benchmark*, 1200m

1
2
3
4

27140
1056s
9s496
46136

5 06s10
6 10s7
7 27500
8 s143s
9
1s
10
61s

Deshi (14) 61 62
R Elliot
Louis Luck (13) 60.5 62
L Innes
Elusive Empire (2) 60.5 61
S Spratt
Here Comes Faffy (7) 60.5 61
M Hashizume (a3)
Mike’s Mistake (4) 60.5 61
C Grylls
Pluton (1) 60.5 61
C Lammas
Satriani (11) 60.5 61
Rage In The Castle (10) 59.5 63
Awareness (12) 59 63
Couturiere (5) 59 63 A Goindasamy (a2)

Westbrook Wines

3.57

$10,000, maiden, 2100m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

90654
77648
23540
0632
s7425
0s733
8s693
5065
B9Ps0

Remember O’Reilly (2) 60.5 50 S McKay
Charred (5) 60.5 49
T Thornton
Tibetan (6) 60 72
M Cameron
Commanding Annie (9) 58.5 53 D Danis (a2)
Annalone (12) 58.5 52
C Grylls
O’Susana (4) 58.5 52
S Spratt
House Of Cards (8) 58.5 51
S Collett
Gracies Gold (3) 58.5 47
D Johnson
Press My Buttons (7) 58.5 45
T Newman (a3)
10
807 Sassego (1) 58.5 45
A Calder
11 43572 Savezar (10) 58 52
12 53504 Power’s That Be (11) 58 50 C Lammas

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

7

06072
1308
80s21
03155
21432
56063
01213
014
7148P

Chevron Action (Fr) 6
M Anderson
Crazy N Love (Fr) 7
T Williams
Mega Pixels (Fr) 8
B Hope
Black Jacket (Fr) 21
R Close
Vacation Hill (Fr) 22
S Ottley
Aldebaran Belle (Em1) (Fr) 23 C DeFilippi
Chloe Rose (Fr) 24
B Orange
Awapuni (Fr) 25
G O’Reilly
Madam Sass (Fr) U1
J Dunn

Vero Flying Stakes Pace

8.38

$50,000, 3yo. mobile group 2, 1980m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

8

32123
2s511
883s3
s1142
12315
581s1
91315
11312
111
24816
65412
33212

One Change (Fr) 1
N Rasmussen
Tyron’s Bit Of Lemon (Fr) 2
T Williams
Skippys Delight (Fr) 3
M Williamson
Minstrel (Fr) 4
B Butt
Dina Bolt (Fr) 5
M Purdon
Willison (Fr) 6
R Close
Burnham Boy (Fr) 7
S Ottley
Copy That (Fr) 8
B Orange
Heroes Square (Fr) 9
J Dunn
Bad To The Bone (Fr) 21
N Williamson
Bundoran (Fr) 22
T Chmiel
Steel The Show (Fr) 23
S Tomlinson

Peninsular Beachfront Trot 9.07

$20,000, r56+ discretionary handicap stand,
2600m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

76520
82718
8P014
32935
78008
86230
140s3
2773s
87936
26210

Bright Glow (Fr) 1
I Cameron
She’s Allthe Craze (Fr) 2
J Young-Grant
Take After Me (Fr) 3
M Purdon
Majestic Chevron (Fr) 4
B Orange
Idle Moose (Fr) 5
J Curtin
Chief Of Staff (Fr) 6
G Smith
The Player (Fr) U1
J Dunn
Rydgemont Son (Fr) U2
B Williamson
Rachmaninov (Fr) U3
T Grant
Valley Star (10) 1
Samantha Ottley

11
12
13
14
15

9

00468
05024
96P80
67845
41875

Overzealous (10) 2
Craig D Thornley
Doff Your Cap (10) U1
Bob Butt
Amaretto Sun (35) 1
Sheree Tomlinson
Destiny Jones (35) 2
David Butcher
Monty Python (35) 3 Matthew Williamson

Superstars Champs Pace

9.37

$50,000, 4-5yo. mobile group 2, 1980m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

50630
23135
16290
53115
42727
14441
s1833
18101
34912
00981
10265

Kruizr (Fr) 1
Dadndave (Fr) 2
Franco Santino (Fr) 3
Mongolian Cavalry (Fr) 4
Nandolo (Fr) 5
Stars Tonight (Fr) 6
Vintage Cheddar (Fr) 7
Another Masterpiece (Fr) 8
Triple Eight (Fr) 9
Henry Hubert (Fr) 21
Jazzy Star (Fr) U1

C DeFilippi
B Butt
N Williamson
B Orange
R Close
T Williams
B Williamson
M Purdon
D Butcher
J Dunn
S McNally

10 Christchurch Casino Pace 10.07
$20,000, 3yo+ r50-r58,r59 w/c. mobile,
1980m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

61674
32225
2318
218s
21672
42418
31s10
80323
14s15
22243
7015s
5P0s3
290s4
15336

Barkley (Fr) 1
Luella (Fr) 2
Immer Besser (Fr) 3
Storm (Fr) 4
Ranger Bomb (Fr) 5
Prospect Park (Fr) 6
Delma Craze (Fr) 7
Only In America (Fr) 8
Arden’s Reality (Fr) 9
Laver (Fr) 21
El Dorado (Fr) 22
Tiebreaker (Fr) 23
Carlos Bromac (Fr) 24
Glenledi Chief (Fr) 25

L O’Reilly
B Hope
S Ottley
M Anderson
M Williamson
C D Thornley
D Butcher
J Morrison
N Purdon
T Williams
B Orange
G O’Reilly
J Dunn
G Smith

TAB D. 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10 T. 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 8-9-10 Q. 2-3-4-5, 7-8-9-10 PL6 5-10

Rhys Fensom
Peter Ferguson

$15,000, non-winners 3yo+ c&g. mobile,
2200m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

6
8s2 Pipsqueak Rose (1) 58.5 52
7
Rhuzick (6) 58.5 45
8
Confectionery (4) 58 47
9
8s5 She’s Apples (9) 58 47
10 59s79 Pokuru Grace (11) 58 45
11
0 Zaffire Bay (10) 58 45
12
Zuma Rock (2) 58 45

TAB D. 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10 T. 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 8-9-10 Q. 2-3-4-5, 7-8-9-10 PL6 5-10

$30,000, 4-5yo r56-r130 special trot handicap stand group 3, 2600m

Jetbet 5

J Abernethy
F Schumacher
D Ferguson
P Ferguson

9 02516 Rainbow Wiri (Fr) 21
10 P0278 To Sir With Love (Fr) U1

2

SCRATCHED

— Tanoshi
s770s Lethal (5) 60 45

Auckland harness at Alexandra Park Friday
4
5
6
7

2.47

$10,000, maiden, 1200m

Jetbet 8

13 71s0 Insist The Win (Fr) 24
14 36096 In Sequence (Fr) 25
15 72422 One Majic Kenny (Fr) U1
16 20252 Sioux Princess (Em1) (Fr) U2

2

2.12

$10,000, maiden, 1600m

4

early on and just took a while to win a
race. I kept saying this horse is going
to be alright, just give him a bit of time.
I think he had about nine starts as a
three-year-old and it wasn’t until he was
four that he developed. I said whatever
he is doing now he is going to be a better
horse next year, and so it has proved.”
McKay, who is working only a small
team at present, was philosophical about
the spread of the coronavirus and the
impact it might have on racing.
“It has come in pretty quick and no one
has had time to think about it too much.
While it is disappointing for the owners
not being able to go to the races, at least
they are trying to run the race meetings.
“Let’s just hope it goes as quick as it
came.” — NZ Racing Desk

TAB Doubles 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8 Trebles 2-3-4, 6-7-8 Quaddies 1-2-3-4, 5-6-7-8 Place6 3-8

Mayo Gold

NZ Metro harness at Addington Friday
Selections

“He has come up really well this year
and all his runs have been good bar a
couple on mediocre tracks.
“What we do next year I am not sure.
He has proven to me he doesn’t really
like a rain-affected track. I’ll just have to
assess what we bring him up for.”
McKay said maturity had been the
recipe for success this term for the Gr.1
Thorndon Mile (1600m) winner, who
failed to meet his reserve as a Ready To
Run two-year-old.
“Trevor Luke tried to Ready to Run
him. He wanted about $100,000 for him
and didn’t get that so he said to a mate of
his, Tim Davis, to try and get a syndicate
together to purchase the horse.
“He sent him to me and we thought a
bit of him from the start. He won a trial

M McKendry
J I Dickie
K Marshall
P Ferguson
B Butcher
S Reid
B Mangos
T Hanara
Z Butcher

10
11 Lenize (Fr) 22
11 78375 Tiger Swift (Fr) 23

6

S Phelan
F Schumacher

HR Fisken & Sons

8.20

$15,000, 3yo+ r50-r59, w/c special handicap
stand, 2700m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

7

08731
69231
38787
86008
12633
36754
71000
01350
04156
82232
97019
212P2

Heston Hall (Fr) 1
B Mangos
Expensive Crumpet (Fr) 2
M McKendry
Cyclone S Adams (Fr) 3
S E Butcher
Luck Of The Moment (Fr) 4
Z Butcher
Recycle (Fr) 5
A Poutama
Safrakova (Fr) 6
L Chin
Skee King (Fr) U1
F Schumacher
Daisy Hill (Fr) U2
J I Dickie
Invictus (10) 1
Todd Mitchell
Natty Pagger (10) U1
Tony Herlihy
You Really Got Me (10) U2 Rhys Fensom
Resonate (10) U3
Peter Ferguson

Jacobsen Headstones Pace 8.50

$25,000, 3yo+ r62-r97. mobile, 2200m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10878
35107
87232
66821
91254
32451
02177
81523
41124

Above N Beyond (Fr) 1
Magilligan Point (Fr) 2
Delightful Major (Fr) 3
Warloch (Fr) 4
Mogul (Fr) 5
Wainui Creek (Fr) 6
Check In (Fr) 7
On The Cards (Fr) 8
Double Rocket (Fr) 21

P Ferguson
J Stormont
A Poutama
M White
S Reid
S Phelan
B Butcher
Z Butcher
M McKendry

8

Go Girls Go Pace

9.17

$15,000, non-winners. mobile, 2200m
1
8 Spirited Belle (Fr) 1
S Abernethy
2 555s6 Jemma (Fr) 2
Z Butcher
3 26623 Dixie Reign (Fr) 3
S Phelan
4 54949 Dragon Tattoo (Fr) 4
G Wolfenden
5 4723 Weren’t Watching (Fr) 5
P Ferguson
6
John Wayne (Fr) 6
M McKendry
7
48 Alta Madeira (Fr) 7
J I Dickie
8 56562 Sunset Red (Fr) 8
D Ferguson
9
Cya Art (Fr) 21
B Butcher

9

NZ Horse Ambulance Trot

9.47

$15,000, non-winners 3yo+ stand, 2200m
1 P3804 Mount Aspiring (Fr) 1
S Phelan
2 0s420 Morgana (Fr) 2
S Abernethy
3 27536 Uncle Louis (Fr) 3
T Cameron
4
953 Constellation (Fr) 4
J Stormont
5 16s97 Just Plain Lucky (Fr) U1
M McKendry
6 50689 Ruby Ridge (Fr) U2
S Rapley
7 790P0 Wishing Crystal (Fr) U3
J Abernethy
8 80322 Majestic Sunrise (Fr) U4
P Jeffries
9 s6445 Chinski (Fr) U5
S McCaffrey

10 Magness Benrow Sires Stakes

10.17

$22,000, 2yo fillies. mobile heat, 1700m
1
22 Sky Delight (Fr) 1
S Phelan
2
435 Platinum (Fr) 2
T Herlihy
3
Polka Delight (Fr) 3
T Cameron
4
553 Prestige Stride (Fr) 4
Z Butcher
5
Show Me Heaven (Fr) 5
B Butcher

Legend: T – Won at track. C – Won at this distance on this course. D – Won at this distance on another course. M – Won in slow or heavy going. B – Beaten favourite at last start. H – Trained on track. N – Won at
night. S – Spell of three months. F – Fell. P – Pulled up. L – Lost rider. TV – Featured on Trackside TV.
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Christchurch greys at Addington Raceway Friday Jetbet 3
Selections
Race 1:
Race 2:
Race 3:
Race 4:
Race 5:
Race 6:
Race 7:
Race 8:
Race 9:
Race 10:
Race 11:
Race 12:
Race 13:
Race 14:
Race 15:

BEES ARE BUZZING, MIKIL, GIRL MIDORI
PERFECT PAYTON, OPAWA NASH, FAST ANGEL
DOROTHY BE GOOD, TABBY, CULVIE NUMB BOY
KEA VIKING, STARBURST GEORGE,
HOMEBUSH STASSER
SMOOTH STEP, MR MARCEL, SLIPPERY SUZIE
OPAWA PINK, TREMONTI, MAJOR STORM
MR BLACKJACK, PRETTY BUSY, DYNA MONTY
KING KALI, OPA’S DREAM, FICKLE MISTRESS
STUDENT LOAN, OPHELIA ALLEN, MIGHTY MUSCLE
GOLDSTAR WYNTER, PRINCE ZULU, MACEY BAXTER
OPALA BALE, HOMEBUSH FONZIE, BORN TASHA
M’LADY SADIE, OPA’S JOY, GOLDSTAR CLOVER
GHOST MODE, ROCCO JEWEL, MINE HUNTER
MR MUPPET, MAKING NEWS, HADES
SNEAKY SNITCH, CARLOS, MISS COWDREY

8 52562 Impressive Mood nwtd
EMERGENCIES:
9 88686 Homebush Poppy nwtd
10 77688 Sheer Flattery nwtd

3

John McInerney
John McInerney
Alan Botherway

Active Electrical Mdn Ht 3 12.01
$1365, C0, heat, 295m

1 57425 Double Queenie nwtd
John McInerney
2 48666 Sweet Mary Ann nwtd Rosemary Blackburn
3 38582 Culvie Numb Boy nwtd
Hart & Taylor
4 32646 Homebush Murdock nwtd John McInerney
5 66675 Opawa Pauline nwtd
Robin Wales
6
Dorothy Be Good nwtd
Bruce Dann
7
2 Tabby nwtd
Sharon Hindson
8
6 Goldstar Westie nwtd
S & B Evans
EMERGENCIES:
9 88686 Homebush Poppy nwtd
John McInerney
10 77688 Sheer Flattery nwtd
Alan Botherway

4

Murray & Hannah

12.18

$1685, C2, 295m

1

Active Electrical Mdn Ht

11.30

$1365, C0, heat, 295m
1
8 Rossiter nwtd
M & P Binnie
2 37666 Blushing Pete nwtd
Robin Wales
3 8F87 Homebush Sonja nwtd
John McInerney
4
Mikil nwtd
Bruce Dann
5 78s63 Girl Midori nwtd
Rosemary Blackburn
6 2256 Bees Are Buzzing nwtd
J M McCook
7
Smash Fun Guy nwtd
Malcolm Grant
8
75 Mitcham Liam nwtd
John McInerney
EMERGENCIES:
9 88686 Homebush Poppy nwtd
John McInerney
10
888 Lady Sobers nwtd
John McInerney

2

Active Electrical Mdn Ht 2 11.45
$1365, C0, heat, 295m

1
457 Diller nwtd
2 86585 Mitcham Queen nwtd
3 78635 Goldstar Aria nwtd
4 23533 Opawa Nash nwtd
5
Perfect Payton nwtd
6
676 Just Peaches nwtd
7
4 Fast Angel nwtd

John McInerney
John McInerney
S & B Evans
John Rush
J & D Fahey
Howard Anderton
Calum Weir

1 14674 Kea Viking nwtd
2 66216 Homebush Rehaina nwtd
3 62216 Goldstar Whitey 17.45
4 61757 Impressive Flash 17.53
5 83577 Opa’s Mate 17.47
6 47164 Sass ‘Em Up 17.31
7 21213 Starburst George 17.35
8 21471 Homebush Stasser 17.74
EMERGENCIES:
9 18863 Goldstar Avalon 17.31
10 68382 Punch On Scooby 17.77

5

J & D Fahey
John McInerney
S & B Evans
John McInerney
Ray Casey
Corey Steele
Malcolm Grant
John McInerney
S & B Evans
John McInerney

Clarkson’s Sign Studio

12.36

$2390, C0, 520m
1
276 Miss Adobe nwtd
2
Mr Marcel nwtd
3 43444 Slippery Suzie nwtd
4
745 Adobe Girl nwtd
5
443 Adelphi nwtd
6 43572 Smooth Step nwtd
7 54333 Goldstar Darwin nwtd
8
Opawa Jade nwtd
EMERGENCY:
9 87877 My Bentley nwtd

Matt Roberts
Robin Wales
S & B Evans
Matt Roberts
J M McCook
Malcolm Grant
S & B Evans
Robin Wales
Robin Wales

Wanganui greys at Hatrick Friday
Selections

2

Race 1:
Race 2:
Race 3:
Race 4:
Race 5:

ALWAYS DIZZY, BIGTIME ROSIE, BIG TIME RICKY
WIFI BOLT, ALLEGRO ELLA, LUCY LINGERS
BIG TIME TRAE, NOVO OLLIE, BIGTIME ALFIE
SUB TWENTY THREE, IDOL DUKE, BIGTIME CUTIE
DAPPER RAPPER, KONGS OUT AGAIN,
BIGTIME DAISY
Race 6: BIG TIME PLUTO, BIGTIME BEE, FUNZALO
Race 7: DOOMSDAY, BIG TIME FROSTY, BIGTIME EMJAY
Race 8: BIG TIME ELSA, BIG TIME MAPLE, BIG TIME SPOT
Race 9: DOUBLE WHAT, ARTHUR’S CROWN,
BARBAROSSA BOY
Race 10: OPEHU EXPRESS, ALLEGRO WILL,
SHAMROCK GREEN
Race 11: SAHARA DREAM, BIG TIME KEVIN, DINO THE FOX
Race 12: JAY WENDY, PRINCESS PEA, PUNCH ON RUBY

1

CPF Insurance

3.48

1 57372 Always Dizzy 18.07
2 57753 Bigtime Rosie nwtd
3 6s874 Tiddy Cash nwtd
4 55874 Elouera Mist 18.11
5 43675 Jacks Point nwtd
6 85866 Cadillac Mack nwtd
7 57774 Paris End 17.66
8 32433 Big Time Ricky 18.10
EMERGENCIES:
9 37875 Homebush Maxi 17.89
10 58778 Dottie Bell 18.09

John McInerney
G & S Fredrickson
John McInerney
J & D Bell
W Woods
John McInerney
Lisa Cole
Agent & Williams
John McInerney
J & D Bell

Adept Accountants

4.23

128F5
56345
87465
s7888
42441
36242
6s546
36415

1 8s514 Opawa Pink nwtd
2 71377 Gotcha Pixie 17.55
3 55624 Belfast Demo 17.31
4 64831 Major Storm 17.39
5 43664 Opal Hunter 17.49
6 61331 Tremonti 17.28
7 58713 Homebush Boden 17.44
8 27738 Mitcham Trudy 17.31
EMERGENCIES:
9 18863 Goldstar Avalon 17.31
10 87755 Homebush Finn 17.21

7

Ross & Voyce
Lisa Cole
Bill Hodgson
Mark Goodier
Lisa Cole
Lisa Cole
D P Symes
J & D Bell

AON Insurance

4.40

$2390, C4, 305m
1 73264 Big Time Lebron 17.62
2 47542 Big Time Chance 17.58
3 37216 Cawbourne Moss 17.66
4 24213 Bigtime Cutie 17.74
5 14175 Idol Steffie 17.62
6 12418 Articulator 17.79
7 61743 Idol Duke 17.63
8 13411 Sub Twenty Three 17.63
EMERGENCIES:
9 18826 Bigtime Sheer 17.58

Lisa Cole
Lisa Cole
J & D Bell
Lisa Cole
Marcie Flipp
Bill Hodgson
Marcie Flipp
Lisa Cole
Lisa Cole

Robin Wales
J M Lane
Hart & Taylor
Craig Roberts
John McInerney
Bruce Dann
John McInerney
John McInerney
S & B Evans
John McInerney

Springston Hotel Stakes

1 34564 Ophira Bale nwtd
Matt Roberts
2 16722 Mr Blackjack 30.16
J & D Fahey
3 41133 Punters Bolt 30.67
Robin Wales
4 15287 Mitcham Manering nwtd John McInerney
5 41578 Opawa Jane 30.49
Robin Wales
6 18187 Homebush Surgeon nwtd John McInerney
7 28445 Pretty Busy 30.17
J & D Fahey
8 84554 Dyna Monty 29.94
Craig Roberts
EMERGENCY:
9 78231 Shermo Bale 30.57
Craig Roberts

8

Casswoods For Carpet

Race 1:
Race 2:
Race 3:
Race 4:
Race 5:
Race 6:
Race 7:
Race 8:

TALIHINA, SCARLEO, HOULIO’S DREAM
BISCARA, RED IMPULSE, DISSEDGE
READY BY DESIGN, ETNA, MISS SHARP
HELCOLORE, MOOKAREENA, RENT A ROCK
SAVOURY, COCK MATCH, MENSA MISSILE
SEI STELLA, MISTER MOGUL, REBEL MISS
FUN FACT, PUMPKIN PIE, MORTON’S FORK
DALAALAAT, IL PROFESSIONALE, IMITATION GAME

13
373 Smartkap (3) 56.5 93
14
0s2 Talihina (13) 56.5 98
EMERGENCIES:
15 349s5 Crocodile Cod (5) 58.5 90
16 8s268 Cab Strada (1) 57 87
17 656s Boreas h (11) 56.5 96

2

1 12463 Opa’s Dream 17.52
2 76435 King Kali 17.19
3 77577 Fickle Mistress 17.36
4 77738 Eternal Debt 17.29
5 81242 Homebush Jordie nwtd
6 F6138 Impressive High 17.88
7 1F282 Goldstar Flora 17.42
8 15355 Pontiac Pat 17.35
EMERGENCIES:
9 26837 Raquel Allen 17.47
10 54865 Reign Of Fire 17.36

9

Ray Casey
Malcolm Grant
Hart & Taylor
Garry Cleeve
John McInerney
John McInerney
S & B Evans
John McInerney
Craig Roberts
John McInerney

My Redeemer Distance

9

1

Skinlogics S’case Plate

3.15

$30,000, Maiden SW, 1175m

1

— Certain Shaft

SCRATCHED

2
4 Magnuvita (2) 59 92
N Souquet
3
Faithful Azz (8) 58.5 91
B Mc Dougall
4
275 Ghost Town (14) 58.5 100
S Guymer
5 4s9s High Advice h (9) 58.5 89
Ms W Costin
6 26364 Houlio’s Dream h (4) 58.5 92 M A Cahill
7
Prince Of Helena (7) 58.5 91
J Duffy
8 23s5 Scarleo b (10) 58.5 94
B Loy
9 355s2 Sun Master (6) 58.5 93
B Allen
10 7633s Ivy’s Belle h (12) 57 85
Ms A Masters
11
All On Her Roan h (15) 56.5 91 Ms K Nisbet

12

— Ember

SCRATCHED

S Miller
R Dolan (a)
J Richards (a)

Carlton Draught S’case
1s28s
31s69
1s824
31s
0s784
131s6
00161
28s22

3.50

Biscara d (11) 58 89
B Mc Dougall
Gretzky d (6) 58 93
S Miller
Dissedge (5) 56.5 93
N Souquet
Red Impulse d (10) 56.5 87 T Schiller (a1.5)
Bellarina Magic d (4) 56 96
J Duffy
Milamoo d (9) 54.5 88
Shores Of Avalon dw (1) 54.5 100 B Loy
Corazon De Oro d (14) 54 90 J Richards (a)

— Halo Warrior

SCRATCHED

10 719s7 Miss Smarty Pants dh (2) 54 86 R Dolan (a)
11 1s08 Silks ‘n’ Stars twh (7) 54 88
M A Cahill
12 567s1 Loose Wire (15) 54 91
L German (a)
13 19160 Reine Rapide dh (12) 54 87
M Heagney
14 1890s Willybeafactor dw (8) 54 95 Ms E Hennessy
(a3)
EMERGENCY:
15 66654 Louis’s Girl (3) 54 84
B Vale

3

Adrian Ledger Mem S’case 4.25

$40,000, 3yo & up Benchmark 66, 2400m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

23116
66333
1513
s0854
41216
00862
50s61
54132
53797

1.46

$3795, C1, distance, 645m
1 16736 Replica Rango nwtd
2 17775 Dyna Varsity nwtd

Bob Pringle
Craig Roberts

Marcie Flipp

Accell Canine Therapy

4.56

$3325, C3, 520m
1 34462 Kongs Out Again 30.42
Melissa Olden
2 52737 Go Glow nwtd
Marcie Flipp
3 15687 Gray Bale 30.23
W Woods
4 66677 Bigtime Forest 30.20
Agent & Williams
5 156F4 Bigtime Daisy 30.49
Lisa Cole
6 33527 Gazza’s Girl 30.44
G & S Fredrickson
7 46447 Bigtime Acacia 30.34
Lisa Cole
8 F1111 Dapper Rapper 30.32
Brian Marsh
EMERGENCIES:
9 74727 Bigtime Benji 30.44
Lisa Cole
10 77753 Big Time Dynasty 30.37
Lisa Cole

First Security

5.11

$2860, C4/5, 305m
1 21385 Eye Far 17.62
Marcie Flipp
2 31438 Bigtime Bremner 17.48
Lisa Cole
3 57356 Funzalo 17.61
Bill Hodgson
4 18417 Opawa Flash 17.71
Nathan Udy
5 83817 Bigtime Ziggy 17.63
Lisa Cole
6 67652 Bigtime Bee 17.52
Lisa Cole
7 31347 Idol Patches 17.71
Marcie Flipp
8 15263 Big Time Pluto 17.53
Lisa Cole
EMERGENCIES:
9 48447 Zara Cheebee 17.62
Marcie Flipp
10 28557 Big Time Flash 17.60
G & S Fredrickson

Wanganui Toyota

5.28

$2860, C4/5, 305m
1
2
3
4
5

66211
33316
52415
12831
76611

Fox Beat (8) 60.5 98 Ms E Hennessy (a3)
Etna dwb (3) 60 99
Dylan Dunn
Ready By Design w (10) 60 95
M Allen
The Dominator wn (14) 60 93
B Allen
Mi Keri Pi (1) 59 97
B Mc Dougall
Azaryah (12) 57.5 93
S Guymer
River Of Gold wh (7) 56 95
Ms K Nisbet
Miss Sharp wb (11) 54.5 95
B Loy
Bocain wh (4) 54 100
B Ward

10
11
12
13
14

4

s0324
54428
36286
86248
04568

45687 Replica Casino 38.27
52153 Student Loan 38.15
Vacant Box Five 83673 Ophelia Allen nwtd
42625 Mighty Muscle 38.12
34342 Orina Allen nwtd

10 Dave Robbie Sprint

Doomsday 17.64
Sir Duggie 17.18
Hip Hop Rapper 17.49
Big Time Billie 17.65
Bigtime Emjay 17.50

K B Benson
Lisa Cole
Brian Marsh
Lisa Cole
G & S Fredrickson

Cool Artie (9) 54 92
Sharlie (6) 54 90
Billo Road w (5) 54 90
Haunted Stream w (2) 54 90
King Of Sting w (13) 54 87

Lexus Of Wodonga

J Duffy
S Miller
J Mallyon
Z Spain
B Vale

5.05

1 42438 Prince Zulu 17.31
2 51227 Macey Baxter 17.22
3 64575 Homebush Rapper 17.47
4 26541 Opawa Waihemo 17.33
5 65425 Smash Calling 17.34
6 37248 Mulberry Brit 17.43
7 82724 Regal Jock nwtd
8 45113 Goldstar Wynter 17.26
EMERGENCIES:
9 88448 Chicago Head 17.40
10 54865 Reign Of Fire 17.36

11

Jayco Albury Guineas

5.40

$80,000, 3yo Benchmark 70, 1400m
6s416
13362
711s
1s402
41
0s261
123
14s4
12
231s1
3s766

Lisa Waretini
John McInerney
John McInerney
Robin Wales
Malcolm Grant
Ken Cassidy
John McInerney
S & B Evans
John McInerney
John McInerney

Kaikanui Tavern Stakes

2.21

$2860, C2, 520m
1 56s78 Boss Cobra 30.28
2 24162 Opala Bale 29.99
3 56645 Joe Bonanza 30.39
4 843s6 Opawa Mason 30.29
5 31632 Macadoodle 30.55
6 31431 Homebush Fonzie 30.29
7 21254 Born Tasha 30.14
8 61165 Goldstar Truman 30.54
EMERGENCY:
9 78231 Shermo Bale 30.57

J & D Fahey
Craig Roberts
John McInerney
Robin Wales
J & D Fahey
John McInerney
Robin Wales
S & B Evans

12 Livamol Sprint

2.38

$1685, C2, 295m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

34514
65462
87671
84483
74813
56466
44485
75177

EMERGENCIES:
9 88448 Chicago Head 17.40
10 8878F Epic Rose 17.50

Opa’s Joy 17.33
M’lady Sadie 17.34
Goldstar Clover 17.31
Homebush Sayer 17.54
Smash Surprise 17.38
Cosmic Jase 17.42
Dyna Elliot 17.31
Khatia 17.50

Ray Casey
Ashley Bradshaw
S & B Evans
John McInerney
Malcolm Grant
John McInerney
Craig Roberts
John McInerney

John McInerney
J M McCook

13 Active Electrical Mdn Ht 4

2.56

$1365, C0, heat, 295m
1 F7674 Yappy Yap nwtd
2 56346 Mulberry Tip nwtd
3 53222 Ghost Mode nwtd
4 6678s Mitcham Treasure nwtd
5 58388 Homebush Captain nwtd
6
673 Horse Range nwtd
7
Rocco Jewel nwtd
8
Mine Hunter nwtd
EMERGENCIES:
9 88686 Homebush Poppy nwtd
10
888 Lady Sobers nwtd

Robin Wales
Ken Cassidy
Hart & Taylor
John McInerney
John McInerney
Malcolm Grant
Craig Roberts
J M McCook
John McInerney
John McInerney

14 Active Electrical Mdn Ht 5

3.13

$1365, C0, heat, 295m
1 4624 Cool Hand Lester nwtd
2 75654 Princely Castle nwtd
3 23633 Making News nwtd
4 66253 Miss June nwtd
5 3373s Mr Muppet nwtd
6 74787 Homebush Durant nwtd
7
Ted Jewel nwtd
8
3 Hades nwtd
EMERGENCIES:
9 88686 Homebush Poppy nwtd
10
878 Goldstar Harlowe nwtd

Sharon Hindson
John McInerney
Bruce Dann
John McInerney
Robin Wales
John McInerney
Craig Roberts
J M McCook
John McInerney
S & B Evans

15 Active Electrical Mdn Ht 6

Craig Roberts

6 52132 Bigtime Pearl 17.64
7 24624 Bigtime Lizzy 17.61
8 11183 Big Time Frosty 17.57
EMERGENCIES:
9 28557 Big Time Flash 17.60
10 18826 Bigtime Sheer 17.58

8

Lisa Cole
Lisa Cole
Lisa Cole
G & S Fredrickson
Lisa Cole

Kernow Construction

5.58

$4735, C4/5, 520m
1 27515 Big Time Izzy 30.11
2 56468 Big Time Seth 30.31
3 78432 Big Time Maple 30.31
4 16375 Big Time Spot 30.82
5 24586 Big Time Kobe 30.63
6 53168 Simply Smooth 30.29
7 85178 Big Time Elsa 30.25
8 12326 Big Time Ocean 30.05
EMERGENCY:
9 56486 Bigtime Bruno 30.07

9

Lisa Cole
Lisa Cole
Lisa Cole
Lisa Cole
Lisa Cole
Lisa Cole
Lisa Cole
Lisa Cole
Lisa Cole

Red Snapper Seafoods

6.28

$2035, C2/3, 305m
1 37563 Thunderation 17.48
2 52257 Mr. Postman 17.85
3 s6878 Bigtime Jetty 17.50
4 43161 Double What 17.93
5 F8548 Bigtime Jamie 17.71
6 61567 Running Freer 17.69
7 65253 Barbarossa Boy 17.74
8 17335 Arthur’s Crown 17.76
EMERGENCIES:
9 38628 Homebush Yuri 17.96
10 67824 Giraffe Club 17.70

G & S Fredrickson
Nathan Udy
Lisa Cole
J & D Bell
Lisa Cole
Melissa Olden
Brian Goldsack
Richard Waite
John McInerney
Lisa Cole

10 Quality Inn Collegiate

6.59

$2035, C2/3, 305m
1 16612 Opehu Express 17.86

Richard Waite

3.31

$1365, C0, heat, 295m
1 75F7 Horse Range Opal nwtd
Malcolm Grant
2
647 Button It nwtd
J M McCook
3 66453 Carlos nwtd
Robin Wales
4 84526 Sweet Dreaming nwtd Rosemary Blackburn
5 86861 Miss Cowdrey nwtd
John McInerney
6 F5474 Homebush Ivy nwtd
John McInerney
7 44242 Sneaky Snitch nwtd
Hart & Taylor
8
85 Angry Jane nwtd
Matt Roberts
EMERGENCIES:
9 88686 Homebush Poppy nwtd
John McInerney
10
878 Goldstar Harlowe nwtd
S & B Evans

12 8P771 Freaky Freckles d (14) 54 92 B Ryan (a)
13 5s903 Blue Jean Baby h (8) 54 90
S Miller
14 4216 Demanding Mo (9) 54 93
Ms E Hennessy (a3)
15 739s1 Rent A Rock (13) 54 92

6

Savoury wn (2) 62 97
M A Cahill
Cock Match d (11) 61 94
Dylan Dunn
Regardsmaree dw (4) 59.5 95
B Allen
Confidant bn (12) 59 95
B Loy
Mensa Missile (6) 58.5 95 Ms W Costin
Southern Appeal (7) 57.5 96 R Dolan (a)
Strike A Beau bn (1) 57.5 94
Z Spain
Toffee Doll w (15) 56.5 99 B Mc Dougall
Front Page tb (5) 55 97
J Mallyon
La Sante (10) 55 94
S Guymer
Lady Loire w (3) 55 100 T Schiller (a1.5)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Flat Knacker S’case

6.20

Sei Stella wn (8) 60 95
M Allen
Mossman Gorge (3) 59.5 95 Dylan Dunn
Mister Mogul wn (5) 58 100
B Allen
Rebel Miss dn (17) 58 91
R Dolan (a)
Another Sin twn (4) 57.5 98
M A Cahill
Liberty Song wbn (7) 56.5 88 Ms K Nisbet
Vinnie Vega twh (1) 54 88
Ms W Costin
Beautiful Bee tw (9) 54 94 T Schiller (a1.5)
Tycoon Tony w (11) 54 95
J Duffy
Logan River dwh (12) 54 85
Ms E Hennessy (a3)
11 46112 Haralben dw (14) 54 92
B Mc Dougall
12 53111 Equally Wild tdw (2) 54 93 L McNeil (a2)
13 22061 Do The Hippy dw (10) 54 92
Z Spain
14 s774s Squaw Valley cwhn (16) 54 85
B Loy
EMERGENCIES:
15 1103s Air Gordon tcwh (15) 54 88
R Bensley
16 0s210 Just A Flash w (18) 54 89
17 08s2s Wednesday Warrior db (6) 54 86 J Mallyon
18 s350s Nevada Dane twh (13) 54 87

7

07s15
42334
02117
3135s
44s13
6146s
75s0s
44s23
97s67
1s900

Albury Gold Cup

6.55

$200,000, Quality Listed, 2000m
1
2
3
4
5

6

2 5514s Miss Potential nwtd
G & S Fredrickson
3 34212 Allegro Will 17.63
Lisa Cole
4 83834 Guru’s Choice 17.76
Agent & Williams
5 38685 Chilli Ragnar 17.84
Nathan Udy
6 17512 Shamrock Green 17.85
Brian Goldsack
7 65476 Born Quick 17.65
Marcie Flipp
8 64168 Allegro Lanie 17.80
Lisa Cole
EMERGENCIES:
9 17856 Bigtime Sam 17.80
G & S Fredrickson
10 38582 Summer Glee 17.66
John McInerney

11

Laser Plumbing

7.27

$1685, C2, 305m
1 54553 Dino The Fox 17.74
Kellie Gommans
2 21171 Big Time Kevin 17.74
Lisa Cole
3 21525 Zara Fab 18.03
Nathan Udy
4 56264 Elsa Blueblood 18.06
John McInerney
5 13784 Big Time Tatum 17.86
Agent & Williams
6 85822 Dark Syrah 17.77
Richard Waite
7 8s281 Sahara Dream 17.91
Marcie Flipp
8 12647 Hashtag Blessed 17.81
Nathan Udy
EMERGENCIES:
9 61668 Bigtime Chris 17.53
G & S Fredrickson
10 38582 Summer Glee 17.66
John McInerney

12 Palamountains Nutrition

7.58

$1685, C2, 305m
1 12626 Homebush Jennia 17.92 John McInerney
2 75414 Punch On Ruby 17.78
John McInerney
3 21435 Final Straw 18.06
Nathan Udy
4 77477 Token Vikkers 17.75
Nathan Udy
5 68785 Millie Prince 17.72
J & D Bell
6 73173 Princess Pea 17.94
Peter Taylor
7 34414 Jay Wendy 18.04
Nathan Udy
8 46418 Go Stopper 17.95
Agent & Williams
EMERGENCIES:
9 61668 Bigtime Chris 17.53
G & S Fredrickson
10 67824 Giraffe Club 17.70
Lisa Cole

TAB doubles 3-4, 7-8 Trebles 2-3-4, 6-7-8 Quaddie 1-2-3-4, 5-6-7-8

$75,000, Open, 900m

1 66017 Hemmerle w (7) 60 97
M Allen
2 03371 Bezos wh (5) 59 97
Ms E Hennessy (a3)
3 6s048 The Doctor’s Son twh (10) 58 98
M Heagney
4 6s893 Fusca w (8) 56.5 99
S Guymer
5 84242 Mookareena b (4) 56.5 98
S Miller
6 24441 Benjamery th (1) 55.5 100
R Bensley
7 s2213 Helcolore th (2) 55.5 99
B Mc Dougall
8 83369 Trumbo (9) 55.5 97
Z Spain
9 70711 Falling Waters th (11) 55 94
B Loy
10 131s5 Weja (6) 54 94
T Schiller (a1.5)
11 64353 Refire cw (12) 54 97
M A Cahill
12 739s1 Rent A Rock (3) 54 97
R Dolan (a)
13 01068 Sizzleonthebridge w (13) 54 96 J Richards
(a)
14 30316 Rocky High twh (14) 54 94
Ms K Nisbet

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

2.03

$1685, C2, 295m

$50,000, Class 3, 1500m

5

Bob Pringle
J & D Fahey
n&a
Daniel Roberts
J & D Fahey
Craig Roberts

TAB D. 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12 T. 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 7-8-9, 10-11-12 Q. 2-3-4-5, 9-10-11-12 PL6 7-12

10 48447 Zara Cheebee 17.62

7

3
4
5
6
7
8

Jetbet 17

$30,000, Class 2, 1000m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1.28

$1685, C2, 295m

New South Wales races at Albury Friday
Selections

1.11

$2860, C2, 520m

6

Skinny Binny 30.60
Bigtime Alfie 30.09
Mainline Lil 31.21
Bigtime Chloe 30.76
Big Time Trae 30.49
Novo Ollie nwtd
Allen Mack 30.10
Cavatate 30.55

12.53

$1685, C2, 295m

5

$2860, C1/2, 520m

4

$1450, C1, 305m

4.06

1 46563 Lucy Lingers nwtd
John McInerney
2
15 Wifi Bolt 17.92
G & S Fredrickson
3 81126 Allegro Ella 17.73
Lisa Cole
4 68457 Trajan nwtd
John McInerney
5 36875 Big Time Rusty 18.13
Agent & Williams
6 85478 Homebush Keasha nwtd John McInerney
7 24466 Gotcha Marshall 17.96
John McInerney
8 57368 Bigtime Kiowa 17.68
Agent & Williams
EMERGENCIES:
9 77777 Hypothetical 18.13
Melissa Olden
10 58778 Dottie Bell 18.09
J & D Bell

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

greyhoundauctions.co.nz

Jetbet 9

Book Your Function
$1450, C1, 305m

3

6

TAB D. 2-3, 4-5, 6-7, 8-9, 10-11, 12-13, 14-15 T. 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 7-8-9, 10-11-12, 13-14-15 Q. 2-3-4-5, 12-13-14-15 PL6 10-15

12678
35162
10794
01008
9s433

Morton’s Fork dw (1) 59 96 Dylan Dunn
Fun Fact dw (7) 58 100
B Loy
Willi Willi cw (8) 56 96
B Mc Dougall
Spunlago wh (9) 55.5 93
M A Cahill
Maid Of Ore dw (16) 55 97
S Guymer

— Mount Tabora

7 s4569 All Too Soon w (13) 54 95

SCRATCHED
J Duffy

8 11s68 Attorney w (10) 54 99
R Dolan (a)
9 10400 Mercurial Lad dw (4) 54 100 Ms K Nisbet
10 53130 Pumpkin Pie w (14) 54 93
Ms W Costin
11 s6716 All Hard Wood w (5) 54 94
Z Spain
12 61377 Monegal w (11) 54 92
B Ryan (a)
13 72401 Ruby Skye w (3) 54 92
L German (a)
14 s0s98 Perfect Illusion h (17) 54 90
J Mallyon
15 03914 Royal Thunder twn (2) 54 93 T Schiller (a)
16 94129 Great Glen w (15) 54 91
M Heagney
EMERGENCY:
17 46319 Gottaluvtrucks wbh (6) 54 91
B Ward

8

Wilson Transformers S’case 7.35
$30,000, Benchmark 58, 1175m

1

— Willy White Socks

SCRATCHED

2 15026 Maid In Milan dh (1) 63 88 Ms H Ede (a4)
3 9s806 Pacific Tycoon cdwh (10) 63 88
L McNeil (a2)
4 s7s40 Smart Ain’t He d (13) 63 84
Ms A Bryan (a1.5)
5 0900s Waiting For A Mate tcdwh (17) 62 85
Ms D Scott (a4)
6 0162s Cryfowl d (7) 61.5 86
J Duffy
7 13118 Imitation Game w (9) 61.5 90 Ms K Nisbet
8 3s215 Dalaalaat (8) 61 100
B Mc Dougall
9 1653s High Street (16) 60.5 84
S Miller
10 22534 Wrecking Ball dw (19) 60.5 88
B Allen
11 335s5 Damagic d (4) 60 89
Ms B Wright (a2)
12 75326 Kathaire d (15) 60 96 Ms E Hennessy (a3)
13 6s182 Il Professionale dwb (11) 59 95
Ms W Costin
14 1s240 Mnementh dbh (6) 59 95
J Mallyon
15 81354 Kopaonik d (2) 58.5 87
Dylan Dunn
EMERGENCIES:
16 042s4 Kaipaki (5) 59 90
T Schiller (a1.5)
17 321s0 Hajduk (12) 58.5 81
18 21485 This Skilled Cat d (3) 58 88
N Souquet
19 27s71 Liberty Power w (14) 57 92
M Heagney

Legend: T – Won at track. C – Won at this distance on this course. D – Won at this distance on another course. M – Won in slow or heavy going. B – Beaten favourite at last start. H – Trained on track. N – Won at
night. S – Spell of three months. F – Fell. P – Pulled up. L – Lost rider. TV – Featured on Trackside TV.
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Officer found guilty in rape investigation
AUCKLAND — The 29-year-old police
officer accused of groping his female
colleague and later raping her in a
Kerikeri motel as she slept has been
found guilty.
The man, who cannot be named, has
been on trial in the Auckland District
Court facing indecent assault and sexual
violation charges after pleading not guilty.
Yesterday afternoon, after four hours
of deliberations, the jury returned with
unanimous guilty verdicts.
It found him guilty of indecently
assaulting his colleague and guilty of
sexually violating her as she slept in a
Kerikeri motel last February.
The verdicts were met with tears from
the defendant’s family who have sat in
the public gallery throughout the trial.
He will be sentenced in April.
In summing up the case yesterday
morning, Judge Evangelos Thomas told
the jury it had to set aside sympathy and
prejudice to consider its verdicts logically.
Over the past two and a half weeks
the Crown has called a number of police
officers, including the complainant, to
relate what happened that night.
The woman told the jury she felt like
“one of the boys” at the motel that night;
skulling beer from a hollowed-out police
baton and playing a stripping game.
She told the jury the man groped her in
an attempt to come on to her in the early

evening and, after she made it clear she
between the pair and he had simply
wasn’t interested, she later woke up in
shaken her awake that night before she
pain to him raping her.
grew upset.
Judge Thomas said while the officers
The group of police officers were filmed
had engaged in “stupid, ill-advised games” drinking and socialising at the Kerikeri
that night, the jury’s job was to decide if
motel that night.
the sexual conduct had occurred and if
The defendant and complainant
the complainant had consented to it.
playfully interacted with one another
The jury has heard four different
at the start of the night, at one point
versions of what happened that night
walking through the courtyard arm in
from various police officers at the motel
arm.
that night.
The Crown argued the woman’s body
A constable sharing a room with the
language grew reserved after the alleged
defendant said the man
indecent assault as she
woke him up that night
sat in the group with her
The
jury
heard
four
and told him he had
knees pulled up to her
been having sex with the different versions of what chest.
woman when she became happened that night.
However, when she
upset and couldn’t do it
emerged from his room
anymore.
moments earlier she
This constable told the jury he went to
lingered in the courtyard until he caught
the woman’s room and she told him she
up and gave her a beer.
had been sleeping when she woke up to
The footage showed the man walking
the man having sex with her.
across the courtyard roughly 25 minutes
The jury heard this police officer’s
after the woman retired to her motel unit
initial statement was that the woman told for the night.
him she woke up to the defendant on top
He checks the door and, when he finds
of her.
it unlocked, lets himself into the room
He then changed his story after being
and closes the door behind him; emerging
told anything he said could be used in an
roughly 20 minutes later.
employment investigation into his own
The defence argued the fact the woman
behaviour that night.
left the door unlocked meant she was
His boss, a sergeant, told the jury the
expecting company but the complainant
defendant told him nothing happened
said she didn’t bother locking it because

‘Good to be home’
Injured White
Island guide
finally released
from hospital
by Neil Reid, NZ Herald
WHAKATANE — A tour guide
critically injured in the Whakaari/
White Island eruption has finally
been released from hospital.
Kelsey Waghorn suffered fullthickness burns to 45 percent of her
body when the volcanic island off the
Bay of Plenty coastline erupted on
December 9.
Tragically, 21 people — including
two fellow tour guides and 19 tourists
— lost their lives.
In a post uploaded to a Givealittle
page set up to support her and her
family, Waghorn has revealed she is
now out of hospital and back home.
“Words can’t describe how good it
is to be home — my own bed (that
doesn’t inflate and deflate randomly),
the fresh air, the view from the lounge
and, of course, our two dogs,” she
wrote.
“My days are still full of physio,
hand therapy, OTs and district nurse
visits, but I am home.
“Thank you once again for your
continued support, love, advice and
donations. They really mean the world
to me.”
Waghorn spent 49 days in Hutt
Hospital, including 10 in the intensive
care unit.
Given the severity of her injuries,
for five days she had been placed in
an induced coma.
“During those 10 days, no one could
tell my family whether I was going to
make it or not,” Waghorn wrote.
“Thankfully, my little beaten up
vessel pulled through, and I made it
up to the burns/plastics ward, where I
spent another 39 days.”
She was later transferred to
Waikato Hospital, where she

HOME AT LAST: Injured White Island guide Kelsey Waghorn pictured with
fellow White Island Tours guide Hayden Marshall-Inman who tragically died in
the volcanic eruption.
Picture supplied
remained as an inpatient for 16 days.
She said that period would have
been shorter “had I not fallen over on
my very first weekend leave, which
landed me back in Whakatane A&E.
“Not exactly the way I’d planned
on going back to see and thank the
team there. Needless to say, my doctor
back in Waikato was more than
apprehensive about letting me spend
the following weekend at home.
“But, we convinced her I’d learnt
my lesson, and I was granted the next
two weekends home.”
Waghorn was then discharged on
February 13.
But four days later she was again
rushed to hospital.
“True to form, my body had other
ideas,” she revealed.
“Before my first dressing change
at home on the Monday following my
release, I passed out in the shower.
Twice. In doing so, I skinned my shin
and traumatised my family for life
(again . . .).
“Cue the ambulance, IV line and a
whole lot of blood pressure checks.
“Thankfully, other than a collapsed
jugular vein and some oozy fingers, I
haven’t had any other surprises.”
Last week Jake Milbank — a

fellow White Island Tours guide who
suffered burns to 80 percent of his
body — revealed he was now enjoying
temporary leave from hospital.
On February 11 he wrote that the
“last 94 days have been the most
challenging days of my life but each
and every one of them I have been
getting stronger and stronger”.
He underwent 23 surgeries since
almost losing his life in the eruption.
“I am now fully grafted, which
means my physio regime has been
getting more and more intense as my
skin grafts heal,” Milbank wrote.
“From walking on the treadmill to
pumping iron (a 1kg weight in each
hand) we are seeing improvements
every day. I am finally beginning to
gain weight and have put on 3kg in
the last three weeks.
“I am looking forward to spending
more time out of the hospital and
eventually being home with my
friends and family but at this stage
we are not quite sure when that
might be, meaning that for now my
main focus is getting in the gym with
my rehab team.
“I am looking forward to sharing
some more good news regarding my
recovery with you all in the future.”

the motel complex was full of police
officers.
The complainant recorded two minutes
of a conversation she had with the
defendant moments after the alleged rape.
The complainant made another
recording which archived conversations
with other colleagues that night and
made rudimentary notes on her phone
which match what she told the jury in
court.
She had two unread Snapchat messages
from the man that night but they were
never seen because the man uninstalled
the application on his phone that
morning.
The man maintains any sexual activity
between the woman and his client that
night was consensual and part of a
prearranged hook up.
His lawyer, Paul Borich, told the jury
the CCTV clips made it clear the pair had
flirted all night and the woman had “got
the guilts” that night before turning on
his client.
Borich said the man deleting Snapchat
was probably the stupidest thing he had
ever done but while he had clearly let
himself and his family down, he was not a
criminal.
“You might think a lot of people have
let themselves down as a result of this
incident. Clearly, the defendant has let
himself and his loved ones down.” — RNZ

Police battle
misinformation
in search for
missing woman
TASMAN — Police
say they are frustrated
by misinformation
as they search for a
Marlborough woman
whose disappearance a
year ago is being treated
as a homicide.
Jessica Boyce was last
seen in Renwick in March
last year driving a red
Holden Rodeo ute that
Jessica Boyce
was found a few days later
in the Richmond Ranges.
Detective senior sergeant Ciaran Sloan
said detectives working on the case had
been frustrated by what they believed to be
significant amounts of misinformation designed
to impede the investigation.
This includes the placement of Boyce’s
red ute in the Lake Chalice carpark, which
police believe was put there to mislead the
investigation team.
Despite this, some progress had been
made and on March 9 this year, Marlborough
Police seized a black Mazda utility vehicle,
which they thought was connected to Boyce’s
disappearance.
The vehicle is undergoing a forensic
examination.
Sloan said Boyce’s disappearance was
being investigated by a core team helped
by additional staff from the wider Tasman
District, Canterbury and Southern districts.
He said police were also aware that several
people of interest had left the Marlborough
area over the past year, possibly believing it
might help them avoid police attention.
“Despite these obstacles, the investigation
team is steadily working through and following
up all information received. We remain
absolutely focused on resolving this case and
providing answers for Jessica’s family and
loved ones.”
Police said they still wanted to hear from
anyone who might have information about
Boyce’s disappearance.
Contact Marlborough Police on 03 578 5279.
Information can also be provided anonymously
via Crimestoppers on 0800 555 111. — RNZ
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Sanders ‘reassessing,
but not dropping out’
WASHINGTON —
Democratic presidential
candidate Bernie Sanders said
on Wednesday (local time)
that he was reassessing his
campaign, raising questions
about whether he would drop
out after losing three more
states and falling prohibitively
behind Joe Biden in the 2020
race.
A Sanders spokesman
denied a report that the
Vermont senator was
suspending his campaign, but
that word came as Sanders
pulled down digital advertising
on Facebook and Google,
triggering further confusion
in a contest that has already
upended Covid-19.
Earlier on Wednesday,
campaign manager Faiz
Shakir said Sanders “is going
to be having conversations
with supporters to assess his
campaign”.
However, Shakir also
suggested that Sanders was

Senator Bernie Sanders
in no hurry to make any
decisions about ending his
2020 bid, noting that “the next
primary contest is at least
three weeks away”.
More immediately, Shakir
said, Sanders “is focused on
the government response to
the coronavirus outbreak and
ensuring that we take care of
working people and the most

Former Vice President
Joe Biden
vulnerable”.
Reports later surfaced that
Sanders was suspending
his campaign, prompting
spokesman Mike Casca to
say that the candidate was
“not suspending. Nothing has
changed since this morning’s
statement”.
In the meantime, Sanders’
campaign deactivated digital

ads purchased as recently as
Tuesday.
Even if Sanders decides to
keep running, he has little
hope of catching Biden, who
used victories in Florida,
Illinois and Arizona to collect
nearly twice as many delegates
as Sanders on Tuesday.
Sanders now needs to win
more than 63 percent of the
remaining 1757 delegates.
US President Donald Trump
awaits the nominee.
For Sanders, catching up
would be the tallest of orders
under any circumstances.
However, that task is even
tougher in a political world
that has been turned upside
down, along with daily life,
amid efforts to combat a
pandemic that has killed more
than 100 people in the US.
Neither candidate has been
travelling or holding campaign
rallies, and much of the
electorate has been staying at
home. — AP

Magnitude
6.4 quake
strikes Bali
DENPASAR — A magnitude-6.4
earthquake has struck south of
Bali, Indonesia, the European
Mediterranean Seismological
Centre (EMSC) says.
The quake was at a depth of 10
kilometres, EMSC said, adding that
there was no direct damage and no
tsunami was expected.
Indonesia, which sits on the
seismically active Pacific “Ring
of Fire”, often suffers deadly
earthquakes and tsunamis.
— Reuters

Public debut — without
the public — for polar
bear cubs at Dutch zoo
THE HAGUE, Netherlands — A pair of twin
polar bear cubs have made their public debut at
a Dutch zoo — but without the public because of
coronavirus restrictions.
There was no sign of social distancing
between the three-and-a-half-month-old cubs
and their mother, however, as they cautiously
ventured out of the maternity den at the
Ouwehands Zoo on Wednesday morning (local
time). The twins stuck close to their mother,
called Freedom, as they explored their outdoor
enclosure for the first time since they were born
on November 27.
In a video released by the zoo, Freedom kept a

close eye on her cubs and gently licked the head
of one as it suckled.
The cubs are the product of a European
breeding programme intended to help preserve
the endangered species.
The gender of the cubs is not yet known. Once
that is established, likely after they take their first
swim, the zoo has two male names — Yuku and
Atlas — and two female names — Yura and Nova
— ready.
The Ouwehands Zoo in the central town of
Rhenen has been forced to close its doors by a
government ban, in force until at least April 6, on
gatherings of more than 100 people. — AP

Actor Johnny Depp

Dispute over actor’s finger injury
at centre of The Sun libel case
HOW Johnny Depp lost the top of
his middle finger is proving key to a
libel case he has brought against The
Sun.
The actor is suing publisher News
Group Newspapers (NGN) over a 2018
article that alleged he was violent and
abusive towards his ex-wife Amber
Heard.
At a preliminary hearing on
Wednesday (local time), the newspaper
group said he sustained the injury
during “an alcohol and drug-addled
rage against Ms Heard” in 2015.
However, he claims his finger was
fractured when she threw a glass
bottle at him.
The couple met in 2011, married in
2015 and settled their divorce out of
court in 2017.
Heard, who is giving evidence in
support of The Sun, has accused her
ex-husband of grabbing, shoving and
strangling her while they were on
holiday in Australia.
She claims he “severely injured his
finger, cutting off the top” while he

was smashing a telephone against
a wall, according to NGN’s barrister
Adam Wolanski QC.
However, Depp claims Heard threw
a glass bottle at him, which smashed
and fractured his finger, before she
put “a cigarette out on (Depp’s) right
cheek”.
Wolanski said the accounts of
what happened were “diametrically
opposed” and claimed Mr Depp’s
version of events was undermined by
texts he later sent to his doctor.
Penelope Cruz and Winona Ryder
have provided written statements that
express surprise and shock at seeing
him characterised as violent.
According to Wolanski, Ms Heard
believes her ex-husband is “leaking
evidence which he thinks supports his
case into the press”.
It will be decided at another
preliminary hearing on Friday
whether the two-week trial will begin
on Monday. Neither Depp nor Heard
attended Wednesday’s hearing.
— BBC

POLAR BEAR TWINS: In this image released by Ouwehands Zoo Rhenen on
Wednesday (local time), a pair of polar bear twins make their public debut at a
Dutch zoo, without public because of coronavirus restrictions. The two youngsters
cautiously ventured out of the maternity den at the Ouwehands Zoo on Wednesday
morning, sticking close to their mother, called Freedom, as they explored their
outdoor enclosure for the first time since they were born on November 27. AP picture

SPIDER
THE MAN
by Mark Peters

T

he musician and top bloke we knew
as Spider seemed to have been around
forever and then he wasn’t.
Born on March 3, Spider (aka Peter Tekira)
died the day before his 66th birthday. He had
lived with an illness for some time.
Spider was a local identity, albeit a quiet one,
and most of us wouldn’t have even known his
birth name was Peter Garth Tekira because
we all knew the affable bloke and talented
musician as Spider.
Spider’s siblings Toss, Robyn, Helen, Colleen,
the late Kathleen and the late Lorna, though,
called him Peter Boy.
Spider’s son Garth doesn’t know how Spider
got to be called Spider, only that was what
everyone called him and that Spider was the
name of his disco. Garth was close to his dad
and often ran discos with him.
“We did a lot of discos together. As a kid I
was doing discos for Ilminster before I even got
there. When I did get there I did discos for form
one and two.”
As disco slowly gave way to DJs, gigs thinned
for Spider’s act although in the past few years
he was a regular feature at the 2nd NZEF (New

ALL HEART: Peter Tekira, widely known as
Spider, was a quiet local musical identity
who passed away the day before his 65th
birthday this month. Picture supplied
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Zealand Expeditionary Force) Association club
in Palmerston Road and at private birthday
celebrations. He played a lot of 1950s and 1960s
music to suit the crowd’s tastes, says Garth.
Spider also played bass in his band the
Outlaws. “Once I was old enough I ended up as
drummer for his band,” says Garth.
“I used to go to his band practices and sit in
the shed and watch people coming in for a jam.
When they had a break I’d jump in and have a
go on the drums.”
The Outlaws often performed at the Record
Reign, the Bridge Hotel and private parties.
After the Outlaws, Spider and Garth played
with other bands but so many Garth can’t
remember them all.
Spider and Garth also sometimes mixed it up
with his uncle, Ta Rutherford, when he wasn’t
playing lead guitar for New Zealand blues and
R&B guitarist, harmonica player and singer
Midge Marsden.
“They’d often get together when Midge wasn’t
playing,” says Garth.
They played mostly blues and rock-based
music but Spider’s disco music was the sound
Garth heard as a boy at home — along with
classic 1970s rock.
Spider also toured as bass player

with Prince Tui Teka and was on the road with
the musician when the former Maori Volcanics
Showband member died.
“I grew up with a lot of disco but Dad really
loved Deep Purple, Jimi Hendrix and Led
Zeppelin. He got into funky stuff right back to
Pearly Shells,” says Garth.
Pearly Shells, or Pupu A ‘O ‘Ewa, is an old
Hawaiian song often performed with Webley
Edwards and Leon Pober’s lyrics in
English.
Spider also performed with his brother Judah
on drums, Ta Rutherford on lead guitar, cousin
Paul Anderson on keyboards and Garth on
rhythm guitar and vocals in the band Ethnic
Roots. The band won the Battle of the Bands in
2010 and 2011.
“We’re slowly getting another band together,”
says Garth.
“My daughter studied music in Palmerston
North and did really well. She has come back to
Gisborne and my nieces and nephews are also
involved with the band.
“The new band could be called Ethnic Group
Uprising.”
Spider’s spirit lives on through music.
“He was a legend,” says Garth.
“All my heart.”
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Dancing with fire

ON FIRE: Gisborne Boys’ High
student and siva afi (fire knife
dance) exponent Ethan Ratapu
performs in a siva afi competition
held in Auckland on Saturday.
Picture supplied

by Mark Peters

W

2538-01

ith a flaming fire knife in one
hand the young performer
flies to the edge of the stage,
somersaults across it and begins his
routine that involves spinning the
burning fire knife in front of his face.
Gisborne Boys’ High student Ethan
Ratapu only began training a year ago
in the Samoan art known as siva afi
but with moves like that managed to
take fifth place in a siva afi competition
in New Zealand’s first Schools Siva Afi
competition which was held at Auckland’s
Mangere Arts Centre on Saturday
Competitors from Gisborne and Auckland
performed traditional items from Samoa,
Tahiti and Hawaii.
Ethan took up training in the art of
fire knife dance under maths teacher and
siva afi exponent Tim Noyce “because it
looked cool and different”, he says.
After living in Samoa for eight years,
during which time he trained in the art
of siva afi, Noyce moved to Gisborne.
His achievements in siva afi competition
include winning the New Zealand 2017
TahiMana Fire championship, third place world siva afi competition in Samoa.
in the 2018 individual men’s event in
“I’m pretty much the only white guy
the Cook Islands and third place in a
who does siva afi,” says Noyce.
duo routine with Amo Ieriko in the 2019
“When I came to Gisborne I thought I
would see if the boys were into it.”
Several were.
“First we were given six basic moves to
learn,” says Ethan.
“We practised with sticks weighted at
one end. The real sticks have a machete
blade at one end. It was scary at first
then after a while it was fun.”
The stick is known as nifo oki — the
taiaha of the Samoan, says Noyce.
“It’s a bit shorter than a taiaha.
Samoans made blades from whalebone.
The end of it has a hook with a barb.
Europeans changed it to a machete blade
made from spring steel.”
In 1940 American Samoan paramount
chief Freddie Letuli saw fire dances in
the US, says Noyce.
“He added fire to the Samoan dance
and took it back to the islands. Everyone
has a different story about its origins.”
Boards are fixed either side of the
blade which is wound with cloth to soak
SOMETHING TO SING
ABOUT: Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart
wasn’t ever wellbehaved enough to
please the church but
managed to find a
patron of sorts in Baron
Gottfried van Swieten.
A few centuries later,
the Gisborne Choral
Society welcomed the
group’s new patron.
Former mayor Meng
Foon has passed the
torch of patronage to
Mayor Rehette Stoltz
(second right) pictured
here with St Andrew’s
Church new minister,
Rev Jin Sook Kim at
a choir rehearsal on
Tuesday night. Choir
musical director Gavin
Maclean (left) conducts.
GCS was to perform
the Mozart Requiem
in St Andrew’s in May
with the Hastings
Choral Society, but this
week the two groups
decided to postpone
the performance in
light of the coronavirus
pandemic.
Picture by Grant Miller

up the accelerant.
“I have a lot of scars on me,” says
Noyce.
“It cuts through and melts your skin.
I’ve had the hook go through my wrist.”
No blades are used in school student
training or performance. In performance,
exponents can use moves developed from
the six basic moves, says Ethan — which
led to his favourite move in the Auckland
competition.
“I’m facing backwards then I spin
around spinning the stick at the same
time.”
That’ll be the stick that is flaming at
one end.
Ethan plans to continue training with
a view to taking home the Auckland siva
afi competition trophy — an actual fire
knife with hooked and barbed blade.
NIFO OKI: An example of the
performance weapon used
in siva afi, Samoan fire knife
dance.
Picture supplied
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ThisWeek

ROLLING IN: Seen here performing at
Raglan Roast, Ricky Boyd (left), Robson
Timbs, Jay Papworth and Dylan Haley
of surf band Set Waves who recently
rounded off a 1960s style surfboard
competition in Ohope with a shindig at a
local Mexican restaurant.

■ At Autumn’s Awakening 2
Kick off autumn with Meiniak’s
Pantera Tribute and Harbinger’s
Metallica Tribute. Smash Palace,
Saturday, 8.30pm. Tickets $19 from
www.trybooking.com

Picture by Thomas Teutenberg

COMING UP
■ Clairvoyant Barbara Hayward
Cosmopolitan Club, Saturday, March
28, 7.30pm. Tickets $20.
■ TINA – Simply The Best with
tribute artist Caroline Borole
War Memorial Theatre, Monday,
March 30, 8pm. Tickets from
Gisborne i-Site or ticketek.
POSTPONED
■ Los Village Burritos
Dome garden bar, March 28, 8.30pm.
Entry $5 cash at the door.
■ Ten Tenors
War Memorial Theatre, April 26,
8pm.
POSTPONED
■ Riki Gooch and Jeff Henderson
Dome Room, April 1.
POSTPONED

THEATRE
■ The Complete Works of William
Shakespeare (Abridged)
Evolution Theatre, 71 Disraeli Street,
Until March 21. Tickets $24-$34
from www.eventfinda.co.nz
■ Calendar Girls
Unity Theatre, 209 Ormond Rd,
April 16-25 (7.30pm), April 18
(3pm). Tickets $25+bf from Gisborne
iSite or eventfinda
■ The Addams Family
Musical Theatre Gisborne
production, at Lawson Field Theatre,
April 25-May 2.
POSTPONED

Got something going on?
Let The Guide know at
guide@gisborneherald.co.nz,
or telephone 869-0630.

ArtsGuide
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Hanging ten . . .
with Set Waves
experimented with reverberation.
The instrumental Misirlou by Dick
ummer is over but the endless
Dale and his Del-Tones will be familiar to
groove goes on with the classic
many from the movie Pulp Fiction.
sound of the ‘60s created by
American instrumental rock band, The
Gisborne band Set Waves. The band has
Ventures, who helped to popularise the
no gigs in the pipeline, to coin a phrase,
electric guitar in the 1960s, are another
but they’re always up for a booking
influence on Set Waves.
and recently performed at a post-dunga
“The Ventures were heavy hitters in
dedicated surfing competition in Ohope.
the surf music genre,” says Timbs.
The band and the old-school boardThe sound and extended tracks of
riding comp organised by Dylan Barnfield German stoner/psychedelic rock group
of Ohope’s Salt Air Surf were a good
Colour Haze are closely aligned to surf
fit. The inaugural West End Wiggle
music of the ‘60s but this is not a flavour
surf competition is part of a growing
Set Waves use in their licks.
movement dedicated to the spirit, style
“We look back to look forward. Lots of
and design associated with long, straight reverb and lots of surf guitar and tom
surfboards, colloquially known as dungas toms. As soon as you hear that surf guitar
or logs, of the ‘60s. After the comp,
sound you get a picture in your head.”
and before the wistful Bon Iver tune
A picture in Super 8 soft tones, possibly.
used in Corona beer’s post-surf, goldDave Wronski of instrumental surf rock
hazy ad could air on the wireless, Set
super group once asked in a GuitarWorld.
Waves rocked Ohope’s Mexican bar and
com column, “will surf guitar be the last
restaurant Cadera with a mix of covers
electric guitar genre to earn some longand originals at a shindig.
overdue respect?”
Made up of Ricky Boyd (lead
“Fender-style guitars with single-coil
guitar), Jay Papworth (bass), Dylan
pickups have typically been the weapon
Haley (rhythm guitar) and Robson
of choice, while vibrato bars are used to
Timbs (drums), the surf band plays
help express the rolling of the surf.
instrumental ‘60s music inspired by the
“Sometimes the vibrato bar is used
jangly-guitar, the rolling drum sound, and very smoothly; sometimes it is shaken
the burnished, dioramic, kodachromatic
to the point of breaking off — enough to
light seen in Super 8 cine film of the era. make Ike Turner proud.”
The band’s original tunes are inspired
The Surfaris’ instrumental song Wipe
by the likes of American rock guitarist
Out, with its gun-rattle drum solo, is the
and surf music pioneer Dick Dale. The
classic, says Timbs.
King of the Surf Guitar – the title of
“We want to sound as if someone
Dale’s second studio album – drew on
walked in and was back in the ‘60s.”
Middle Eastern music scales and to have

by Mark Peters

S

Menopause The Musical
Thursday, March 19th, 7.30pm

ed
n
o
p
t
Monday,
PosMarch 30th, 8.00pm
Ten Tenors ed
n
p
Love
Ino
The Air
tApril
osIs
PSunday,
26th, 8pm

Showtime Entertainment presents

TINA – Simply The Best

lled
e
c
n
Wednesday,
Ca May 13th, 7.30pm
Moscow Ballet La Classique

Sleeping Beauty

Laughingstock Presents

Heath Franklin’s Chopper
The Silencer
Wednesday, May 20th, 7.30pm

Matariki Glow Show
Thursday June 11th, 10am & 11:30am
Showcase Entertainment presents

Floyd Live
Sunday June 14th, 7.30pm

Leaving Jackson – The Johnny
Cash & June Carter Show
Wednesday, August 12, 7pm

Friends! the Musical Parody
Friday September 18th, 7.30pm
Showtime Australia presents

The ABBA Show
Monday November 23rd, 8.00pm

VISUAL ARTS
■ Tairawhiti Museum
The Lieutenant’s Calling Card
and the Response of a Quizzical
Eye. Native Voices: Ko au,
ko matau - I am, we are. Tu
te Whaihanga — 37 taonga.
Ocean — recent works by Jolene
Douglas. Mon-Sat, 10am-4pm.

lled
e
c
n
Ca
Sunday March 22nd, 1.30pm & 4.30pm

■ Muir’s Bookshop Cafe
Annabel Campbell, acrylic artist.

Felix the Fearless Dog

Arts On Tour presents

Brendan Dooley
Comedy Magician

Muddy Moa Charitable
Trust presents

lled
e
c
n
April
14, 15, 16, 17, 18
C11,a12, 10am

■ Verve
A Second Fruiting: Collaborative
works by John Walsh, Richard
Rogers and Daryl File.

■ Paul Nache Gallery
New works by EvanWoodruffe.

ned
o
p
t
s
Po
The Addams Family

ARIBA!:A band of Ballance Street villagers known as Los Village Burritos who
live, work and play music near the Ballance Street shops take their rhythmdriven and Latin-flavoured style to the Dome next week. Made up of musicians
from Mexico, the US, Australia and Gisborno, Los Village Burritos’ approach
to well-known songs of various genres is to spice them up with a bit of
“guacamole” — their self-coined term for the band’s musical flavour and texture.
Los Village Burritos will play for the last Garden Bar show of the summer at the
Dome on Saturday, March 28, 8.30pm. Entry $5 cash at the door.

April 25, 28, 29, 30 & May 1, 2
7.30pm. April 26, 27 – 2pm

Tickets on sale from
Gisborne i-SITE

30449-09

■ Miharo Gallery
Paintings by Simon Kerr.

Musical Theatre Gisborne presents
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CGI canine yearns to be free
by Jake Coyle, AP Film Writer

D

oes the dog movie have any new
tricks? Do we want it to?
For the most part, we want our
dog movies like our pooches: comforting,
obedient and slightly slobbery. The Call
of the Wild, the latest adaptation of
Jack London’s 1903 novel, is all those
things but adds a new twist. Its canine is
computer generated.
Whether that’s an improvement or not
depends on how you prefer your animals,
digital or more down-to-earth. Previous
adaptations of The Call of the Wild, going
all the way back to 1923, were usually
done with real dogs, including the 1935
version with Clark Gable and a 1972 film
with Charlton Heston.
But movies, like sled dogs, run in packs.
This Call of the Wild, which co-stars
Harrison Ford, follows a string of movies
that have tried, and mostly failed, to
herd the animal kingdom into the realm
of Computer Generated Imgaery (CGI),
including The Lion King and Dolittle.
And yet they’ve still been upstaged by the
genuine article.
It’s not that Buck, the St. BernardCollie mix of The Call of the Wild, isn’t a
good boy. He’s a towering, fluffy guy who
will almost, but not quite, fool you into
thinking he’s real.
He was created partially through a
motion capture performance by Terry
Notary, who was memorably ape-like
in the dinner scene of Ruben Ostlund’s
The Square. The more compelling, albeit
unsettling version of The Call of the Wild
may be seeing it with Notary’s Buck, sans

of the heavy-drinking Thornton, like
some animal dreamed up by AA and the
ASPCA.
Buck’s destiny remains easy to root
for. And Ford, looking happier to be on
screen than he has in some time, adds
considerably to the movie’s charm. The
whole thing, with Steven Spielberg’s
regular cinematographer Janusz
Kaminski handling photography, has a
warm polish.
But it’s also thoroughly ironic to make
a movie about the gravitational pull of
the wilderness with so much help from
computers. There is little here, amid the
high-tech photorealistic animations, that
would satisfy London’s concept of “wild.”
The Call of the Wild is the first film
released under the newly renamed
Twentieth Century Pictures, the studio
formerly Twentieth Century Fox and
since acquired by the Walt Disney Co.
It’s a name and logo that can look a little
neutered, even if The Call of the Wild may
BIG-HEARTED DOG: As the newest rookie on a mail-delivery dog sled team, Buck
seem like it had Disney DNA from the
experiences the adventure of a lifetime as he ultimately finds his true place in the
start.
world. Harrison Ford plays the human.
20th Century Fox via AP picture
But Disney has its own formidable new
sled dog movie, too, in Togo (starring a
digital effects.
a price from the teaming miners of
real dog), which recently debuted on its
The movie, directed by Chris Sanders
the 1890s Klondike Gold Rush in the
streaming service. All of which is to say
(How to Train Your Dragon, Lilo & Stitch) Yukon. Buck falls in first with a cheerful
that today’s movie landscape is, as ever, a
and penned by Michael Green, takes
mailman named Perrault (Omar Sy),
dog eat dog world.
the basic shape of London’s adventure
who teaches him to be a sled dog. There
while boosting the adrenaline whenever
are worse owners, too, including a posh,
■ The Call of the Wild, a Twentieth
possible. There are added scenes like an
abusive fortune-seeker (Dan Stevens).
Century Pictures release, is rated PG
underwater rescue and an avalanche.
But Buck also repeatedly encounters a
by the Motion Picture Association
But it similarly sketches the Pacific
bearded woodsman named John Thornton
of America for some violence, peril,
Northwest odyssey of Buck, whose
(Ford) who’s both our narrator and Buck’s
thematic elements and mild language.
sunny days in California end when he’s
eventual master. So smart a dog is he
Running time: 100 minutes. Two stars
kidnapped and shipped north to fetch
that he even noses away the bottles
out of four.

FilmGuide
ODEON MULTIPLEX
■ The Personal History of David
Copperfield
A Charles Dickens classic gets a
makeover. Stars Dev Patel, Peter Capaldi,
Hugh Laurie, Tilda Swinton, Ben
Whishaw and Paul Whitehouse.
■ Queen & Slim
A black man on a date with a black
woman is pulled over on a minor traffic
matter. The situation escalates, the police
officer pulls out a gun, wounds the
woman and is killed after a scuffle with
the man. The pair go on the run but the
incident, captured on video, goes viral.
■ Sooryavanshi
Hindi-language action film directed by
Rohit Shetty and starring Akshay Kumar.

lives of those she loves, she suspects that
the death was a hoax and she is being
harassed by an invisible man.
■ The Call of the Wild
Harrison Ford stars in story based on the
Jack London novel about the adventures
of a dog who finds his true place in life.
■ Emma
A new take on Jane Austen’s novel of a
romantic meddler.
■ Jojo Rabbit
An Oscar bow for film by Taika Waititi.
■ Sonic the Hedgehog
Sonic, a blue anthropomorphic hedgehog,
comes to Earth to escape evil forces
wanting to use his power of super-speed.

■ I Still Believe
■ Bloodshot
The true-life story of Christian music
megastar Jeremy Camp.
Vin Diesel plays a marine brought
back to life with superpowers by an
organisation wanting to use him as a
DOME CINEMA
weapon. But as time goes on, he has cause
to doubt the motives of those controlling ■ All at Sea
him. Based on Valiant Comics character.
Brian Cox is an old rogue who breaks all
the rules to fulfill a friend’s dying wish to
■ Dark Waters
be buried at sea in this black comedy.
Mark Ruffalo plays a corporate lawyer
who takes on DuPont over the poisoning ■ The Humorist
of an American community in a case that
The year is 1984, and Boris Arkadiev, a
expands into game-changing class action.
fictional Soviet stand-up comedian, is
unravelling under the weight of fame,
■ Downhill
censorship, KGB “patronage”, and his
American remake of Swedish film Force
own insecurities.
Majeure. Julia Louis-Dreyfus and Will
Ferrell play a married couple going
■ The Peanut Butter Falcon
through a rough patch after a near-death
A Down syndrome man runs away to be
incident during a family ski outing.
a pro wrestler, on the way befriending an
“outlaw” who becomes his coach and ally.
■ The Current War
■ Women’s Adventure Film Tour
George Westinghouse and Thomas
Edison engage in a battle of technology
A collection of short films showcasing
that will determine whose electrical
women pushing their boundaries in the
system will power the new century.
outdoors.

M I X U P YO U R W O R K D AY P L AY L I S T

THEMIXONLINE

■ The Invisible Man
A woman in a violent relationship goes
into hiding. Then her ex commits suicide
and leaves her a large part of his fortune.
When violent occurrences threaten the

■ Mr Jones
A Welsh journalist goes to Moscow to
seek the truth behind Soviet pre-war
propaganda about a Communist utopia
and discovers a famine.
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Cover your mouth and
nose with a tissue when
you cough or sneeze
Put your used tissue in the
rubbish bin or in a plastic bag

Wash and dry your hands
often, especially after coughing
or sneezing – use soap
Stay away
from others
if you’re sick
health.govt.nz/coronavirus

Protect your family/wha-nau from coronavirus
January 2020 | HP7328

31790-01
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THURSDAY—FRIDAY’S TELEVISION GUIDE
TVNZ 1

© TVNZ 2020

5pm The Chase 0
6pm 1 News At 6pm 0
7pm Seven Sharp 0
7.30 F Jamie’s Ultimate
Veg 0
Jamie Oliver sets out to
change the way people
think about vegetables
with some easy
vegetarian recipes.
8.30 F Who Wants To Be
A Millionaire? UK 0
Quiz show hosted by
Jeremy Clarkson in
which contestants
have the opportunity to
answer 15 questions,
hoping to win
$2,000,000.
9.30 Coronation Street 0
Ryan points the finger;
James confronts Danny
about outing him; can
Maria and Gary forgive
the past?
10.30 1 News Tonight 0
11pm How Not To Get
Cancer 3 0

TVNZ 2

© TVNZ 2020
5pm The Simpsons 3 0
5.30 Home And Away 0
6pm Neighbours 0
7pm Shortland Street PGR 0
7.30 N Police Ten 7 0
Rob Lemoto takes a
closer look at crime in
New Zealand, and the
Kiwis who end up on the
wrong side of the law.
8pm Booze Patrol PGR 0
Series following the work
of police who deal with
problems caused by
alcohol.
8.30 Ambulance Australia PGR
0
9.35 Naked Attraction AO 0
10.30 Two And A Half Men PGR 3
0
11pm Police Ten 7 3
11.30 Claws AO 0

FRIDAY

THREE

PRIME

MAORI TV

5pm Millionaire Hot Seat 0
6pm NewsHub Live At 6pm
7pm The Project
7.30 Lego Masters US PGR 0
The teams draw
inspiration from
extra-terrestrial aliens
and blow them up
afterwards.
8.30 Graham Norton’s
Good Show-Business
Guide PGR 0
Graham Norton
introduces his best
show-business
moments, with some
of the world’s biggest
stars proving they can
do much more than chat
when they are on his
famous red sofa.
9.35 Live At The Apollo AO 0
Sindhu Vee introduces
rising comedy star
Alex Edelman and Lou
Sanders to the stage.
10.35 NewsHub Late
11.05 NCIS AO 3 0
The NCIS team
continues the search for
Gibbs and McGee two
months after they went
missing fighting rebels
in Paraguay.

5pm 3rd Rock From The
Sun 0 (Part 2)
5.30 Prime News
6pm Netball Zone
6.30 Sky Sport News
7pm The Crowd Goes Wild
7.30 Mayday PGR 3 0
8.30 Forensics NZ AO 3 0
On Wellington’s Red
Rocks, a man and his
dog find a handless
corpse floating on the
beach shoreline. But
who is he? And where
has he come from?
9.30 Madam Secretary PGR 0
10.30 Codes Of Auckland
Preview
11.30 The Late Show With
Stephen Colbert PGR

5pm Paia
5.10 My Mokai
5.40 He Rourou 3
5.50 E Kori 3
5.55 E Ki E Ki
6pm Mahi Pai 3
6.10 Tamariki Haka
6.20 Huritua
6.30 Te Ao: Maori News
7pm Tangaroa With Pio
7.30 Easy Eats 3
8pm Funny Whare:
Gamesnight PGR 3
8.30 Haka Global
9pm Sidewalk Karaoke PGR 3
9.30 The Laughing Samoans
10pm Only In Aotearoa AO 3
10.30 Nanakia PGR 3
11pm Te Ao: Maori News 3
11.30 Closedown

6.30 Waiata Mai
6.40 Te Mana Kuratahi
FRIDAY
7.10 Tamariki Haka
12.30 Closedown
6am Ben 10: Alien Force 3 0 7.20 E Kori 3
7.25 Pipi Ma
6.25 The Powerpuff Girls 3 0
7.30 ZooMoo
6.50 The Loud House 3 0
7.40 Te Nutube
7.15 Trulli Tales 3 0
7.50 Darwin + Newts 3
7.30 Atomic Puppet 3 0
8am Polyfest Kapa Haka 3
7.40 Teenage Mutant Ninja
8.30 Sidewalk Karaoke PGR 3
Turtles 3 0
9am Best Of Kai Time On
The Road 3
8.05 The Thundermans 3 0
9.30 Opaki 3
8.30 The Moe Show 3 0
9am Celebrity Antiques Road 10am Waiata 3
10.30 Morena 3
Trip 3
11am Matangi Rau 3
10am
The
Doctors
PGR
FRIDAY
Noon Funny Whare:
11am The Chase Australia 3
12am Infomercials
Gamesnight PGR 3
0
12.30 It’s In The Bag
6am The AM Show
Noon Everybody Loves
1pm Nga Pari Karangaranga
9am The Café
Raymond 3 0
O Te Motu 3
10am Infomercials
1.30 Ako 3
11.30 Millionaire Hot Seat 3 0 12.30 Bull PGR 3 0
2pm Toku Reo 3
1.30 Frasier 3
12.30 Face The Truth PGR
3pm Polyfest Kapa Haka 3
2pm The Late Show With
12.55 Dr Phil AO
3.30 Playlist
Stephen
Colbert
PGR
3
1.55 America’s Got Talent:
4pm IVF World Sprints 3
3pm Wheel Of Fortune
The Champions 3 0
4.30 Tribe
3.30 Jeopardy
3.50 United Plates Of
5pm Waiata Mai
4pm A Place In The Sun
America 3
5.10 Te Mana Kuratahi 3
5pm 3rd Rock From The
4.30 NewsHub Live At
5.40 Tamariki Haka
Sun 0
4:30pm
5.50 E Kori 3
5.30 Prime News
5pm Millionaire Hot Seat 0
5.55 Pipi Ma

SKY SPORT 1

SKY SPORT 2

PAY TV
SKY 5

5pm Super Rugby: Chiefs v
Hurricanes (HLS)
5.30 Super Rugby: Blues v
Lions (HLS)
6pm Super Rugby: Sunwolves
v Crusaders (HLS)
6.30 Super Rugby: Reds v
Bulls (HLS)
7pm Super Rugby: Sharks v
Stormers (HLS)
7.30 The Breakdown (HLS)
8.30 Codes Of Auckland
9pm Super Rugby: Sunwolves
v Crusaders (HLS)
From Suncorp Stadium,
Brisbane.
9.30 Super Rugby: Blues v
Lions (HLS)
10pm Rugby Nation (HLS)
11pm Codes Of Auckland
11.30 Super Rugby: 2015
Final (RPL) Hurricanes v
Highlanders.

5.30 Blackcaps v India:
2014
7pm Blackcaps v Australia:
2007
8.30 Blackcaps v Australia:
2007
10pm Chats: The Ewen
Chatfield Story
10.30 Women’s T20 World
Cup
11pm Women’s T20 World
Cup
11.30 Women’s T20 World
Cup

12am Outback Truckers AO 3
0
12.50 Te Karere 3
1.15 Infomercials
5.35 Te Karere 3
6am Breakfast
9am The Ellen DeGeneres
Show 0
10am Tipping Point 3
11am Cash Trapped 0
Noon 1 News At Midday 0
12.30 Emmerdale PGR 0
1pm Coronation Street 3 0
2pm The Ellen DeGeneres
Show 3 0
3pm Tipping Point
4pm Te Karere
4.30 Dog Squad 3 0
5pm The Chase 0

FRIDAY

12am Blackcaps v India
2am Pakistan Super League
2.30 Pakistan Super League
6am Blackcaps v India:
2014
8am India v South Africa
8.30 Chats: The Ewen
Chatfield Story
FRIDAY
9am Women’s T20 World
2am Sevens: World
Cup
Series (HLS) Vancouver:
9.30 Women’s T20 World
Day Two.
Cup
3.30 Codes Of Auckland
10am Women’s T20 World
4am Global Rapid Rugby:
Cup
Latui v Lions (RPL)
10.30 Pakistan Super League
6am Global Rapid Rugby:
11am Pakistan Super League
Force v Valke (HLS)
11.30 Blackcaps v England:
6.30 Super Rugby: 2015
2018
Final (HLS)
Noon Blackcaps v Australia:
9am The Breakdown
2007
10am Super Rugby: Chiefs v
1.30 Blackcaps v West
Hurricanes (RPL)
Indies
Noon Super Rugby: Sunwolves 2.30 Blackcaps v Australia:
v Crusaders (RPL)
2017
2pm Super Rugby: Blues v
3pm Chats: The Ewen
Lions (RPL)
Chatfield Story
4pm Super Rugby: Jaguares
3.30 Blackcaps v Australia:
v Highlanders (RPL)
1999

5pm Wheel Of Fortune PG
5.30 Hardcore Pawn PG
6pm Highway Thru Hell PG
7pm Border Security:
Australia’s Frontline M
7.30 Hawaii Five-0 MV
8.30 NCIS MV
9.30 Seal Team MV
10.30 SVU MVS
11.15 Highway Thru Hell PG

FRIDAY
12.05 Modern Family PG
12.55 Wheel Of Fortune PG
1.20 Jeopardy! PG
1.40 Border Security:
Australia’s Frontline M
2.05 Seal Team MV
2.55 NCIS MV
3.40 SVU MVS
4.25 Hardcore Pawn PG
4.50 Hawaii Five-0 MV
5.35 The Simpsons PG
6am Jeopardy! PG
6.25 Wheel Of Fortune PG
6.45 The Simpsons PG
7.10 Modern Family PG
8am Border Security:
Australia’s Frontline M
8.25 Highway Thru Hell PG
9.15 Hardcore Pawn PG
9.40 Charmed M
10.25 SVU MV
11.10 Modern Family PG
Noon Jeopardy
12.25 Wheel Of Fortune PG
12.50 NCIS MV
1.40 Seal Team MV
2.25 Charmed M
3.10 Modern Family PG
4pm The Simpsons PG
4.30 Jeopardy! PG
5pm Wheel Of Fortune PG
5.30 Hardcore Pawn PG

MOVIES PREMIERE DISCOVERY
5.10 Maine 16LS 2018 Drama.
Laia Costa, Thomas
Mann.
6.35 Life, Itself 16LSC 2019
Drama. Oscar Isaac, Olivia
Wilde.
8.30 Spider-Man: Far From
Home MV 2019 Action.
Peter’s holiday plans
are scrapped when he
begrudgingly agrees to
help Nick Fury stop the
elemental creatures
causing trouble across
Europe. Tom Holland,
Samuel L Jackson.
10.40 Pooka! 18VLSC 2018
Horror. Nyasha Hatendi,
Latarsha Rose.

Police Ten 7
7.30pm on TVNZ 2

FRIDAY

12.20 Private Practice: The
Final Season PGR 3 0
1.10 Shortland Street PGR 3 0
1.35 Infomercials
2.40 Quantico AO 3 0
3.25 Love Island UK AO 3
4.15 The Fresh Prince Of Bel
Air 3 0
4.40 Neighbours 3 0
5.30 Infomercials
6.30 Rescue Bots Academy 0
6.40 Moon And Me 0
7am The Tom And Jerry
Show 3 0
7.25 Thunderbirds Are Go! 3 0
7.50 Bunnicula 3 0
8.15 Muppet Babies 3 0
8.35 Goldie And Bear 3 0
9am Religious Infomercials
10.05 Neighbours PGR 3 0
11.05 Army Wives PGR 3 0
Noon 2 Broke Girls AO 3 0
1pm Judge Rinder PGR
2pm American Housewife PGR
30
2.30 Home And Away 3 0
3pm Shortland Street PGR 3 0
3.30 Powerpuff Girls 3 0
3.40 Pokemon: Sun And Moon:
Ultra Legends 0
4.05 The Deep 0
4.30 Friends 3 0
5pm The Simpsons 3 0
5.30 The Simpsons 3 0

FRIDAY

Jamie’s Ultimate Veg
7.30pm on TVNZ 1

5.40 Gold Rush PG
6.35 Gold Rush PG
8pm Gold Rush: The Dirt PG
8.30 Outback Opal
Hunters PG
9.25 Undercover
Billionaire PG Trial by
Fire.
10.15 Alaskan Bush People PG
11.05 Naked And Afraid MLC
11.55 How It’s Made PG

FRIDAY

12.20 How Do They Do It? PG
12.45 World’s Deadliest
Weather Caught On
Camera PG
1.35 Deadliest Catch PG
2.25 Bering Sea Gold PG
3.15 Gold Rush: White
Water PG
FRIDAY
4.05 What On Earth? PG
12.05 Surprise Me PG 2017
4.55 Naked And Afraid MLC
Comedy. Jonathan Bennett,
5.45 Deadliest Catch PG
Fiona Gubelmann.
6.35 Fast N’ Loud PG
1.35 Reverse Angle M 2009
7.30 World’s Deadliest
Drama. Emmanuelle
Weather Caught On
Vaugier, Anthony Lemke.
Camera PG
3.05 Maine 16LS 2018 Drama.
8.20 Gold Rush PG
4.30 Life, Itself 16LSC 2019
9.35 Gold Rush: The Dirt PG
Drama.
10am How It’s Made PG
6.25 Spider-Man: Far From
10.25 How Do They Do It? PG
Home MV 2019 Action.
10.50 Aussie Gold Hunters PG
8.35 Surprise Me PG 2017
11.40 Evil Lives Here MVC
Comedy.
12.30 Killer Instinct With
10.05 Maine 16LS 2018 Drama.
Chris Hansen M
11.30 Life, Itself 16LSC 2019
1.20 The 1980s: The
Drama.
Deadliest Decade M
1.25 Spider-Man: Far From
2.10 Top Gear PG
Home MV 2019 Action.
3pm Gold Rush: White
3.35 Surprise Me PG 2017
Water PG
Comedy.
3.50 Gold Rush PG
5.05 The Leisure
5.15 Gold Rush: The Dirt PG
Seeker MVLSC 2018 Adventure. 5.40 Aussie Gold Hunters PG

KEY 0 Closed captions; 3 Repeat; (HLS) Highlights; (RPL) Replay; (DLY) Delayed; 16 Approved for persons 16 years or over; 18 Approved for persons 18 years or over; AO Adults only;
C Content may offend; L Language may offend; M Suitable for mature audiences; PG/PGR Parental guidance recommended for younger viewers; S Sexual content may offend; V Contains violence.

19Mar20

Lego Masters US
7.30pm on Three

CHOICE
5.30 Mysteries At The Museum
6.30 American Pickers 7.30 Yukon
Gold PGR 8.30 Discovering… Black
Sabbath PGR 9pm Discovering…
The Who PGR 9.30 Ozzy And Jack’s
World Detour PGR 10.30 American
Pickers 11.30 Mysteries At The
Museum FRIDAY 12.30 The
Hairy Bikers’ Comfort Food
1.30 Carver Kings 2am Cash
Cowboys 3am Discovering… Black
Sabbath PGR 3.30 Discovering…
The Who PGR 4am Ozzy And Jack’s
World Detour PGR 5am Mysteries At
The Museum 6am Horizon: Death
Of The Oceans 7am The Hairy
Bikers’ Comfort Food 8am Wildlife
Icons 9am Travel Man: 48
Hours In 9.30 Escape To The
Chateau 10.30 Mysteries At The
Museum 11.30 American Pickers
12.30 Ozzy And Jack’s World
Detour PGR 1.30 Discovering…
Black Sabbath PGR
2pm Discovering… The Who PGR
2.30 Yukon Gold PGR 3.30 Baby
Animals And Friends 4.30 Culinary
Genius 5.30 Mysteries At The
Museum

BRAVO
5pm Judge Jerry
5.30 Hoarders 6.30 Love It Or
List It 7.30 Tattoo Fixers PGR
8.30 Below Deck Sailing Yacht AO
9.30 The Real Housewives Of
Cheshire AO
10.30 Snapped PGR
11.30 Snapped: Killer Couples PGR

FRIDAY
12.20 Infomercials 10am Four
Weddings USA 11am Snapped PGR
Noon The Kelly Clarkson Show
1pm The Real Housewives Of
Beverly Hills PGR 2pm Below
Deck PGR 3pm Keeping Up
With The Kardashians PGR
4pm Undercover Boss 5pm Judge
Jerry 5.30 Hoarders

RNZ NATIONAL
5pm Checkpoint
6.30 Trending Now
6.55 The House
7.06 Nights With Bryan Crump.
8.15 Dateline Pacific
Current-affairs programme covering
the major Pacific stories of the
week.
8.30 Windows On The World
International public-radio features
and documentaries.
9.06 Our Changing World With
Alison Ballance.
10pm News At Ten
10.15 Lately With Karyn Hay.
11.06 The Music 101 Pocket
Edition

FRIDAY
12.04 The All Night Programme
5am First Up 6am Morning Report
9.06 Nine To Noon 10.45 The
Reading Noon Midday Report
1.06 Afternoons 4.06 The Panel
5pm Checkpoint
Compiled by
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Exceptional performances in Hawke’s Bay
EQUESTRIAN
GISBORNE equestrians performed
exceptionally well at the Horse of the Year
show in Hastings this month, with several
horse of the year titles coming to Gisborne.
Larina Dolman and her one-in-a-million
horse Kiwi Lansing finished off an amazing
year with a win in the hotly contested Pro
Amateur Rider of the Year. Larina has
had an amazing season in which she has
also won the Harrison Lane Pro Amateur
National Series.
Sarah Gault and thoroughbred mare
Ultra Velvet (owned by Shirley Collie from
Cambridge) had a very successful time in
the sidesaddle section. They were first in
the concours d’elegance, first in the bestpresented, second in the sidesaddle rider
and second in the sidesaddle horse, and
won the award for the champion sidesaddle
horse of the year.
Anna Spence and Brecon Bach Seal
(owned by Karen Bevitt), competing at their
first Horse of the Year show, made it one
to remember when they won the Purebred
Welsh First Ridden Pony of the Year.
Merran Hain’s indomitable 19-year-old
thoroughbred Untouchable, ridden by
Hawke’s Bay rider Luke Dee (formerly of

Gisborne), had a successful time in the
working hunter section, taking first place in
the hunter jump, first in the working hunter
over 148cm and fourth place in the wire
jump, and coming away with the working
hunter of the year title.
Hain rode Untouchable with considerable
success in the national show hunter series
which concluded at the Horse of the Year.
The combination won the NRM National
High Points and were second in the Ultimate
Egg Company Amateur Rider series.
Mandy Macpherson and Frieden Star
proved they are a combination to watch
in the future. They took second place in
the four-year-old dressage horse and the
accolades for reserve champion Level 1
horse of the year.
Henrike Puketapu and RM Limbo were
placed third in the Prestige Equestrian
Futures Series for dressage.
Shelagh Nolan and Ngahiwi Eyeza Blue
were placed third in the amateur showjump
rider of the year.
Olivia Briant and Jubilee Silver Wings
competed in the showing section and were
placed fifth in the paced and mannered
saddle hunter pony over 138cm and not
exceeding 148cm. They were also second
in the Pony Society ridden pony over

the paced and mannered show pony of the
year over 138cm and not exceeding 148cm.
Receiving a placing in this title class was a
lovely ending to this successful partnership.
Lily Beaufoy and Jakaranda (owned by
Mick and Suzy Gardner) had a show to
remember when they were placed 10th in
the pony of the year — an amazing effort
for a combination that have been together
for only a short time. They were also fourth
in a pony 1.20m showjumping class.
Isobel Bevitt and Buffalo Man finished the
season with a fifth placing in the National
Cartown Category A High Points Series.
With Mr Monochrome, she was placed sixth
in the 1.05m showjumping.
Lidy Loffler and her lovely homebred
horse Parafino were placed third in the
1.10-1.20m amateur rider qualifier.
Ella Rouse and Ruby Tunes were fifth in
the Category B 80cm show hunter.
HORSE OF THE YEAR MEMORY: Anna
Jessica McCann, 14, picked up a sixth
Spence and Brecon Bach Seal had a
placing in the showjumping pony 1.15m
show to remember in Hawke’s Bay.
with Galaxy Knight In. She and Saltire
Picture by Karen Bevitt Solar Flare were third in the open pony
hunter over fences.
138cm and not exceeding 148cm.
Two Eye See, owned by Mick Gardner
Harriet Savage and her homebred pony
and ridden by Robert Steele of Dannevirke,
Capriola Storm were competing at their last was placed sixth in two 1.35m showjumping
showing outing together and placed fifth in
classes.

SUDOKU

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Stick to your plan in order to make things happen. Refuse to let emotional
issues cloud your vision or stand between you and your success. Be more
aggressive, and take advantage of situations promptly. Good things will come
your way. 2 stars

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

CRYPTIC CLUES

SOLUTIONS TO
PUZZLE 10,942
QUICK
Across: 3 Plaintiff; 8 Rain; 9
Solitaire; 10 Magnet; 11 Utter; 14
Thorn; 15 Lead; 16 Edict; 18 Raid;
20 Whole; 21 Seamy; 24 Icicle; 25
Recognise; 26 Plot; 27 Contested.
Down: 1 Premature; 2 Diagnosis;
4 Loot; 5 Idiot; 6 Travel; 7 Fort; 9
Seine; 11 Unify; 12 Reconcile; 13
Adherents; 17 Twice; 19 Devout;
22 Minus; 23 Zero; 24 Isle.
CRYPTIC
Across: 3 Pikestaff; 8 Once; 9
Retailing; 10 Bedlam; 11 Stand;
14 Lures; 15 Tear; 16 Emits; 18
Sups; 20 Tools; 21 Spray; 24
Rising; 25 Front door; 26 Lean; 27
Ballerina.
Down: 1 Doubtless; 2 Acid drops;
4 Item; 5 Exact; 6 Talent; 7 Fine; 9
Raise; 11 Slimy; 12 Deposited; 13
Press gang; 17 Stair; 19 Spinal; 22
Adder; 23 Aria; 24 Roan.

Quick Crossword answers
also fit the large grid

QUICK CLUES
DOWN

ACROSS
1.
4.
8.
9.
10.
11.
13.
14.
16.
17.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Happen (5)
Swell (7)
Envious (7)
Wrong (5)
Large town (4)
Act imperiously (8)
Cupid (4)
Fair (4)
Repulsive (8)
Chief (4)
Well done! (5)
Incorrect (7)
Ingredient (7)
Terror (5)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
12.
13.
15.
18.
19.

Unpleasant (13)
Skill (5)
Cover (4)
Dictator (6)
Roomy (8)
Clear (7)
Noted differences
(13)
Despair (4,4)
Rival (7)
Whimsical (6)
Conscious (5)
Repair (4)

Happy Birthday:

ARIES (March 21-April 19):

No 10,943
ACROSS

CELEBRITIES BORN ON THIS DAY:
Ruby Rose, 34; Holly Hunter, 62; Spike Lee, 63; William Hurt, 70.

Break down the cost and time required to get what you want. Patience will
be necessary if you're going to achieve peace of mind and end up in a strong
position emotionally and inancially. Go over your options carefully. 4 stars

SOlUTiOn in nexT pUblicATiOn.

1. The sort of words that could
make you irritable! (5)
4. Drooped, as the signaller
did (7)
8. When they’re weighed,
they’re not used (7)
9. Tropical trees seen on all
hands (5)
10. An expression for time at
school (4)
11. Sounds like wet weather,
darling for creatures used
to snow (8)
13. Scorch the end off the plan
(4)
14. I will be taken in by the
fellows’ appearance (4)
16. Apparently only heads are
nonentities! (8)
17. Avoid a colloquial word of
command (4)
20. A flier coming from the
Rhone (5)
21. Those away from home
might rely on him for the
fare (7)
22. Snooker players who may
well produce cups (7)
23. The place in which we will
embrace the female (5)

Friday, March 20, 2020

Snap decisions will lead to regret. Focus on a long-term plan that will check
off all the boxes on your wish list. If you carefully study each situation you
face, you will realize that you have more control than you realize. Spend your
time organizing and preparing. Set your priorities straight, and don't settle for
less than what you want. Your numbers are 2, 14, 22, 28, 34, 36, 40.

SUDOKU is a logic puzzle made
up of 81 squares on a 9x9 grid.
To solve the puzzle, each row,
column and 3x3 grid within the
larger grid must end up containing
each number from 1 to 9, and
each number can only appear
once in a row, column or box.
A sudoku grid has a single
unique solution, which can be
reached without using guesswork.

DOUBLE CROSSWORD

THE LAST WORD IN ASTROLOGY

DOWN
1. The technique of the boatbuilder? (13)
2. Part of Harpo’s cartoon
much esteemed by the film
world (5)
3. See 18 Down
4. Flower after the first of
February with greater
speed (6)
5. Supplement that may be
removed in the theatre (8)
6. This will require a certain
amount of water round the
East (7)
7. Regional tender! (8,5)
12. Could it be the Supporters’
Ball? (3,5)
13. Intimate show - describing
the stripper in variety act!
(7)
15. Uses foil for delineating
borders (6)
18 & 3Dn. A token of good luck
that gets trodden underfoot
(5-4)
19. Pack in the bus to Wales
(4)

Reject temptation and unrealistic offers. Avoid anyone who uses emotional
blackmail, deceit or unfair tactics to push you in a direction you shouldn't go.
Know when to say no and move on. Don't be afraid to do things by yourself.
5 stars

CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Do things your way, make a change to the way you live and achieve peace
of mind. Things are looking up, and the time is right to follow your heart.
Put greater emphasis on love, romance and building a future that promises
happiness. 3 stars

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):

Evaluate your current inancial situation. Make adjustments that will help you
budget for what's important to you. Stop letting your generosity leave you
without money, when you should be investing in your future and reaching
your ultimate goal. 3 stars

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):

Make personal or physical changes that will draw attention and help you get
others to support your ideas and pursuits. A connection with someone who
stimulates your mind and brings out the best in you will help you reach your
goal. 3 stars

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Share responsibilities, but don't let someone leave everything up to you.
Show appreciation as well as contempt. Be fair, and demand the same in
return. Stand up for your rights, and don't back down. Do whatever will bring
you joy. 5 stars

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Align yourself with people who are inspirational, dedicated and truthful. Travel
and communication will lead to a lucrative endeavor. Deal with an emotional
situation fairly and with an open mind. A day trip or chance meeting will turn
into a worthwhile experience. 2 stars

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):
Do something that will help you clear your head. Avoid people who mess
with your mind or tempt you with offers that aren't in your best interest. Don't
share your opinion if you want to avoid interference and opposition. 4 stars

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Know enough to back away if someone tries to pressure you. Acting in haste
will end up being costly. Slow down, go over every detail and say no to
anything you don't feel comfortable doing. Pay more attention to someone
you love. 3 stars

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Avoid emotional situations and manipulative people. Make personal
adjustments geared toward achieving happiness and success. Have the
strength to do your own thing. Boost your conidence, and it will encourage
you to reach your goal. Stand your ground, and you'll gain respect. 3 stars

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Damage control will be required to control a secret that's leaked. You can turn
a negative into a positive if you are fair and accommodate everyone involved.
A humanitarian approach will win the conidence of the people who count. 3
stars

Birthday Baby:
You are compassionate, helpful and relentless. You are objective and patient.
STAR RATINGS
FIVE STARS: Nothing can stop you now. Go for the gold.
FOUR STARS: You can pretty much do as you please. It’s a good time to start new projects.
THREE STARS: If you focus your efforts, you will reach your goals.
TWO STARS: You can accomplish a lot, but don’t rely on others for help.
ONE STAR: It’s best to avoid conflicts. Work behind the scenes or read a good book.
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Golf Roundup compiled and edited by
Chris Taewa. If you have a story, tournament
to promote or results you wish to have printed,
contact The Gisborne Herald at 869-0633 or
email sports@gisborneherald.co.nz
Thistle AFC tournament; SATURDAY/ 42, J Kerekere 38, J Van Helden 38, M
SUNDAY, April 11-12, Summit Forestry Jefferson 37.
2-Day Easter Open for men and
Division 2: D Hall 39, M Garewal 37, B
HOME-course pair Doreen
women.
Pratt 37.
Goldsmith and Peter Harrison were
Twos: J van Helden, D Patumaka, A
Poverty Bay
clearcut winners of the Canadian
White.
mixed open at Te Puia’s open opening
Approach: M Norman.
Electrinet Park
GRAY Clapham started his Reynolds
day tournament on Sunday.
SATURDAY — Reynolds Cup
Cup campaign in ideal style on
The Goldsmith/Harrison combo had
qualifying, men’s net: G Clapham
IN a repeat of last year, half a stroke Saturday, top qualifying for the top
45 points, three ahead of husband
68, A Abrahams 68, M Stewart 69,
decided the Lunken Cup mixed pairs eight.
and wife Peter and Iritana Ngarimu.
A Kirkpatrick 69, P Wauchop 70, W
Clapham shot 83-15-68 to head the
A sizzling back nine holes of 34 led champions on Sunday.
Mortleman 71.
Carney Pipi and Dave Rameka
net qualifying on countback from
Te Puia’s Roly Smith to 79-16-63, for
Twos: D Wright, N West, T Donovan, A
denied defending champions Mihi
Andy Abrahams, who carded 79-1140 points, and the men’s stableford
Abrahams, V Richardson.
Marino and Rod Moore by the same
68.
honours.
Approach: V Richardson.
The No.1 seed faces Dave Mettrick
The field included club member and minuscule difference of 2019.
THURSDAY (March 12) — Men’s
in round 1 of matchplay on Saturday. stableford, division 1: A Abrahams 39, G
kaumatua Nehe Dewes’ niece Katarina Pipi and Rameka had a net 67.5 to
Simon Jeune turned on the
Epae, visiting from Melbourne. Dewes Marino and Moore’s 68.
Brown 39, C Poole 39, A Kirkpatrick 37,
The Park team for the ER Black
form that earned him the Poverty
and Epae were among the foursomes
D Griffin 37.
Cup interclub mixed pairs at Waikohu Bay men’s open crown last year
prize-winners.
Division 2: R Owen 40, H Williams 37,
on March 29 are Pipi and Rameka,
in winning the division 1 men’s
The Te Puia women’s open and
R Skuse 35, M Reynolds 34, B Allen 34.
Marino and Moore, Wiki Morrissey
stableford on Sunday.
round 2 of the women’s interclub
Twos: N Mackie, B Colbert, R Owen, A
and Steve Phillips, Jacque AkuhataIn a flawless round of scoring,
pennants is on Saturday.
Kirkpatrick.
Nickerson and Glen McKinnon and
Jeune had four birdies in his 4-under
SUNDAY — Te Puia Open Opening
Approach: G Morley.
68-3-65, for 43 points.
tournament, Canadian mixed foursomes Jean Foot and Brad Reynolds.
Patutahi
Sel Peneha fired his best round of
It could have been lower, he
stableford: D Goldsmith/P Harrison 45,
admitted, after collecting the Sunday
P and I Ngarimu 42, H Miratana/B Clark 2020 so far in winning the men’s net
on Saturday. He had two twos among School jackpot of a couple of hundred FRIDAY proved a successful dress
39, H McClutchie/J Babbington-Welsh
rehearsal for Sunday for Selwyn
his four birdies in an even-par 72-7-65 dollars for having two stableford
38, E Wynyard/I Ruru 36, K Epae/N
Pohatu and Mike de Luze.
SUNDAY — Lunken Cup mixed pairs
points or more on every hole.
Dewes 36.
The pair posted 23 points apiece to
Jeune was one point ahead of
Men’s stableford: R Smith 40, M Grant net: C Pipi/D Rameka 67.5, M Marino/R
Moore 68 from K Papuni /D Craven.
Darren Patumaka, who posted 78-12- win their sections of the Friday meat
36, J Devery 33,.
pack nine-hole stableford, then did it
SATURDAY — Men’s net: S Peneha
66, for 42 points.
Women’s approaches: E Wynyard, I
again on Sunday.
65, G Hill 70, R Grace 70.
The Eastland Helicopter Rescue
Ngarimu.
De Luze won the junior division with
Twos: S Peneha 2.
Trust charity fundraiser scheduled
Men’s approach: J Babbington-Welsh,.
Eagle on 8: B Reynolds.
for tomorrow has been postponed to 81-17-64 while Pohatu had matching
Twos: G Roberts, R Smith, N Dewes/K
SATURDAY (March 8) — Women’s
a yet-to-be-confirmed date due to the nines of 39 in his 78-11-67 to top the
Epae.
seniors.
stableford: K McDonald 35.
Covid-19 outbreak.
SUNDAY — Men’s net, senior division:
SUNDAY — Men’s stableford,
COMING UP: SATURDAY, Te
S Pohatu 67, C Beattie 67, C Parker 70,
COMING UP: SUNDAY, Gisborne
division 1: S Jeune 43, D Patumaka
Puia women’s open opening day
tournament and round 2 of the
Poverty Bay women’s pennants,
11am tee-off, stableford for pennants,
net for open; SUNDAY, club meeting
at 10.30am followed at 12.30pm by
round 2 of the Jo Hale Memorial.

Te Puia Springs

Junior crossword
1

2

3

1603
4

5

7
8

9

10

11

12
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Across
6. Something a singer holds
(10)
8. Opposite of full (5)
10. A digging tool (5)
13. Measure temperatures
with this (11)
14. More pleasant (5)
17. A striped animal (5)
19. Toilets (10)
Down
1. Walk with a hobble (4)
2. Mix black with white to
make this colour (4)

3. Gorillas (4)
4. A long comfortable seat (4)
5. A practice for a play (9)
7. A four-sided shape (9)
9. The number in a trio (5)
11. A part of something (5)
12. A one-legged jump (3)
15. A hole in a hill (4)
16. These followed the Pied
Piper (4)
17. Nil (4)
18. An alcoholic drink (4)

1. Kidney, 3. Goat, 7. Lick, 8. Nearer, 10. Address,
13. Snoring, 16. Living, 17. Lazy, 18. Well, 19. Bottle.
1. Kill, 2. Decide, 4. Oars, 5. Throne, 6. Dessert, 9. Ironing,
11. Pillow, 12. Infant, 14. Oval, 15. Tyre.

Waikohu
WAIKOHU will host the ER Black
interclub mixed pairs competition on
Sunday, March 29.
The format is Canadian mixed
foursomes and each club will be
represented by five pairs.
Tee-off is 11am and players are
reminded the club does not have
eftpos.
There is a club competition this
Sunday.

Tolaga Bay
JOHN Hale headed a trio of players
in the Sunday stableford.
Hale, Rongo Pomana and Mat
Jefferd all returned 28 points but Hale
won on countback.
SUNDAY — Stableford: J Hale 38, R
Pomana 38, M Jefferd 38, D Maitai 36,
Joe Lincoln 35, T Higgs 35.

Virus effect round-up
AFL could be crowd-free

6

G Brown 70.
Junior division: M de Luze 64, A
Nimmo 65, G Tattersfield 66, L Jamieson
68.
Women’s net: A Stills-Hindmarsh 71, H
Humble 71.
Twos: S Pohatu.
Eagle on 1: A Brodie.
FRIDAY — Meat pack nine-hole
net, senior division: S Pohatu 23, B
McKenzie 21, W Brown 20, M Stock 20,
B Wallace 20.
Junior division: M de Luze 23, N
Bunting 21, D Tarry 21, C Kirkpatrick 20,
S Fookes 20.

MELBOURNE — The entire AFL
season, even the grand final, could be
played without crowds as Round 1 kicks
off amid the coronavirus crisis.
Reigning premiers Richmond will host
Carlton at the MCG in tonight’s season
opener, with AFL boss Gillon McLachlan
declaring the 17-round fixture list “will
not look like any other”.
Matches will be played behind closed
doors indefinitely with shortened 16-anda-half-minute quarters plus time-on.
Prime Minister Scott Morrison has
announced a range of new measures,
including a ban on all non-essential
indoor gatherings of more than 100
people.
The government’s measures could last
up to six months, or more, meaning the
whole season could be played without
spectators, which would be a giant
financial blow to the league, clubs and
players. — AAP

two weeks to October 31.”
Lappartient said he was consulting
with Italian race organisers about
holding the Giro later in the year.
“With regards to the Tour (de France),
for now nothing changes.”
Organisers have yet to announce a
decision on the three-week Tour, which
is set to start in Nice on June 27. — AP

EPL clubs to talk

LONDON — English Premier League
clubs are set to gather by way of
conference call to discuss fixtures
and finances amid the coronavirus
pandemic.
Top-flight action in the country is
suspended until April 4 at the earliest,
and measures around social distancing
mean no clubs will be present in person
for the meeting today.
UEFA’s gathering of football
stakeholders on Tuesday ended with
an outline commitment to completing
domestic competitions across Europe by
30, and the decision to postpone
Still hope for ‘classics’ June
Euro 2020 to the summer of 2021 has
PARIS — The president of the
given competition organisers like the
International Cycling Union hopes the
EPL greater wriggle room.
Giro d’Italia and other races postponed
Match-day revenue is clearly still an
because of the coronavirus outbreak can important consideration even at Premier
go ahead later this year.
League level, but far less so than in the
Four one-day classic races to be held
EFL, so clubs are likely to be more open
next month were cancelled this week.
to the idea of playing matches behind
The Paris-Roubaix cobblestone race, the closed doors if it is deemed safe to do
Fleche Wallonne, Liege-Bastogne-Liege
so over the next month or two.
and the Amstel Gold race have all been
The league is understood to be in
called off.
ongoing dialogue with its broadcast
The Strade Bianche and Milan-San
partners, whose schedules have
Remo were already postponed along with been decimated by the widespread
the Giro, which was to start on May 9.
cancellation of sporting events. — PA
UCI president David Lappartient told
Tour suspension extended
French TV on Wednesday that he had
“good hope” several races could still go
NEW YORK — The ATP and WTA have
ahead.
extended the suspension of their tours
“The first possibility is to reprogramme until June 7, the two tennis bodies said
the monuments of cycling (the classics) in a joint statement on Wednesday.
for the (European) autumn,” Lappartient
The clay court season “will not be held
told France TV.
as scheduled” due to the suspension,
“For that we have the possibility of
the organising bodies of the men’s and
pushing back the end of the season by
women’s tours said. — AAP

EFL offers £50m in relief
LONDON — The English Football
League put forward a short-term relief
package worth £50 million today to help
cash-strapped clubs in the divisions
below the Premier League during the
coronavirus outbreak.
Football in England was brought to a
halt last week in an attempt to slow the
spread of the virus.
It is unlikely the leagues will resume in
early April, as initially planned, and the
EFL has moved to help clubs struggling
with the ramifications of that.
Clubs below the Premier League rely
heavily on match-day revenue.
The EFL board said finishing the
season was key.
In Scotland, players and staff at topflight club Hearts have been asked to
take a 50 percent wage cut. — AP

Teams self-isolating
WELLINGTON — The Crusaders
and Chiefs have entered voluntary
self-isolation, choosing to follow New
Zealand Government guidelines and
shut themselves off from the world in
the face of the coronavirus.
In separate statements, both teams
said they would undergo a quarantine
process after returning home over the
weekend following games in Australia.
Earlier yesterday, Prime Minister
Jacinda Ardern recommended any
person who had recently recently
entered New Zealand from overseas
travel — even those who returned before
the Sunday midnight border restriction
deadline — should enter self-isolation.
The Chiefs said they would undergo
four days of isolation, until Sunday,
while the three-time defending champion
Crusaders didn’t reveal their time frame.
Those squad members who didn’t
travel to Australia would not be isolated.
Both teams have begun the process a
day after the Highlanders, who went into
14-day quarantine after returning from
Buenos Aires on Tuesday. — AAP
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Double success for young sailors
SAILING
GISBORNE sailing siblings
Jake and Lucy Millar topped the
podium with overall first and
second placings in Wellington in
this year’s round of the Wellington
Open Skiff Cup Silver Fleet at the
weekend.
The event was part of a series
sailed in the boats around the
country, and included some South
Island events.
Lucy was keen to defend the
title she won last year at this
venue, but elder brother Jake
stamped his dominance on the
event this year.
Jake sailed consistently on Day
1 and was overnight leader with a
string of first and second placings.
After all 10 races, and
discarding his two worst race
results, he finished 10 points clear
of his sister, who was second,
one point ahead of last year’s
third plac-getter Zoe Ham from
Paremata.
There were 14 entrants in the
combined silver and bronze fleet.
Winds were light to moderate
and the venue hosted a well-run,
enjoyable event, with courses
varied to suit conditions and
including America’s Cup-style
racing.
This result elevates both the
Millar youngsters into the Gold
Fleet for next year, with other

ONE AND TWO: Young Gisborne sailors Lucy (left) and Jake Millar
finished second and first respectively in the open skiff championships
held in Wellington at the weekend, with Zoe Ham from Paremata taking
third place.(Picture supplied). Their results mean they will be elevated
to the top skiff racing grade next season. They were also pictured with
their craft last year.
Picture by Paul Rickard
they are racing.
New Zealand open skiff sailors,
including Coutts’s son, have
already won world championships
in the boats.
Jake and Lucy will compete in
the Gisborne Financial Services
Poverty Bay Championships this
weekend and they hope additional
skiff sailors will be in Gisborne
to ply the waters of Poverty Bay
alongside fleets of Lasers and
perhaps trailer yachts.

events planned in the open skiff
calendar.
The open skiff is the go-to
boat for young sailors to get out
in the water and have fun and
competition.
Russell Coutts is a driving force
in the open skiffs and fleets are
expanding around the country.
Most events offer coaching
sessions and the nature of the
events allows the tail-enders to
have on-the-water coaching while
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GISBORNE CITY
morning min 11
Mainly fine, but
max 25

SATURDAY

morning min 13
The odd morning
max 21

SUNDAY

morning min 15
Cloudy periods.
max 26

chance shower
from afternoon.
NW breezes.

shower. Some late
rain. S turning N.

Northwesterlies.

Best at

Weak fronts crossing the
South Island clear the island
early Friday afternoon. An
active front affects the
South Island on Saturday,
followed by an unsettled
west to southwesterly flow
on Sunday and Monday.

GISBORNE
10 – :15
10:AM
4 PM
PROTECTION REQUIRED
Seek shade, reapply sunscreen

MONDAY
Cloudy periods, and isolated Cloudy periods. Scattered
morning showers. Some
showers about the ranges.
late rain. Southerlies turning Northwesterlies.
northerly.

Maori fishing guide by Bill Hohepa

Rise 3:43 am
Set 6:05 pm

Data provided by NIWA
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occluded
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Hicks Bay

Rise 7:11 am
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H 4:23am 4:40pm
L 10:41am 11:04pm
H 4:16am 4:33pm
L 10:14am 10:37pm
H 4:04am 4:21pm
L 10:02am 10:25pm
H 3:46am 4:04pm
L 9:57am 10:20pm
H 3:26am 3:48pm
L 9:42am 10:02pm

SUN-MOON-MAORI FISHING GUIDE

warm

Mainly fine, but a shower
or two possible in the
south from afternoon.
Northwesterlies turning
southerly at night.

Saturday

Mar 20

22

2

21

Friday

fine
showers
fine
fine
fine
showers
showers
showers
showers
cloudy
fine
windy

23
24
25
21
20
25
21
22
19
16
15
15

TODAY IN HISTORY
1998 – Hot and wet weather was
blamed for high vegetable prices. In
hot and moist weather conditions,
vegetables rot in the ground quickly,
causing a shortage.

A few showers, clearing
later. Northwesterlies dying
out.
For the latest weather info including Weather Warnings visit

metservice.com

Best at

Fair

10:57 am
11:20 pm

© OceanFun Publishing www ofu co nz Maori fishing guide by Bill Hohepa

NZ TOMORROW
Auckland
Hamilton
Tauranga
Rotorua
Taupo
Napier
New Plymouth
Palmerston North
Wellington
Christchurch
Queenstown
Dunedin

10:10 am
10:34 pm

GISBORNE READINGS

WORLD TOMORROW

Taken at the Airport, for the 24 hours
to 9am, Thursday 19 Mar 2020
SUNSHINE hours
1.8
On Wednesday, 18 Mar
To date for March
102.3
Average for March
179.0
To date this year
652.4
To date last year
704.1
WIND km/h
Max gust on Wed 18 Mar
S 43
RAINFALL mm
0.0
24 hours to 9am, Thu 19 Mar
38.8
To date for March
102.0
Average for March
100.4
To date this year
To date last year
172.0
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION mm
2.7
Daily average for past week
TEMPERATURE °C
18.0
Maximum
Minimum
6.7
Grass minimum
2.4
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
At 9am 19 Mar (hPa)
1018.6
30.08
At 9am 19 Mar (inches)
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MAADI CUP
OFF BUT
SEASON A
SUCCESS

Gisborne sailing siblings top
PAGE 31
the podium

boys’ rowing coach, said rowers
were informed of the Maadi Cup’s
GISBORNE rowers had a successful cancellation on Monday.
North Island Secondary Schools
“They were upset . . . quiet . . . but
Championships behind them and
understand what’s going on,” he said.
were shaping up nicely for the
“The success that we did get at the
Maadi Cup when coronavirus fallout
weekend was positive. We finished on
curtailed their season.
a good high.”
The Maadi Cup is the pinnacle
The rowers had a benchmark from
event for secondary-school rowers in
the North Island championships and
New Zealand and this year’s racing
had been putting in speed work to
was to be held from March 30 at Lake build up to the Maadi Cup.
Ruataniwha, Twizel, but it was one
Gisborne club president Rebecca
of many planned sports gatherings
Starr said the regatta’s cancellation
cancelled this week in an attempt to
was “obviously a huge disappointment
contain the Covid-19 virus.
to our athletes and the coaching
That left many rowers, coaches
team”.
and administrators reflecting on last
“They have all worked extremely
weekend’s North Island secondary
hard to prepare for the ultimate event
schools event at Lake Karapiro as
in the school rowing calendar, and to
their final meet of 2019-20.
have the rug pulled out from under
Gisborne rowers, whose coaching
them at the last minute was a shock.
comes from the Gisborne Rowing
“More than a few tears have been
Club, produced encouraging results.
shed . . . but obviously public health
Oscar Ruston, from Gisborne Boys’
has to come first.”
High School, won his under-17 boys’
Senior girls’ coach Lewis Green said
heat, semifinal and final in the single the North Island meet was considered
sculls.
a stepping stone to the Maadi Cup.
He teamed up with Sacha
“The kids put an unbelievable
Dewancker to win the u17 boys’
amount into their training,” he said.
double sculls.
“I can’t help but feel for them.”
Dewancker was seventh in the
They had eight sessions a week
single sculls A Final.
split across on-water training, rowing
The u17 coxed quad sculls crew
machines, gym sessions and running,
from Boys’ High were sixth and their
he said.
u18 coxed four, seventh.
For some competitors, it was their
Hannah Veitch and Phoebe Naske,
last season of school rowing.
from Gisborne Girls’ High School,
Others will get another go next year
were second in the u17 exhibition
or they can get back into rowing next
oars coxless pairs.
summer for the next club season.
The GGHS u17 girls’ coxed quad
“I want to highlight how well all
sculls crew came sixth, and the
athletes at the club have done this
school’s u18 coxed four and singleseason,” Green said.
sculls competitor Sophie Lapointe
He hoped a good number of rowers
made A Finals.
would “look towards the future and
Luke Jenkins, Gisborne senior
come back refreshed next season”.

ROWING by Grant Miller

STRONG
PERFORMANCE:
Sacha Dewancker, left,
teamed up with Oscar
Ruston to win gold in the
under-17 boys’ double
sculls.
Picture by Steve McArthur/
Rowing Celebration

GOLDEN
CHAMPIONSHIPS:
Oscar Ruston won gold
medals in the single
sculls and double sculls
in the North Island
secondary schools
rowing championships
at Lake Karapiro last
weekend.
Picture by Steve McArthur/
Rowing Celebration

POWERFUL PAIR: Hannah Veitch (left) and Phoebe Naske claimed a silver medal in the
under-17 exhibition oars coxless pairs.
Picture by Conrad Blind/Rowing.pictureshow

Should’ve . . . could’ve . . . would’ve . . .
stay calm

Farmers have
survived this
way for
generations.
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